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THE MILITARY PROFESSIONAL
L ie u t e n a n t G e n e r a l I r a C. E a k e r , USAF (R e t )

I WOULD BE difficult to fínd a more
appropriate introduction to the topic
of military professionalism than an
account of one who epitomized that qualitV to the very highest degree: General
Carl “Tooey” Spaatz, the first Chief of
Staff of the United States Air Force. He
was one of several aviation greats who
have recently joined the ranks of
2

The innumerable caravan which moves
To that mysterious realm . . . .
So we who aspire to military professional
ism will do well to keep green in our
memory his life and work.
General Spaatz was a pioneer aviator.
He learned to flv in 1915 and was a
combat pilot and flying field commander
in France during World War I. Between
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the wars, he vvas an ardent follower of
General Billy Mitchell, an enthusiastic and
effective advocate of air power and of a
separate and independem Air Force, coequal vvith the Army and Navy.
In World War II, General Spaatz commanded all Strategic U.S. Air Forces in
Europe and was General Eisenhowers
principal aviation adviser, having no equal
in the Supreme Allied Commandefs high
regard and affection. General Eisenhower
frequendv referred to Spaatz as the greatest air commander, air tactician, and air
strategist of World War II. He was the
only airman and the only general officer
present at the surrender ceremonies of
both Germany and Japan.
After the war, it was his influence, more
than that of any other man, which resulted in the Act of September 1947
creating the Air Force as we know it
today. Thus, it was inevitable and entirely
fitting that he became the first Chief of
the new coequal, independent Air Force.
After retirement he continued to ren
der valuable Service whenever his experience and wisdom were called npon by the
Secretary of Defense or Commander in
Chief. He was Chairman of the Board
that picked the site for the U.S. Air Force
Academy, recommended its organization,
its curriculum, and the implementing legisladon. He also served three Presidents
on the American Battle Monuments Commission.
Spaatz was one general who never
made a major mistake. This statement has
broad factual basis, as a matter of record
as well as from my Fifty-seven years of
close association with him since November
1917. I commend to you and to all
students of air power, historians, and
future air leaders the study of his writings,
teachings, and methods on the tactics,
strategy, and organization of military air
power.

I h a t profession which Geri
eral Spaatz served so magnificently existi
as a vital element to promote the welfar
and security of our country. Let us con
sider some of the characteristics of thmilitary profession. What sets it apart
What makes it distinctive? What are it
advantages and disadvantages? How doe
it compare with other professions like law
medicine, teaching, or journalism? I men
tion these because in my college days
was tom between journalism and the lav
while my father hoped I would be ;
doctor. But World War I intruded anc
interrupted career plans for me, as succes
sive wars have done for the personal plan:
of so many of my fellow Americans in th<
last half century. So military Service bei
carne my career, and it is from tha;
perspective that I evaluate the militar)
profession then, now, and for the future
In 1917, when I enlisted (along with i
million others) because President Wilsor
had asked Congress to declare war or
Germany, the military profession w'as noi
well known to our people generally. I had
never seen a regular Army officer o í
soldier. The National Guardsman was the
only one I had ever seen in militarvi
uniform. It was a new and strange world
I was ushered into when I reported to the,
first officers training camp in May 1917.
There I sawr my first general officer.|
Brigadier General Robert Lee Bullard. Hei
rode a horse; w'e marched in summerj
heat, on dusty Arkansas roads, carrying a{
rifle and a 65-pound pack. I there andi
then formed a definite conclusion that a
generafs job was good work if you could
get it, a view that has not altered, although it has been shaken at times, during the intervening years.
When I reported to my first regiment,
the 64th Infantry at Fort Bliss, Texas, as a
second lieutenant, I found that private
soldiers were paid $21 per month, and
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te government allowed 19c per day to Commanders in the field.
The first thing an officer must deter
*d each of them.
mine, in career selection, is personal satisfactions and ainbitíons. It will help greatly
in this exercise if he has the capacity to
recognize and evaluate accurately his abilChance gave me an opportunity to ity,
relative standing in his peer group.
nsfer to aviation and learn to fly. 1 got Is hehisaverage,
above average, or outstandnmand of my first squadron in Sep- ing, with reference
to the professional
fcmber 1918 at 22 years of age—200 men group in which he proposes
to compete?
Jntrusted to my care and leadership and
If you will permit another personal
pho looked to me for guidance, welfare, reference,
decided against a postmd protection. A responsibility? Yes, an World WarI almost
I
military
career because I
íwesome one. requiring 16 hours a day judged that West Point graduates
had an
ith after-duty hours for worrying. An educational advantage which I probably
•pportunity? Yes, 1 so considered it and, would not be able to overcome. That is
i retrospect, still do. Especiallv when I why, after deciding to compete, I took
ras authorized, a vear later, to recruit a every educational opportunity presented,
quadron and take it to the Philippines.
night school at the University of
That postwar Air Service was a very including
the
Philippines
George Washington
fmall organization, 18,000 men, 1800 University and and
full-time courses at the
fficers. The first budget I helped defend, Law School of Columbia
University and at
n 1926 (I was then on the Air Staff in
University of Southern Califórnia,
Washington), was for $26 million, total. the
where
I completed a degree in journalism.
Tiat sum would not buy one B-l bomber
I very early decided that my career
oday. That Armv Air Service had 24 specialties
would be flying and command.
dentifiable officer career skills; today’s Air Diligent pursuit
of the former brought the
rorce has over 300 career officer special- opportunity to engage
in some especially
ies.
One of the earliest decisions a young interesting enterprises, like the Question
)fficer has to make, and also one of the Mark, a world’s flight endurance record,
nost fateful, is which of those career and the Pan American Goodwill Flight,
ipecialdes he shall pursue. They fali gen- among others.
My pursuit of command opportunities
rrally into two major classifications: comnand and staff. The command opportun- won me command of squadrons for eight
ties are considerably fewer in number, years, of groups two years, and air forces
md the number diminishes rapidly with five years.
Despite my earnest and ardent effort to
he passing years. There is, for example,
t any one time, but one Ghairman of the qualify for and obtain command roles, my
oint Chiefs of Staff and one Service chief. thirty years of active dutv were divided
The rewards are greater, by normal equally between command and staff astandards, in command careers, but they signments. In retrospect, I can now say
re by no means inconsequential in staff that both contained career satisfactions,
jcareers. Staff officers frequently have but the command side offered greater
ilarger influence on great events than opportunity to influence major events. It
commanders. General George Marshall, also entailed more hazard and heartburn.
Chief of Staff of the Army, exercised The successful staff officer probably
more influence on national and international councils and events than Generais

Í
t
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vvorks harder. It takes more effort to
influence the decisions of military superiors than to make the decisions yourself,
but the dangers inherent in decisionmaking are infinitely greater. The commander at any levei has good people to
help him, but he alone must bear the
burdens and consequences of decisionmaking. As President Truman well said,
“The buck stops here.”
T h e military profession offers
some very defmite career advantages and
opportunities, and it suffers some handicaps, uncertainties, and disappointments.
My assessment of the advantages and
opportunities, from 57 years of pursuing
and observing them, includes the following:
a. The privilege of living among and
working with men and women of the
military profession. No other group of
that size possesses so high a levei of
honesty, morality, and integrity.
I noted recently that there is now
popular recognition of that fact. The
Institute of Social Research of the University of Michigan recently published the
results of a survey showing that the public
rates the military highest among major
institutions, according to how good a job
that institution is doing for the country.
In the same survey, Americans were
asked about “the people who are presently
running” some of these institutions. They
were asked to tell “to what extent you
think these people are honest and moral.”
In this item the military ranked very near
the top, ahead of all other federal groups
except the Supreme Court; ahead, for
example, of Congress, the news media,
and all other federal government officials.
There has been a lot of left wing, liberal
shooting lately at the code of honor at the
Service academies—West Point, Annapolis,

and Colorado Springs—alleging that th
oath “We will not lie, cheat or steal, nc
tolerate among us those who do” is nov
outmoded, old-fashioned, and no longe
needed or valid. Well, the tragedy o
Watergate would never have happene»
had its actors and agents abided by tha
code.
b. The opportunity to serve with peopl
of loyalty, dedication, and patriotism. Ii
World War II, I had the privilege o:
commanding and serving with more thar
a quarter of a million such men anc
women, more than 20,000 of whom los
their lives while engaged in demonstratin^
those qualities.
c. The opportunity for personal educa |
tion, learning technical, economic, organi
zation, and management skills. I know of
no other organization where there is ar
equal opportunity for these advantages
today.
The Air Force, for example, has more
than 1000 Ph.D.’s in its offícer corps and
several doctorates in its enlisted ranks.
Nearlv all officers have a college education, while more than 20,000 have master’s degrees. Ninety-eight percent of
those enlisdng today are high school graduates, and the principal inducement for
enlisting is to acquire further education or
to learn technical skills. The .Air Force is
the largest and most successful trade
school in the world.
People in the civilian communitv, some
10 million of them, learned. while temporarily in the armed Services during the
Second World War, a respect and admiration for military organization and method.
That accounts, at least in part, for the
large numbers of military men who upon
retirement are sought by civilian indus
tries.
d. The military community is a good
environment in which to live and rear
families. Less crime, fewer economic ine-
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The military may require more per
íiualities, and a better environment arc to
sonal
sacrifice, longer periods of family
ye found there; better sanitation, better
;tandards of health. more regard for the separation, and greater hardships than the
ights of others. Very few civilian com- civil-life professions. On the other hand,
nunities can equal the economic and these are among the challenges of the
social status of all military posts, camps. military profession. What civilian will ever
have the satisfaction of shooting down a
and stations.
e. Militarv Service offers rare opportuni- m i g , evading a s a m , or destroying an
ies for travei, for meeting the peoples of enemy weapons factory?
Our profession has alwavs been in the
ather countries, and for the stimulating
forefront
of adventure. Lewis and Clark
“xperience of living and working with
'oreign Allied leaders and people. How were a lieutenant and a captain; and ten
Ise, for example, would I have had the of the first twelve men to leave footprints
pportunity to meet with the political and on the moon were military professionals.
military leaders of all the .AJlied nations?
The career disadvantages for the mili
S in c e a criticai factor for the
tarv profession include:
military
professional
is leadership, 1
a. Economic ones. Salaries are on the
whole considerably lower than those in should like to discuss this subject briefly.
The subject of leadership has long been
rivilian life. Anvone who puts a premium
on money or material things will do well one of my prime interests. Upon returnto pass up the military career. There are ing from my first Sunday school class, at
five years of age, I am told, I asked my
ino Service millionaires.
I b. A military' career does not offer some father whether I would have a chance, if I
of the personal ego satisfacrions associated worked hard and lived right, to be, some
with political life or the arts. Normallv, day, one of the Twelve Apostles. He
few military men can hope to exercise thought not. Subsequent events have amcommunity, State, and national leadership ply verified his judgment.
like a politician or a journalist.
1 have two favorite quotations concernc. The military life is more nomadic, ing leadership. The first is from an ansubject to more frequent changes of sta- cient fable: “A flock of sheep led by a lion
tion or residence, than most civilian will always prevail over a pride of lions led
professions. Some term it a rootless soci- by a sheep.”
ety, a gypsy life. I notice, however, that
The second carne from the writings of
the children of militarv families seem to Field Marshal Archibald Percival Wavell,
compete well in school and seem generally who said, “The more mechanical become
well above average in appearance, habits, the weapons with which we fight, the less
education, and industry.
mechanical must be the spirit which Con
d. The military life is more demanding trols them.”
on the individual than most civilian
I suppose if you asked any ten people
professions. No other profession possesses to natne the re(]uisites of a leader, all
the personal hazard associated with the would have courage as number one on
normal requirements of the military. For their lists. I would agree, but perhaps for
example, some West Point classes have a different reason.
been practically decimated by our periodic
It is true that in earlier times physical
wars. like Korea and Vietnam.
courage was the first requirement of the
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leader. In the days of knighthood this was
so. At the Battle of Hastings, King Harold
was at the head of his troops as he was
supposed to be. In the Napoleonic wars
the Emperors marshals often turned the
tide of battle by leading the charge. VVith
the changing times the need for the
courage to get shot at, to take the personal risks in the front ranks on the
battlefield, passeei to commanders of lower
echelons. Bv the time of the First World
War, even division commanders were selclom seen in combat; army and supreme
commanders never. Some decry this
trend. The British General J. F. C. Fuller
wrote a book, about 1935, the main theme
of which was a warning that Britain woulcl
not prevail in future wars unless her
admirais stood on the quarterdeck like
Nelson with the flagship the first battlewagon in the line, nor until her soldiers
were led by a man out front as Roberts
and Kitchener were wont to do.
In my book courage is still the first
requisite of the leader, but there are new
requirements for displaying it. The brand
of courage that top leaders were required
to exercise in World War II was the
courage of decision-making. In actuality,
there are not many candidates for top
leadership, and one reason is that most
men hate to make fateful decisions. When
the military commander has to make a
decision which will mean success or defeat,
which will cost human lives, most men
shirk the task. The great majority are
happier to follow. I am convinced that
Eisenhower would have much preferred
being shot at while leading an airborne
division into combat than having to make
many of the decisions of the Supreme
Commander in World War II.
My candidate for the most courageous
leader of all time will be the man who
decides when to push the button to
launch the defense against the nuclear

attack of the future. He may be dee|f|
under a mountainside, as far removeií
from the scene of combat as one can bti
If he decides and acts in time, we sha
survive. If he lacks the courage anti
decisiveness to move in time, we are lost
He may have less than one minute ii
which to make that decision.
Back in the eighteenth century, Marsha
Saxe said, “Though the first quality ;
general shoulcl possess is courage, withou
which all others are of littie value, tht
second is brains, and the third is gooc
health.”
So, let us have a look at brains 01
intelligence with relation to leadership. My
historical and biographical studies of the
great leaders of the past, and my observation of the leaders I have known, do noi
indicate that a high iq is the certain
hallmark of the leader. I do believe that
all leaders are above the average of the
groups they lead and all are brilliant in
some areas. Yet in other ways some have
been quite stupid. At least one leader who
achieved phenomenal success for a time
was quite mad. His name, of course, was
Adolf Hitler.
Since I find so few leaders who were
Ph.D.'s, perhaps that is why I have been
concerned of late at the current trend to
turn over to scientists the selection of our
weapons, and indeed the delineation of
our tactics and strategy. As I see it, if vou
want to go to the moon, call on the
Ph.D. s; if, on the other hand, you want to
keep peace on earth, follow men better
versed in the social Sciences—those who
know how to infiuence and control the
emotions and the minds of men.
A leader who can, earlv in his career.
establish a reputation as being endowed
with good luck is fortunate indeed. Everyone wants to play on a winning team.
Napoleon s first question about a prospective new general was, "Is he lucky?”
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The best definition of Iuck that I have
een is: “An individual is lucky when a
horoughly prepared man meets, recoglizes and seizes an excellent opportunity.”
I read an acknowledged authority one
iay who said that aJl great leaders of lhe
>asi had one thing in common, great
)h\sical stamina, and all gieat leaders of
he future must be sound of wind and
inib—a strong plea for phvsical fitness. Bv
a strange coincidence, the same day I read
a litde passage I think is worth passing on:
Down the streets of Portsmouth, more
than a hundred years ago, vvalked a sailor
vvith one arm, one eye, a persistem State
of nerves, and unable to tread a ship s
deck without being seasick. Indeed he
vvould probably have been in a home for
incurables, were not his name Admirai
Lord Nelson. The mans spirit drove the
flesh." The point is: when weighing the
characteristics of a leader, remember that
a stout spirit can drive a weak body a long
wav.
There is another facet of leadership
which interests me. There are no reluctant
leaders. A real leader must reallv want the
job. George Washington is sometimes
cited as an example to the contrarv. I do
not agree. Washington went to every fire
that started in the Colonies from his earlv
manhood. Nobody could have even an
Indian war without George Washington.
Not only was he the best-trained and
most-experienced militarv leader of his
time but evervbody knew it.
Churchill had been at pains to acquaint
the British people with his qualities and
his availability from the time of the Boer
War. They did not have to look for him
in England’s darkest hour. He was there,
ready and willing.
Ií one finds need for a leader and has
to coax or urge his selection to take the
job, the best advice is to pass him over; he
is not the right man.

9

It is strange that anyone should strive to
be recognized as a leader, as the rewards
have been slim indeed. Churchill was
repaid for saving Britain by being defeated at lhe next election. Napoleon died
in exile. Lincoln was shot. Robert E. lx?e
carne away from Appomattox and four
years of crucial leadership with nothing
but his horse and his sword.
All successful leaders seem to have been
articulate. They had a faculty for inspiring
their followers with the spoken word.
They could and did say the right thing at
the right time. A leader need not be an
orator of the powers of a Mark Antonv,
Brvan, or Churchill. MacAuliffe was artic
ulate at Bastogne with one word: “Nuts.”
Patton was often very articulate with two
words: “Follow me.”
The only quotation I have ever heard
from Pershing was reported by an Ameri
can correspondem present at the tomb of
Lafayette on June 14, 1917, Pershings
second day in Paris. He made a great
speech that said it all: "Lafayette, we are
here.” There are manv other fine examples: Lawrence’s “Don’t give up the ship."
Dewey’s “You may fire when ready, Gridley.” Lincoln’s effort at Gettysburg will
alwavs
/ be a classic.
One of my favorite quotations, in this
vein, comes from a message General Foch
sent to General Joffre during the second
battle of the Marne: “My center is giving
way, my right is pushed back, situation
excellent, I am attacking.”
All great leaders have had the vvit, the
timing, and the courage to influente their
followers to action at the criticai time by a
few well-chosen words, or by example, or
both.
The day may not be far away when we
shall urgendy need the greatest leader we
have ever had. It is my hope that hc will
have the stature for the occasion. May he
be well trained for his task. I pray that he
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have the audacity to assume the task and
the courage to make the fateful decision
in time to save us. May \ve have the good
luck to fínd him and the good sense to
follow him.
now, some observations
and predictions about the military profession and professionals and perhaps a litde
advice—making like a patriarch! Is it not
written that “your olcl men shall dream
dreams, your voung men shall see visions"?
Much of the appeal in our profession
stems from its history and tradition. But
not all tradition is necessarily good. I
remember that Churchill once made a
proposal to a stuffy old admirai who said,
“Oh, Mr. Prime Minister, vve couldn’t do
that. It’s against Naval tradition.” VVhereupon Churchill responded vvith sarcastic
scorn, “Ah yes, naval tradition: rum, sodomy and the lash."
Examine continually all traditions, customs, and procedures of the past, to see if
they meet today’s needs and conditions.
Hold on stubbornly to the good but
eliminate promptly those not pertinent to
these times and requirements.
One of the historie traditions now giving ground slowly—too slowly, I believe—
is that the military profession is exclusively
for men. Recently, for example, several
generais and admirais testified before a
Congressional committee against admitting
females to the Service academies. They
said all of their graduates must be trained
for combat, and all must agree that
vvomen should never participate in com
bat.
This vvas said eidier tongue in cheek or
it was a flagrant miscalculation. Each of
these military seniors knew that they were
sending some of their graduates immediately to pursue advanced studies in universities in law, medicine, engineering,
A

nd

and economics—nothing to do with con|
bat. They were wisely training them fcl
administration, management, weapons s«|
lection, and other noncombat specialties.
The recorcls show that fewer than 2
percent of all military acaclemy graduatt
ever participate in combat, despite the fa<
that we have had four vvars in thi
century.
VVomen should and will be admitted t
the armed Services academies. Since w
have women officers, they must be givei
equal opportunities for qualification as thmen with whom they will have to com
pete. Of course, they should not be admit
ted in trifling numbers— 1, 2, 3, or i
dozen or a score. Instead a bill should b<
enacted providing for an orderly process
It should stipulate that 200 women bt
admitted to each academy in 1976
enough for a squadron or company
Thereafter the number admitted shoulc
be the proportion that female officers
represent in the Service.
It will be a better military Service with
more women, for the simple reason that
women are better people, as every man
knows, remembering his mother and giving his wife her due.
Another tradition that was recently broken was Selective Service, or the draft, as
the method for raising military manpower. Conscription never made any
sense. I am surprised that it lasted so long,
but at last technologv—combined with the
tragedy of employing it in the Vietnam
war—and President Nixon killed it.
It never would have been necessary if
military men had been paid salaries cotnmensurate with those for jobs in civil life
requiring the same education and skill.
Now this is being corrected, and the allvolunteer force, in the first year of trial,
has proven an unqualified success.
An unwilling, juvenile work force would
have been inadequate for any organization
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or business. To trust the most important fundamental to our system of governenterprise we have, our nation’s security, ment.
to such a force was a dangerous, grave
error, now fortunately corrected prior to
F in a l l y , military people are our greatnational disaster.
est
strategic resource. One thing we have
There is another characteristic which
has crept into our military system in the learned from four wars in my lifetime is
last twenty years and which comprises a that we produce better military manpower
present hazard, both to our profession than any other nation in the world. It is
and the security of our country. So-called better educated and better qualified to
intellectuals and “think tanks,” people to- operate effectively the highly technical
tallv without military experience and quali- weapons of today and in the future. It
ficarion, have too often been allowed to possesses greater dedication to the preserselect our weapons and dictate strategy vation of freedom than any other people,
and even tactics employed on the battle- as attested most recently by 50,000 who
field. That fatal pracdce grew up under gave their lives in Vietnam.
Our future military leaders must never
McNamara and his Whiz Kids and still
forget that; they must see also that all
persists.
The military profession must insist, by others remember it. They must cherish
every legitimate means, that weapons and and nourish our people resource as the
tactics be under its cognizance and that it greatest factor in our future security.
My modest hope is that by speaking up
be heard by the decision-makers on strat
egy on the national levei.
in the pages of the Air University Review I
This is not a challenge to rivilian control do more than pursue my avocation of
of the military. On the contrary, the watching the future careers of those who
military profession, to its everlasting continue to practice my favorite profes
credit, has been the strongest supporter sion, which is responsible, more than any
and defender of rivilian control, which is other, for the security of our country.
THE M1L1TARY PROFESSIONAL

Washington, D.C.

U.S. STRATEGIC NUCLEAR
WEAPON POLICY
D o We Have O n e ? Should There Be O n e ?

I

N his first Foreign Policy Report to the
Congress (February 1970), President
Nixon spelled out a distinct dissatisfaction with the strategic policy he had
inherited from the previous Administration. He, therefore, mounted an effort to
develop a new set of policy criteria that
would more realistically reflect, as he
described it, the “inescapable reality” of
the Soviet strategic buildup plus the
emerging Chinese capabilities.
In expressing his unhappiness with the
former policy and obviously searching for
a new one, Mr. Nixon asked two questions: (1) Should a President, in the event
of nuclear attack, be left with a single
option of ordering the mass destruction of
enemv civilians, in the face of the uncertaintv/ that it would be followed bvv the
mass slaughter of Americans? (2) Should
the concept of assured destruction be
narrowiy defined, and should it be the
only measure of our ability to deter the
varietv of threats we may face?
Four years after these questions were
asked, it was divulged, earlv in 1974, that
the United States was revising its targeting
doctrine to include selective, relatively
small-scale strategic options that would
allow a variety of attacks against Soviet
military installations and other important
assets not collocated with urban populations. Toward implementing this new doc
trine, the Defense Department announced
its plans to research further on improved
delivery accuracy and warhead yield-toweight ratios.

Predictablv, this revelation set off a
debate on the efficacy and desirability of
the new doctrine, resurfacing the basic
issues and concerns regarding U.S. stra
tegic nuclear policy. Certain elements in
the Congress voiced apprehension ovei its
implications. At the same time, though,
there was no public indication as to how
President Nixon viewed these expanded
options; and, at this juncture, President
Ford has not revealed his views on the
subject. The chief spokesman for lhe
proposed new doctrine, which holds a
strong emphasis on counterforce operations, thus far has been the Secretary of
Defense; and it is interesting to note that,
a clecade ago, when the U.S. briefly
moved toward a strategic counterforce
doctrine, it was Secretary' McNamara who
publicly carried the bali while President
Kennedy remained quite silent on the
sidelines.
In arguing the merits and demerits of
the new doctrine, one is forced to come to
grips with a very basic question: VVhat is
U.S. strategic nuclear policy? While the
question seems more than worthy, its
answer, in any coherent and succinct
form, does not seem to be forthcoming.
At first consideration, a well-defined
strategic policy would seem to be an
essential underpinning of U.S. national
security. Yet it should be noted that when
U.S. Presidents have attempted such definition and endeavored to implement the
policy, considerable perturbations have resulted on the national scene, and the
13
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record of successful implementation has
been splotchy at best.
Considering this history, one can fairly
ask whether Lhe U.S. should seek a clearly
defined strategic nuclear policy. In fact,
one might go one step further and ask,
iconoclastically: Should there be one?
Who Determines
U.S. Strategic Nuclear Policy?

It is noteworthy that some five years
ago President Nixon, in questioning vvhat
U.S. strategic policy ought to be, highly
personalized his office vvith respect to the
execution of strategic options:
Should a President, in the event of
nuclear attack, be left vvith a single option
?
“A President,” being the Commander in
Chief, would, it seems, logically be the one
to exercise strategic nuclear options, and
therefore this personalized phrasing
would appear to be thoroughly proper.
But, heretical as this may sound, is it?
Despite national and Congressional reservations expressed over Presidential direction of the Vietnam war, it still was
generally conceded that U.S. policy for
prosecuting this war properly belonged to
the President. As in previous conventional
wars, this responsibility and purview were
never seriously challenged. However, notwithstanding the crucial nature of certain
of these wars—particularly World War
II—the American psyche, conditioned by
experience vvith nonnuclear conflict, held
the expectation that such wars could be
fought vvith both meaning and an ability
to effect a satisfactory outcome.
At the basis of this national attitude was
a belief that, whereas the nation’s political
survival may have been at stake (clirectly
or indirectly, as a consequence of events
.

.

.

that might follow an unsatisfactory mil*
tary outcome), there was no paramour
concern that its biological survival wai
seriously threatened. There were in
grained feelings on how destructive cor
ventional munitions could be, and th
upper limit was not held to menao
survival.
On the other hand, if there has no
been an overt challenge to the President’,
control over our strategic nuclear arsenal
in recent years there also has not been z,
national acceptance of a President’s righi
to use these weapons as he might see fit tc
use them. For at least the last ten yean
the U.S. horror-image of strategic nuclear
warfare has been of a nature that essentially rejects such conflict as not being
radonal or even possible, at any levei. This
image has not been contradicted by any
Administration and in fact has generally
been supported by a series of apocalyptic
statements on the inconceivability of thermonuclear war.
We should recall that when major na
tional debates have taken place over various aspects of strategic warfare (the civil
defense issues of the early 1960s and the
antiballistic missile [ a b m ] debate during
1969-70), these debates were cast mainly
in a mold that equated nuclear war vvith
national extincdon.
In rejecdng President Kennedv’s proposed civil defense program, the nation
was rejecdng the presumed, highly intellectualized logic that differences in leveis
of catastrophe represented meaningful
differences in outcome. And, by so doing,
the nadon was refusing to cooperate in
Presidential attempts to establish a “rational” strategic policy which, by admitung
to the possibility of nuclear war, sought to
establish a U.S. posture that would produce favorable war outcomes.
Similarly, during the a b m debate, the
area (populadon) defense component of
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4ie Administraiion’s Safeguard proposal
jared poorlv with the public, and this part
j>f the program was effectively removed
j>\ Congressional action before it was
jormallv ruled out by s a l t 1. The failure
o achieve the sought-after implementaion constituted, in effect, a failure to
inderstand the nation’s altitude toward
trategic war and what latitude it was
villing to give a President in his personal
ífforts to formulate and implement straegic nuclear weapon policy.
In essence. these national constraints
íave been rebuffs to Administrarion efjbrts to set forth, for public acceptance,
preferred versions of strategic policies.
These efforts, which admitted to the posisibility of strategic vvar and even went so
far as to publicly rationalize proposed
policies in considerable quandtadve detail
dealing with specific thermonuclear ex
changes, were aimed at enlisdng public
support by andcipadng a national rationalfity comparable to that established at the
Presidendal levei. Therefore. those rebuffs
have, in effect, shown that the public
(including the great bulk of its most
erudite and intellectual cidzenry), when
forced to “think about the unthinkable,” is
not really capable of “radonal” thought as
practiced in \\ ashington.
In the real world, the quesdon whether
Presidendal advisers on nuclear policy or
the public holcl the more radonal views on
nuclear warfare, with its enormous imponderables, is not a resolvable issue. However, in the real world of how the U.S.
deals with nuclear policy, whenever this
subject becomes a matter of nadonal de
bate, when Presidendal decisions have
surfaced and public support has been
solicited, radonal approaches developed by
the execudve brandi may enlist little pul>
lic understanding or support. So perhaps
the most salient point to be made on
strategic nuclear policy is that its imple-
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mentadon shoulcl be attemptecl not on a
“radonal” basis, within a theoretically or
academically clesirable analytical framework of nuclear exchanges and outcomes,
but rather on the basis of a war that
cannot happen because one cannot contrive and analyze a set of circumstances
that permits this possibility.
In other words, if we are to move
forward in strategic weaponry, we might
do best by emphasizing weapon Systems
which cannot be incorporated into the
calculus of strategic exchanges and out
comes and, thus, can stir up public concern that they have radonal, and therefore
possible, use—for the overwhelming pub
lic atdtude is that there is no such thing as
radonal or possible use for these weapons.
Or, in the context of former Defense
Secretary Melvin Lairtfs posidon of realistic deterrence, we should understand that
realism, when dealing with such weap
onry, is best defined against a polidcal,
rather than analytical, backdrop.
Returning to President Nixon’s question, this query deserves a quesdon in
response: Who is “a President”?
First of all, as to who is “a President,”
even a given President does not necessarilv remain a given President and, in the
course of his office, can change considerably in his views and objectives in accordance with changes in the world around
him. Thus, with respect to strategic policy
and requirements, it is endrely possible
that a President may later regard as an
albatross around his neck a nuclear policy
which originallv seemed to be highly desirable, and his atdtude toward the matter
may change appreciably.
Second, “a President” hardly is any
more an invariatn on national security
matters than he is on domestic issues, and
a new President may bring in very much
different beliefs on security policy than his
predecessor held. This was certainly the
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case vvhen President Kennedy came into
office vvith his Administration’s flexible
response doctrine, which placed the utility
of nuclear forces into a drasdcally different role than had been tbe case under
President Fisenhower. Whether President
Ford holds fundamentally different beliefs
on strategic nuclear weapons than did his
predecessor at this juncture remains to be
seen.
lhe point to be made here is that by no
means is it clear that “a President” in
office will erabrace strategic policies which
will best assist “a President” who will
succeed him, nor is it clear that his
successor will even be desirous of inheriting such policies. On the other hand, for
the reasons brought out earlier, it is far
from clear that, beyond a differendy intellectualized assessment, a nevv President
can do very much toward effecting realistic change in the strategic posture developed by his predecessor.
What is being suggested here is that, at
least in the strategic area of our national
securitv policv formulation, the President,
who is our Commander in Chief and who
is, officially, solelv, and uniquely responsible for releasing strategic nuclear weapons
and controlling their use throughout a
period of hostilities, may be severelv curtailed in determining and implementing
the policv of his personal choice. Hovvever, we might go one step further here
and suggest that this is the one policy area
where the President should be constrained,
by national opinion, in his efforts to fulfill
his constitutionally anointed role. For this
is the one area where, rightlv or wrongly,
the nation has sensed and feared its very
existence is directly at stake.
In this context, rightlv or wrongly,
strategic nuclear war seems to be regarded
by the nation as too important to be left
in the hands of “a President” (who, in
turn, has long stated that nuclear weapons

are too important to be left in the hands
of the generais). The public reaction to
the President’s efforts to change and implement new policy has shown that it will
not dutifully accept Presidential decisions
which relate so crucially to the nation’s
very survival. And perhaps it might be
wise and even best for Presidents to accept
this as a fact of life—the life of the nation,
as the nation chooses to see it—when thev
seek to determine strategic policies and
new weapon requirements for themselves
and their successors.
How Can U.S. Strategic Forces
Be Used?

Corning back to the President’s query
once more—“Should a President, in the
event of nuclear attack, be left with a
single oprion?”—Mr. Nixon quite plainly
was inferring that, considering the terrible
consequences of exercising this option,
such a response vvould be highly incredible (indeed, even irrational). However, left
out of the discussion (plus all other discussions on strategic matters by his Administration and its predecessors over the past
dozen years) has been the question
whether this “single option” ever represented an actually possible response to
Soviet nuclear attack on the U.S. Also left
out in such discussions has been the
question whether alternative options are at
all credible and realistic possibilities.
In the past, scenarios on strategic war,
which have been set forth for public
consumprion by the government when it
found it necessary to seek public support
(which usually was not forthcoming) for
certain strategic programs, were predicated on a Soviet massive surpiise attack
against U.S. strategic forces. Based on
U.S. intelligence estimates of Soviet capabilities (but never even suggesting what
the Soviet intentions and expectations
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imight have been, in view of the awesomeness of such an attack and the profoundness. bevond belief, of its consequences),
our strategic systems analvsts over lhe
vears have applied themselves to the extremelv sophisticated calculation of Soviet
strike outcomes and what the results of
the U.S. counterstrike would be.
Happiiv for all, there seems never to
have been a calculated case where the
U.S. retaliation against the Soviet citizenry
and economy was not of such a horrendous magnitude that clearly the Soviet
attack had been irrationally conceived and
planned. Ergo. the U.S. had preserved its
strategic deterrence against Soviet attack,
for obviously this scenario, ui th its terrible
consequences, could not be credible to
Soviet planners.
Now there are a number of questions
and reservations regarding the efficacy of
the myriad assumptions (many of which
are highly questionable and imprecise,
others spun from vvhole cloth vvhen fac
tual inputs do not exist) which go into
such analvses. In fact, Mr. Nixon expressed his essential unhappiness over
such deterrence calculations which, to
quote him, are predicated “solely on some
finite—and theoretical—capacity to inflict
casualties presumed to be unacceptable to
the other side.” However, aside from such
qualms on the validity and accuracv of the
U.S. strategic systems analytic process,
there is the fundamental question bearing
on just what scenario may have interest
and signiftcance to the Soviet planning
process.
From this standpoint, it is clifficult to
imagine what the Soviets’ scenario might
be, but it seems almost inconceivable that
a Soviet calculation of a strike against U.S.
strategic forces would lead to U.S.-calcu
lated results. In other words, for the
Soviet planner to calculate a strike which
leads to, say, survival of 20 percent of the
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U.S. force, which then results in a U.S.
response that destroys 25 percent of the
Soviet population and 60 percent of its
industry, which then provokes a Soviet
countervalue strike against U.S. cities—all
this seems absolutely ludicrous. Somehow,
considering that, by practically any historical standard, this action would have to be
the most momentous military step ever
taken, it is almost impossible to imagine
that the Soviet planners would accept a
confídence factor significantly below 100
percent for the destruction of 100 percent
of the U.S. strategic force. It would seem
overwhelmingly probable that, for obvious
reasons, the Soviet attack would leave the
U.S. witli essentially none of its “assured”
retaliatory capability.
What is being strongly suggested here is
that, however a U.S. President may view
his assured destruction options, for the
Soviets to execute an attack whose outcome allowed him to retaliate even
roughlv in accordance with his analytically
based planning factors seems wildly implausible. So, aside from the credibility of
an assured destruction option (which a
President did not find very credible),
there are serious and valid doubts that it is
even feasible or possible.
On the other hand, if assured destruc
tion is both incredible and unfeasible, then
what possibilities are there for using our
strategic nuclear forces in a meaningful
way? Or is it possible that there are no
realistic possibilities for use?—in which case
the changes in the strategic balance during
recent years may have rendered our
weapons truly unusable.
Plainly, President Nixon, in questioning
the efficacy of assured destruction, was, at
that time, seeking other Solutions to stra
tegic problems. And in contemplating (in
his first Foreign Policy Report) different
possibilities that could provide him with
the sought-for flexibility, he stated:
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the overriding purpose of our strategic
posture is political and defensive: To deny
other countries the ability to impose their
will on the United States and its allies
under the weight of strategic military superiority. We must insure that all potential
aggressors see unacceptable risks in contemplating a nuclear attack, or nuclear
blackmail, or acts which could escalate to
strategic nuclear war, such as a Soviet
conventional attack on Europe.
VVith respect to Mr. Nixon’s views on the
utility of strategic forces, what possibilities
exist for using these forces in a manner
which would “insure that all potential ag
gressors see unacceptable risks in contemplating a nuclear attack, or nuclear black
mail, or acts which could escalate to strategic
nuclear war, such as a Soviet conventional
attack on Europe”?
Below the levei of a massive surprise
attack, what might the Soviets have in
mind as to using their strategic weapons?
At this sub-Armageddon levei some have
suggested that the Soviets might be entranced vvith the notion of initiating a
limited strategic counterforce war which
could involve a “war at sea,” where an
effort would be made to attrite the U.S.
submarine-launched ballisuc missile (s l b m )
capability, or a protracted campaign
against our land-based strategic forces—
the notion being that the U.S. would be
constrained to responses in kind, for fear
of the consequences of expanding the
conflict into countervalue attacks.
Insofar as the vvar-at-sea concept is
concerned, we have been assured that our
Polaris-Poseidon submarines have been
and remain an invulnerable force, and
thus one is hard pressed to envisage this
possibility. However, some argue that the
Soviets someday may achieve an antisubmarine warfare ( a s w ) capability that would
tempt them into such an adventure, leading to an antisubmarine warfare contest.

Since, aside from the outcome of thi
contest, it would seem almost certain that
regardless of the psyche of an incumben
U.S. President, such action would provokt
the United States into extreme measure:
toward expanding its strategic capabilitieí
plus others as well (to say nothing of c
severance of relations with the Soviet
Union), it is difficult to imagine why the
Soviets would wish even to contemplate
such a move seriously. In all, the notion
seems so farfetched as not really to war-1
rant sober consideration insofar as deter-1
mining the role of our strategic forces in
such a confrontation.
With regard to a protracted attack
against our land-based forces (it being
argued that these forces may become
vulnerable to Soviet counterforce attack in
view of Safeguard’s demise), where the
Soviets may have nuclear blackmail in
mind (to what purpose has never been
made clear or convincing), this is a horse
of a much different color, for here we are
concerned with thermonuclear weapons
bursting on or over the continental United
States. Whether or not a given President
were willing to enter into a so-called limited
stratemc
O counterforce war of some unknown duration (which has been speculated
to last weeks or even months), there is the
key cjuestion: Would he be allowed to?
It seems highly unreasonable to contem
plate a public willingness, especially in die
absence of any effective civil defense, to
tolerate a Presidential decision to prosecute a strategic nuclear war toward some
unknown goal. Indeed, such contemplation seems absolutely beyond reason in
light of the horror-image portrayals of
thermonuclear warfare, at any levei, which
U.S. Presidents have made public for so
many years; for example, as stated by Mr.
Nixon in bis 1970 Foreign Policy Report:
“Today any nuclear attack—no matter how
small; whether accidental, unauthorized or
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>v design; by a superpower or by a country
tfith onlv a primitive nuclear delivery
rapability—would be a catastrophe for the
J.S., no matter how devastating our ability
o retaliate.” VVhat steps would be taken by
he narion to force the President to end
iuch hostilities we cannot say, nor can we
jpredict how the President would seek terminadon. However, from a domestic politi:al standpoint, almost everything points to
m extreme nauonal intolerance and unwilljingness to accept this mode of nuclear conttlict as a credible Presidential option.
Whereas we cannot delve here into the
dassified aspects of U.S. strategic weapons
and the capabiliries of the Commander in
Chief to control and manage these forces
during a protracted thermonuclear exchange, it is appropriate to ask: Will there
ever be a President who truly believes he
is capable of directing and terminating (on
satisfactory terms) such a war? Almost
certainly the answer has to be NO!
How can one expect any Commander
in Chief of U.S. strategic nuclear forces to
possess the knowledge and the intrinsic
ability to preside over the batde management of a conflict for which he (1) has no
historical precedent to give even a clue as
to how militarv experience and judgment
can be applied; (2) has no background to
guide realistic planning factors for the
performance and reliability of his (untested) weapons, thus it poses an enormous question mark as to how effecdve or
meaningful his management may be; and
(3) has no data to provide any insight into
what militarv objecdves are relevant toward dissuading the enemy from his
objecdves? Therefore, apart from the probably overriding polidcal factors working
against the possibility that such conflict
can take place at all, it seems highly
probable that a President would be criticallv concerned with a minirnum use of
his strategic weapons (in seeking termina-
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uon of conflict) because he is incapable of
directing meaningful extensive use.
Just what a President might do to end
such a nightmare is impossible to predict
or even imagine, but this is a singular
function of a given President in such a
crisis. To dispense with the problem, one
might be tempted to define it away by
claiming that no nuclear adversary would
even contemplate inidadng such a conflict;
but this we really cannot do, since the mat
ter of Soviet intentions is a Soviet matter,
not ours to judge for them. What to do
toward resolving this (hypothetical) dilemma will be discussed later.
Regarding the possibility of a U.S. President’s inidadng the use of strategic weap
ons against a nuclear power that has
launched an attack against a U.S. allv—for
example, Mr. Nixon’s case of “a Soviet
conventional attack on Europe”—one such
appraisal of this possibility carne in 1969
from then Secretary of State William
Rogers: “Sane national leaders do not
initiate strategic nuclear war and thus
commit their people to nadonal suicide.”1
Were we to give official credence to this
statement, the credibility of U.S. strategic
pledges could fairly be challenged, since a
strong affirmation of these pledges would,
in effect, cast strong doubts on the sanity
of a U.S. President. However, aside from
this ploy of using a ranking officiafs
assessment to determine the usability of
U.S. strategic forces, there is the quesdon
whether U.S. strategic guarantees do have
any residual credibility and, thus, whether
U.S. strategic forces have any residual use
toward deterring attacks on allies or, if
deterrence fails, toward enhancing the
position of our allies or ourselves, through
their actual use against a nuclear power
aggressor. Unquesdonably, the answer has
to be NO!
For many years the U.S. has officially
maintained that it has no first-strike capa-
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hilities that can effectively clisarm the
Soviet strategic forces. Consequently, such
(ill-guided) action by the U.S. would only
subject the nation to Soviet counterattack,
with its unthinkable consequences. Clearly,
this action would not be in the U.S.
interests, would gain nothing, and would
serve no rational purpose.
Regarding the possibility that the U.S.
might initiate a protracted strategic counterforce campaign against the Soviet Un
ion to force a change of Soviet intentions
toward n a t o or reduce the effectiveness of
the Soviet attack: first. as mentioned, it is
far from clear that we can be very
competent at this task; and, second, as also
mentioned, a U.S. national tolerance for
this objective would be extremely low.
Therefore, on lx>th counts it is difficult to
ascribe credible use to U.S. strategic weapons in such a campaign.
Moreover, regarding these possibilities
for strategic weapon employment to fulfill
pledges to allies, it is difficult to see how
such employment would, in any appreciable way, have any significam effect on the
Soviet prosecution of a ground war in
Western Europe. The great bulk of Soviet
doctrinal literature indicates they are
geared to a high-intensitv ground war
(most probably involving the use of tactical
nuclear weapons) of short duration. On
this basis, the Soviets, with their Warsaw
Pact allies. should be able to accomplish
their military objectives against n a t o in time
to be essentially independent of whatever
might result from a U.S.-U.S.S.R. stra
tegic exchange.
In Asia, almost ten years after the first
Chinese nuclear explosion, long and
often-preclicted Chinese strategic nuclear
capabilities have seemingly failed to mate
rialize—that is, in any form that U.S.
intelligence has recognized and verified.
The orbiting, on two occasions, of a
payload of severa! hundred pounds leaves

little doubt that Communist China ha:
had the physical ability to field a strategii
system of intercontinental range. How
ever, a lack of specific data led the
Defense Department, in 1973, to State: “I
is difficult to assess either the strategic
nuclear threat posed by the People’s Re
public of China or how that threat wil
evolve through the 1970s.”2
Considering that the Chinese begar
their nuclear weapons program by breaking a testing pattern established by othei
nuclear powers—i.e., using U-235 in contrast to plutonium used by the U.S.,
U.S.S.R., England, and France—one can
speculate that, in the development of their
intercontinental strategic weapon systems,
they might not choose to emulate their
predecessors. Certainly, in view of the
vast strategic superiority the U.S. would
enjoy at the beginning of China’s strategic
cleployments, why would she wish to fol
iou in step and thereby provide fixed
vulnerable targets which, in turn, might
provide high incentive for a U.S. disarming attack?
In this respect, might not the People’s
Republic of China (p r c ) wish to modify
their satellites to achieve a nuclear bombardment capability? China is not party to
the United Nations Space Treaty, which
forbids such a capability. Moreover, as a
result of the first Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (s a l t I) the U.S. has been
sharply limited toward deploving antisatellite systems because of the antiballistic
missile (a b m ) connotations of such systems.
Other approaches might be the deployment of hidden mobile intercontinental
ballistic missiles (ic b m 's ) or sea-based missiles (concealed in merchant ships), which
could suffice to provide an invulnerable
force.
The point to be made is that what
might emerge in the Chinese strategic
arsenal remains to be seen; and, based on
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jur apparent inabilitv thus far to identify
>r c intercontinental Systems, it might not
je seen at all. Therefore, we cannot
iismiss the possibilitv that the Chinese are
juilding and deploying a minimum deterrent strategic force, concealed until an
appropriate time for revelation, that could
jucceed in blunting U.S. strategic nuclear
guarantees to Asian allies. For, as Mr.
Nixons 1970 Foreign Policy Report predicted catastrophe from "any nuclear attack—no matter hovv small,” were the
Chinese to have a sinall, secure, strategic
nuclear force, the U.S. nuclear shield
promised bv the Nixon Doctrine would be
lacking in credibility and, indeed, rationality.
To summarize this discussion: It would
appear that the U.S. is fast approaching, if
it has not alreadv reached, the point
where, for all intents and purposes, its
strategic nuclear weapons are politically
unusable. There seems to be no doctrine
or strategy for the use of these weapons
which is politically acceptable or rational.
This is not to sav they have lost their
value, for obviously the nation’s predicament without them would become intolerable. What is being implied, however, is
that their value—to a President and to his
countrv—must be evaluated on a basis of
nonusability. And, in turn, the design of
our strategic force should be predicated
on an acceptance of rhis premise. In fact,
such forces might best be designed so
that their existence becomes a matter of
national acquiescence and inattention—not
debate and concern, neither of which has
solved or helped our strategic development efforts, let alone being of constructive assistance toward resolving our stra
tegic issues. In other words, the U.S.
might best forego new strategic policy
formulation and instead maintain a “nonpolicy" for its nonusable weapons.
4
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What Kinds of Strategic Forces
Should We Have?

During the 1950s the groundwork was
laid for a “rational” methodology to analyze complex problems quantitatively by
the technique o f systems analysis, and
during the early 1960s this approach was
incorporaied into the Defense Department
planning process. Since then this process
has largelv dominated the decisions made
on new strategic weapon systems. In essence, this technique was purported to be
able to analyze, in exacting detail, the
complex interactions of opposing strategic
forces; and, as so presented, it was seized
upon by the Defense Department as a
powerful tool for evaluaüng the utility of
our strategic forces and determining what
new measures should be taken to ensure
that these forces best support U.S. stra
tegic nuclear policy.
It would seem highly questionable, at
the very least, to presume that the technical and military aspects of strategic warfare can be sufficiendy understood so that
meaningful quantitative inputs can be fed
into an analytical model of such conflict.
As cliscussed earlier, our knowledge of this
untested, inexperienced domain of warfare makes quite dubious any prospects
for using strategic forces in any predictable controlled fashion, and a President
should be chary of scholarly advice that he
is at all capable, in his role as Commander
in Chief, o f exercising those forces to
achieve a predetermined objective. Moreover, if his uncertainties on U.S. strategic
weapon performance are high, then his
uncertainties regarding Soviet operational
capabilities must be considerably higher.
Yet, it is clear that the analytical community has had considerable impact on U.S.
strategic force development decisions and,
presumably, on Presidents involved in
such decisions.
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In this vein, the “logic” of strategic
Systems analyses performed in the Defense Department dictated, severa! years
ago, that because of a growing Soviet
large missile threat (the SS-9) the problem
of U.S. Minuteman missile vulnerability
could best be dealt vvith through the
Safeguard a b m system. Hovvever, as discussed here, the decision to accept this
analytically based recommendation (a)
produced a sharply divisive national de
bate; (b) led to mounting Congressional
suspicions and program cutbacks as it
became clear that realization of the (ana
lytically) defined and required perform
ance would force costs up substantially; (c)
resulted in an apparent need to redefine
the SS-9 threat as it became apparent that
the Safeguard program vvas being delayed
and would not produce the originally
recjuired capability; and (d) uldmately be
came victimized by agreement in s a l t .
Perhaps the paramount lesson to be
learned, with respect to decisions on stra
tegic weapon development, is that recommendations should not be based on theoretical divinations of offense-defense relationships, which presume to gauge a
weapoivs utility in the framework of stra
tegic exchanges and war outcomes and in
terms of specific desired objectives—such
as an assured destruction levei. Rather, a
preferable approach would appear to be
to discard notions of operational utility
calling for quantitative determinations of
performance and achievement and seize
upon nevv weapon systems whose characteristics deny the possibility for such determinations. Or, putting it another way,
these characteristics should be of such a
nature that the vulnerability of a proposed
system to enemv attack cannot be seriously
questioned because it cannot bt known
and, therefore, cannot be analyzed. In
other words, in the process of defining a
new weapon system, why bother to define

a new problem, or even admit to a going
problem, when we have ample evidencc
that the nation reacts apprehensively and
largely negativelv to the exposure of problems vitally related to its very survival?
In effect, the Polaris program has beer
a cardinal example of a system whose
vulnerability cannot be calculated.
Whereas fixecl ic b m and bomber bases
have been seriously questioned in public,
regarding their vulnerability to Soviet ballistic missile attack, with the government
officially admitting to worrisome leveis of
vulnerability and seeking (unsuccessfully)
new defensive weapons to significantly
reduce such vulnerability, essentially no
such questioning has been leveled at the
security of our Polaris submarines. Here
the government, happily so, has continually vouchsafed the invulnerability of this
system to possible Soviet a s w capabilities.
And it is noteworthy that most of those
who have voiced the strongest misgivings
as to such systems as Safeguard and the
B-l bomber have been practically unanimous in their acceptance of the submarine-launched ballistic missile concept.
Furthermore, it should be noted that
our Minuteman ic b m system is now more
than a dozen years old, and since this
development took place, no new ic b m
program has been initiated. Our B-52
force is now some twenty years in-being,
with no clear indication that a new
bomber—i.e., the B-l—will be approved
for production. On the other hand, at this
juncture a new generation of s l b m ’s , the
Poseidon, has entered the submarine
force, and funding has been allotted for
an extremelv expensive new class of even
more-advanced missiles and nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines, the Trident svstem.
/
With these observations in mind, if we
are seriously interested in a new landbased strategic weapon system, what
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feiight its preferred characterisiics be so
jhat its necessitv would essendally be obfious and undebatable, rather than quesionable and provocative of intense naional debate? To address ourselves to this
jroblem, \ve might first review the discusion in the previous secrion, which conluded, in effect, that there are no rational
ises for strategic weapons, and then ask
>urselves the follovving questions:
If our strategic weapons have deterrent
^alue only and provide no means for
-ational response in the event of an
ínemy attack, then whats the hurry for
his response? What difference does it
really make whether the response takes
alace within minutes, or an hour after the
attack, or twelve hours, or even a day?
Going one step further, there long has
been a Strangelovean fear that our stra
tegic weapons may be launched without
authorization from the President (who
might well pray that he could bank on
authorization from someone higher up
the ladder than himself). On this basis,
might we not be best served not only by
seeking a built-in delaved response in
designing the system but, moreover, by
making it essentially impossible for the
military operators of those weapons to
respond at all unless a specific Presidential
authorization takes place? In other words,
can we design a weapon system whose
security is not dependent upon the trustworthiness of the military custodians, high
as it has been, but is ensured because the
weapons lack certain basic components
that make them operable? Can we design
a weapon system that is absolutely safe
because there is no fail-safe mechanism
that might conceivablv fail?
What we seem to be searching for, in
determining preferred characteristics, is a
system whose survival, like that of our
nuclear missile submarine force, is held to
be guaranteed because we are unable to
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convince ourselves to the contrary. That is
to say, we are looking for a new force of
strategic weapons that can not Ixr put into
an offense-defense “systems analysis”
model because to modelize the problem
makes it possible to conjure up assumptions as to enemy strike capabilities that
can seriously threaten the force. (This, of
course, has been the unhappy situation
with our present lancl-based systems,
where the results of such analyses have
thrust these systems into sharp contention,
internally and publicly.) In addition, for
the reasons just mentioned, we also should
prefer a force of weapons which, having
no credible military utility, cannot possibly
be used by the military operators unless
express steps are taken by the President to
make it possible for those weapons to
become operable.
In this requirements context, what
might be attractive is a land-mobile ic b m
of drastically different design and purpose
than has been considered thus far and
apparendy rejected—presumably on the
basis of comparative systems analyses
which failed to shovv sufficient gains in
cost-effectiveness for this approach. Specifically, we might give consideration to a
very small, cheap, road-mobile ic .b m that
could be deployed, inconspicuously and
inoperably, in very large numbers
throughout the U.S. countryside.
Missile propulsion technology (essen
tially unclassified) has progressed to a
point where it is endrely feasible to contemplate an ic b m weighing on the order
of 10,000 pounds, which, having no vital
(security) components, could be carried
around in inconspicuous vehicles with
minimum crews (also inconspicuous). By
“having no vital (security) components"
the implication is that, in its normal
peacetime deployment, the missile would
contain no guidance and control package
and thus, in effect, would be incapable of
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being launched on an intercontinental
trajectory; in addition, it vvould be devoid
of its nuclear warhead. It vvould be essentially an unclassified rocket booster vvith
no brains and no worrisome nuclear explosive.
In this configuration, the problem of
unauthorized launch vvould not exist, nor
vvould there be a vvorry that an accident
might trigger a low-order nuclear detonation or spread radioactive contamination
o ver the area or necessitate, because of
security considerations, an amassment of
government personnel to seal off the
area—almost certain to produce alarm
and concern. In fact, it is not at all clear
that such accidents, if they did occur,
vvould be cause for any undue attention,
since solid propellant materiais are extremely difficult to ignite vvithout a verv
high-temperature source.
The guidance and control package, plus
the nuclear warhead, vvould be contained
in a small, light re-entry vehide ( r v ) vvhich
could be readily attached to the booster.
Those r v ' s vvould be stored in a large
number of secure sites, vvith aerial ineans,
such as helicopters, to dispatch thetn
quickly from these sites in the event our
early-vvarning system detected an attack
under vvay. (In essence, this method
vvould represem a launchless substítute for
a launch-on-vvarning procedure, vvhich is
officially regarded as unacceptable as a
means to cope vvith a surprise Soviet
missile attack.) Or, like the boosters, the
r v ’s could be made mobile and, from time
to time, shifted from place to place (on
government reservations), vvith no apparent vvav/ for the Soviets to observe this
pattern.
As to vvhich r v ' s vvould be sent to mate
vvith vvhich boosters and hovv soon (or if at
all, should the vvarning turn out to be
false)— this vvould be the White House
command-control decision. Hovvever, con-

sidering the basic invulnerability of such í
system, barring Soviet irradonality (or in
sanity, as inferrecl by Secretary Rogers’:
remarks), it is almost impossible to imag
ine circurnstances that might engender thf
need for such a decision.
Novv that the s a l t I Treaty on a b \
limitations has seemingly laid both sides
open to ballistic missile attack, the problem
of survival of ic .b m ’s and s l b m ’s no longer
has to include penetrability through en-i
emy defenses. Therefore, the land-mobile!
missile concept just discussed, as vvell as;
submarine-launched missiles, needs to be
evaluated primarily only in the framevvork
of its basing system.
As to the force size of strategic vveapon
svstems
vvhich vve believe are essentially./ (
/
immune to enemv attack and, therefore,
vvhose full-scale employment can be guaranteed, this is a truly unsolvable problem.
Were vve to have such svstems, not only
vvould vve find it almost impossible to
divine rational enemv motives for strategic
attack against the U.S., but vve also vvould
find it extremely difficult to determine
vvhat our retaliation should be to presumed irrationality on the enemy’s part.
Perhaps the pragmatic solution to force
size, under these unquantífiable conditions, vvould be to continue to uphold
some version of response based not on die
deterrent calculus of assured destruction
(vvhich has been deemed to be unsatisfactory) but rather on a levei of retaliation
against the Soviet national existence vvhich
vve can convince ourselves vvould repre
sem a credible deterrent to possible Soviet
irrationality. Thus far, vve have fashioned
and rationalized our strategic forces on
the basis of deterring a planned, seemingly rational (to the Soviets) attack having
a calculable outcome.
In this respect, were there a national
willingness to support strategic budgets at
the present levei, unquestionably vve could
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guarantee a levei of retaliadon that vvould
provide a strong deterrent to possible
irrarional trends in Soviet strategic planaing. And we would intuit that a U.S.
strategic force vvhich, indeed, had the
trappings of invulnerability vvould also
provide a strong disincenrive for the Soviets to expand or improve their ovvn landbased strategic offensive forces beyond
current leveis—on the basis that our forces
dearly posecl no threat to their forces; and
theirs, allegedly designecl to exploit U.S.
fixed-base vulnerability, no longer would
hold militarv udlity against ours.
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With respect to the future of s a l t ,

perhaps a better vvay to iníluence the
Soviets’ decision-making on strategic forces
is to present them with new and different
U.S. forces that throvv into serious <juestion the Soviet ability to achieve significam
counterforce capabilides. It might well Ik that the problem of strategic arins control
is best addressed by exploiung advanced
technology for new systems and letüng the
other side react, rather tlian try to negotiate suppressions of both technology and
new systems.
Santa Munira, Califórnia

Notes

1. Address bcfore reured diplomai ic and consular oíficcrs, W ashing
ton. D.C.. Novembcr 1969.
2. Sccrctarv of Defcnsc Melvtn R Laird s Annual Defense D cpanm ent
Rcport. FY 1973. iSecretarv Schlcsingers FY' 1975 report rcalfirm ed this

unccrtaint) bui noted that “T he Chinesc are clearlv sensiiive i.o ilie
im p o rta n te oi seto n d -strik c nuclear capabiliiies and are uiakm g a
considerable e fld rt to m inim ize the vulncrahiliiy o f ilieir strategic
offensive forces.”)

THEY WERE GOOD OL' BOYS!
An Infantryman Remembers An Loc
and the Air Force
Ma j o r J o h n D. H o v v a r d , USA

On 25 May 1972, a U.S. Army sergeaní, who was an adviser to a Vietnamese
Ranger group, was “med evac-ed” out of An Loc. On his arrival in Lai Khe for
treatment and transportation to the Third Field Hospital, he was quened on aspects
ofthe Jighting. When asked what he thought about the support received frorn the
U.S. Air Force, he succinctly summed up what all the An Loc advisers felt:
. . lheyre good oF boys!"

F

EW BATTLES are recorded in the
history of modern warfare where air
power has played a more decisive
role in the outcome than it did in the
besieged provincial capital of An Loc in
the earlv stages of the spring 1972 offensive bv the North Vietnamese Army (n v a ).
During a three-month period commencing in April, the United States Air Force
provided the Vietnamese garrison and its
handful of U.S. advisers with their major
means of fire support, their primary
source of resupplv, and massive interdiction of enemv infiltration routes. This
triad of suppon not only broke the n v a s
stranglehold on the once prosperous rubber-plantation tovvn but also destroyed the
better part of three divisions that would
have been poised to move on Saigon,
some 90 kilometers to the south, had An
Loc fallen.
The attack on An Loc was only one
aspect of General Vo Nguyen Giap s strategy to gain Hanoi’s long-sought political
ends in the Republic of Vietnam ( r v n ).
Unlike the Tet offensive of 1968, Giap
chose not to use the Viet Cong (vc)
insurgents as a main attack force or
depend upon a peripheral strategy that
necessitated a popular uprising in the
south.1 Instead, he directed conventional
attacks, emphasizing shock action and firepower, in Military Regions (m r ) I. II, and
III involving the commitment of practicallv all North Vietnams regular forces.

These division-size elements, well balanced
in armor, infantry, and artillery, vvere
oriented tovvard the destruction of r v n ’s
armed forces. Apparently, the basis for
the North s action revolved around lhe
assumption that Vietnamization was an
abysmal íáilure and that the U.S. public
was so averse to continued involvement in
the war that President Nixon would be
unable to bolster Nguyen Van Thieu s
government.2 The importance of the upcoming U.S. Presidential elections as an
additional constraint on decision-making
was not lost on the n v a planners. A
similar situation had emerged in March
1968 when the North Vietnamese and the
vc suffered a staggering military defeat
but reaped untold political advantages
from the enervation of Saigon’s chief ally.
Now, given the maximum use of n v a
military power and the political climate in
the United States, the probability of success of the 1972 n g u y e n h u e offensive
from Hanoi’s vantage point seemed very
high.
Prelude to a Battle

An Loc, the governing seat of Binh
Long Province, sat astrirle Highvvay 13
amid Vietnam s most fertile stands of
rubber trees. Beca use of its proximity to
Cambodia and the nearby enemy base
areas, its population of 15,000 had endured the rigors of war since the early
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1960s. In February and early March of
1972, intelligence sources had identified
three n v a divisions in the Cambodian
Krek-Chup plantation areas near the border of Tay Ninh and Binh Long Province.
r v n Lieutenant General Minh, the III
Corps commander, and his staff vvere sure
28

that the enemy planned an attack of
major proportions with these troops but
could not determine the specific targets.
The n v a tried to nurture suspicions that
any thrust vvould be directed at Tay Ninh
by mounting a major attack against an
r v n army ( a r v n ) fire-base at Thien Ngon
on Highway 22 on the night of 1-2 April.
This action along a traditional invasion
route drew attention avvay from Binh
Long Province and covered the movement
of three divisions out of their base areas
and into assembly areas near their initial
objectives.3
The oth vc Division began the first
phase of the m r III offensive by attacking
the district town of Loc Ninh in the
predavvn hours of 5 April. By the afternoon, the a r v n resistance centered on two
compounds at both ends of a small airstrip. Here a few U.S. advisers, all of
whom were either killecl or captured, kept
the enemy at bay for the next two days
through a combination of well-placed air
strikes and AC-130 Spectre gunships. On
6 April, u s a f fighters stopped at least
three inass attacks on the compounds with
what vvould later be known to even the
Vietnamese as “shake and bake,” a combi
nation o f conventional bombs, cluster
bombs (c b u ), and napalm. The next day,
sheer force o f numbers took its toll.
Notwithstanding superhuman efforts of
the L".S. personnel on the ground, including Major General James F. Hollingsworth. commander of Third Regional
Assistance Command (t r .a c ), and a considerable number of forward air controllers ( f a c ), the outposts were overwhelmed.4
Although the South Vietnamese suffered a blow at Loc Ninh, the trauma of
that day set a precedent that vvould serve
the a r v n well in future operations. It was
evident that the leverage provided by U.S.
air power in Binh Long Province vvould

>e a function of three factors: lhe skill of
J.S. f a c ’s from the 21 st Tactical Air
iupport Squadron (t a s s ) and the many
ighter pilots that would fly the missions;
he continuai presence of General Holingsworth or his deputy, Brigadier Genrral John R. McGiffert, to provide the
jommand impetus for sustained support;
ind the U.S. Army advisers, vvho acted as
he link between the a r v n and the u s a f .
5oon after the fali of Loc Ninh, t r a c ’s
Commanding General made the crucial
decision to leave the advisers with their
:ounterparts in An Loc. This action raaintained the quick channel of communication between air and ground forces and
allowed for on-the-spot adjustment of
close strikes. During the two major attacks
on the citv, this contact became extremely
important when some aircraft had only
limited time on station and when others
were putting ordnance as dose as twenty
Imeters from friendly troops.
The Siege— Phase I

VVhile the ftrst twelve days of April
were relativelv stable, there were ominous
signs of hard times ahead. On 6 April. the
7th nv a Division succeeded in sealing off

An Loc by establishing a major roadblock
along Highway 13 north of Chon Thanh,
putting the resupply onus on aviation
assets. The logistical situation vvas further
complicated by streams of refugees and
military survivors from the Loc Ninh
batde. The fighting in the northern district had engulfecl Task Force 52, a twobattalion force between An Loc and Ltx
Ninh; approximately 600 of the original
1000 managed to reach the “safety" of An
Loc.5 However, any military stragglers
were an asset and could be used to
strengthen the town. Following a conference with his military advisers on 7 April,
President Thieu decreed that An Loc
would be helcl “at all costs,” and he
allocated additíonal units to be used in its
defense. The 5th a r v n Division hastily
assembled its forces in the town and was
reinforced by the 3d Ranger Group. On
the afternoon of 12 April, nine infantry
battalions in various States of readiness
were prepared to follow the Presidents
dictum.6
By this time, intelligence sources indicatecl that the n v a would make a determined effort to take An Iax very soon.
Patrols on the previous days had reported
increased contacts and the movement of
29

large enemy forces into the area, while
refugees and stragglers claimed they had
seen many enemy tanks in the vicinity of
the city. Within An Loc, there was a
noticeable increase in enemy artillery fire
and definite attempts to deny the a r v n
use of aerial lines of communication (l o c ).
Fortunately for the garrison, these indicators vvere properly evaluated by Gener
ais James Hollingsworth and John McGiffert. On the afternoon of 12 April,
they planned B-52 and tactical air strikes
for the following day on suspected enemy
troop locations and along probable avenues of attack. Soon after midnight, it
became obvious that an attack of major
proportions was imminent; reports of armor movement and increased shellings
were coming from security forces around
the perimeter. The impending attack
brought a Spectre on station before dawn,
but it could not readily acquire the signature of any large troop concentrations or
armored vehicles; by first light, the mission was diverted to provide close support
for the forwarcl defense positions where

pressure was steadily building. The mair
attack was launched from the north a
0600 hours and consisted of an armoi
thrust, which drove the a r v n out of the
northern half of the city. The defender;
withdrew in good order in the face ot
numerical superiority, ably assisted by twc
factors: the u s a f and v n a f air suppor
and the n v a ’s ineptness in initiating combined arms attacks.
As the enemy pressed forward, his
momentum was shattered by well-exe
cuted air strikes that stripped the infantn
from around the Russian-made T-54 and
PT-76 tanks and isolated them without
protection in the narrow city streets. While
the B-52s, F-4s, and A-37s struck the
infantry well forward of friendlv positions
and prevented other forces from exploiting the success in the northern sector.
a r v n soldiers were able to attack the tanks
with relative impunity.7 During the confusion, one North Vietnamese tank crew
demonstrated that even the n v a has that
small percentage of people that “don’t get
the word.” Thinking that the town was
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ecured, thev rolled down the aty’s niain
Itreet with all hatches open, completely
pblivious to the fact that the solcliers in the
íghting positions were a r v n , not n v a .
Vfter they had moved all the way through
he city, a member of the Territorial
7orces retained enough presence of mind
o knock out the tank with an M-72 l a v v
light antitank weapon).
For the remainder of April 13th and
h e following day, the n v a resorted to
ieavy rocket and artillery fire on the city
jut could not mount another ground
ittack to exploit the foothold gained in
the north. Although one attempt was
nade on the 15th, tac air thwarted any
iirther gains. General McGiffert comrnented on the effectiveness of the B-52
strikes and the preplanned tac air sorties
of the 13-15 April period: “I really
ibelieve that without these the city would
have fallen because I think the infantry
would have gotten in with the tanks.” 8
Patrols later confirmed that more than
400 enemy dead were found following the
batde, half of whom were killed by air
ba

.

reinforcement
Coincidem with the heavy fighting was the
Corps Commanders attempt to reinforce
the garrison with the 81 st Airborne
Ranger Group and the lst Airborne Brigade. The Airborne Brigade’s mission was
to secure the high ground southeast of
the city. This plan was short-lived because
the n v a felt it mandatory to make good
on the promise to take An Loc before 20
April. Subjected to overwhelming attack
on “Windy Hill” and Hill 169 on 19 April,
the lst .Airborne Brigade withdrew into
An Loc and assumed responsibility for the
Southern portion of the perimeter while
the 8 lst Rangers were moved into the
northern sector. On the night of 22 April,
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the 8 lst Rangers succeeded in eliminating
some of the enemy lodgements in their
new area. Their aggressive attack was
supported by a pa v e a e g is Spectre, whose
105-mm cannon ferreted the n v a out of
the rubble of the destroyed buildings.
Sergeant First Class Jesse Yerta, light
weapons adviser to the group, employed
the Spectre’s Fire in the form of a rolüng
barrage. In order that the AC-130’s fire
control officer would be able to keep the
ordnance right in front of the friendly
troops, Sergeant Verta then accompanied
an assault squad and, in addition to maintaining radio Communications, fired scores
of small pen fiares to provide a beacon
from which the gunship could offset its
Fire.9
resupply
.Although An Loc had withstood the enemy’s first deter mi necl attempt at victory,
Colonel William Miller, sênior adviser to
the 5th a r v n Division and the sênior
American in the city, assessed the situation
as follow^s:
The division is tired and worn out;
supplies minimal, casualties continue to
mount. Wounded a major problem, mass
burials for military and civilians; morale at
a low ebb. In spite of incurring heavy
losses from US air strikes, the enemy
continues to persist.10
The resupply of the garrison had been
the exclusive responsibility of the U.S.
Army and the Vietnamese Air Force
(v n a f ) prior to this 17 April report, but
during the heavy fighting it had been
sporadic at best. When a v n a f C-123 was
lost on 19 April, aerial resupply became
the sole domain of u s a f G-130s. Initial efforts proved that this would be no easy
task; the n v a had all avcnues of approach
covered with massive .51-caliber, 23-mm,
37-mm, and 57-mm fire and used an
Coutmurd on fmgt

?•/

The Siege of An Loc

yferth Vietnanis determined allach by regular force* in lhe
\pring oj I lH 2 soughl to destray lhe armed forces of lhe Republic
o] Vwtnani. It ivas slopped short of Saigon b\ an equally
determiued three-month st and al An Loc. There much of lhe
NVA'$ three divisions was destroyed b\ U.S. air power, which
provtdedfire support, resupply, and interdiction of enemy
infillration roules. Reconnaissance photos sliow enemy tanks
damaged near An Loc (right and below) and lhe devastation in lhe
hearl of lhe cily (opposile) caused by mortars and artillery, not by
aerial bombnrdmenl.
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early-warning network of spotters, who
notified the Firing units of incoming aircraft. Daylight low-level runs drew heavy
n v a Fire, and two attempts made (18 April
and 23-26 April) were justifiably terminated after sevcre aircraft damage and
several losses. The interim experimentation with high-altitude low-opening (h a l o )
systems resulted in less aircrew exposure
but proved unsatisfactory due to
parachute rigging malfunctions.
Colonel Andv Iosue, coinmander of
the 374th Tactical Airlift VVing, instituted
low-level night runs in order to skirt some
of the problems encountered with other
methods; these missions still encountered
heavy ground fire and were further complicated by difficulty in recognizing the
drop zone (d z ). Although it was marked
with lights, the signals were easily masked

by antiaircraft tracers, arrillery flashes, and
the fires in the city." On 3 May, Colonel
Miller requested that these missions be
scrapped since he felt the n v a was benefit-

ing more by clrops that went astray tha
was the a r v n through its recovery systen s

The arrival of U.S. riggers at Tan So [
Nhut Air Base prompted the return t 1
h a l o techniques and the use of higf:
velocity drogue chutes. Notwithstandin;
the restricted size of the d z and th
minimal area that was in friendly hand
the recovery rate rose significantly. As d z
were shifted to accommodate individu;
units, it was commonplace to recover a
pallets. After calling for a resupply d
rectly on its position, the 6th Airborn
Battalion spent the better part of on
afternoon running from sixteen 2000
pound bundles of “chicken boned,” clayi
more mines, and Uncle Ben’s instan
rice.12
Recovery of food and ammunition wa
only one aspect of An Loc’s resuppl
operation. Once the bundles were gath
ered up, an equitable, orderly distributior
system became paramount to continuec
success. During the First u s a f attempts
some recovery efforts went unreportet
when men attempted to hoard pallets o
food. Only after the Vietnamese com
mander placed Colonel Luong of the lsi
Airborne Brigade in charge of the d z anc
distribution did the logistical operaüon:
begin to function normally.
evacuation
Problems in receipt and distribution o
supplies were exacerbated by a lack o
v n a f “med evac” missions, the grounc
commanders in An Loc and at III Corp*
having virtually no control over them. B)
15 April, medicai supplies were cridcalh
low, and sophisticated hospital facilitie.*
were nonexistent. So, without evacuation
soldiers who were lightly wounded ofter
had to have limbs amputated, and thost
who sustained serious wounds simpl\
could not be saved. On the few occasions
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jfhen the v n a f helicopters did come into
5ie landing zone ( l z ), they hovered four
>> five feet off the ground, allowing only
fie wounded who could walk. and climb—
í e “olympic” wounded as one adviser
Ialled them—the opportunity to be evacuted. For litter cases even to be carried to
í e l z was an exercise in futility. The lack
f v n a f support for its ground forces was
iiainfullv illuminated by the U.S. helicopUr insertions for medicai evacuation and
esupply of advisers. Finally, General
dinh prevailed upon General Hollingsvrorth to execute a joint U.S.-Vietnamese
evacuation mission under the command of
i U.S. ofFicer to show the v n a f how it
ivas done. Although the operation was
mly partially successful, Colonel John
tlichardson of the 12th Combat Aviaüon
jroup set the example for the v n a f pilots,
vho, despite the active antiaircraft envionment, succeeded in getting three or
our ships a day thereafter into and out of
An Loc.13
The Siege—Phase II

By the end of the first week in May, the
resumption of near-normal aerial resupply
and some limited medicai evacuation indi:ated the weaknesses in n v a strangulation
and starvation taches. .Although more than
1000 arrillery rounds per day had been
expended on the city for several weeks,
there were no signs of capitulation. Undoubtedly, the n v a felt it was imperative
to mount a major attack before the a r v n
became much stronger. The thirteen battalions in An Loc numbered 5100 men,
but at least 1000 were wounded and
ineffective.14 To the south, the 21 st a r v n
Division and the 3d Airborne Brigade
were attempting to reopen Highway 13
against stiff opposihon from the 7th n v a
Division. Although these units made little
real progress in their attempts to relieve
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An Loc, their potential nevertheless concerned the n v a high command.15
By now, the n v a controlled all high
ground around the city. The plan was to
cut the city in two, then defeat each
enclave in detail. In order to minimize the
effect of the massive U.S. air support that
had stymied the previous operation, antiair weapons would be moved with the
assauldng echelons to provide the necessary defensive “umbrella.”
As the time for attack drew closer,
enemy activity in the form of probes and
shellings increased, and, as General Hollingsworth had predicted, on the morning
of 11 May "it hit the fan.”,H The assault
began at 0530 hours with two spearheads
of tanks and infantry in the main attacks
from the northeast and the west. Al
though they became separated, they suc
ceeded in making two significam penetrations of the perimeter in an attempt to
link up in the center of the city. Fortunately for the defenders, execution of
plans was not an n v a forte; the tank crews
appeared to be disoriented, stopping frequently and moving slowly through the
streets. All attacked without externai fuel
drums, and many ran out of gasoline
before they had expended their ammunition.17 This gave the ground commander,
Brigadier General Le Van Hung, ume to
move the 5th Airborne Battalion into the
gap between the two salients. The western
salient was attacked by v n a f A-1E Skyraiders, but the northern penetration was
too narrow for effective bombing. However, the more accurate Spectre gunships
with 40-mm and 105-mm cannons silenced many of the tanks and gave the
a r v n time to establish defensive posiüons
to contain any further n v a advances. The
defenses held, and the two penetrations
proved to be the high-water mark of the
North Vietnamese offensive in An Loc.
(Figure 2)
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\A / h ILE THE ARVN fought
tenaciously on the ground, the U.S. Air
Force provided the weight that blunted the
attack. This clout vvas obtained by General
Hollingsworth, who had appealecl to Gen
eral Abrams for maximum B-52 and close
air support allocations. Working from a
broacl spectrum of intelligence sources, he
began his lobby efforts for u s a f assets on 9
May. His endeavors reaped dividends because the big bombers started pounding
the n v a as the attacks were initiated. One
flight hit the enemy every 55 minutes for
30 hours; as Communist units were
moved, the Strategic Air Command’s advance echelon ( a d v o n ) at Tan Son Nhut
provided the flexibility to make changes in
the preplanned target “boxes” while the
B-52s were en route to An Loc.18. Lieutenant Colonel Art Taylor, Sênior Adviser to

ARVN Blocking Positions
Limit of the NVA Advance

Figure 2. The NVA 5jarthest advance in An Loc, 11 May 1972

the lst Airborne Brigade and an infantryman in the Korean War, later said that
neither he nor the Vietnamese had ever
seen a more awesome display of
firepower.19
Complementing the use of B-52s in a
close support role was the unparalleled
assistance of tacrical aircraft. On 11 May
nearly 300 sorties were flown in the face
of some of the heaviest antiaircraft fire
ever faced in South Vietnam.20 Men on
the ground were lavish in their praise of
the f a c ’s from the 2 lst t a s s and the A-37
pilots from the 8th Special Operations

Squadron (sos) at Bien Hoa. On one
occasion, Lieutenant Colonel Gordon
Weed, the sos squadron commander,
made two passes at rooftop levei through
heavy enemy flak to destroy a T-54 tank
that was threatening the 5th a r v n Division
command post (c p ).21 Stopping the n v a
was not without its price: on 1 1 May
alone, the clusters of enemv air defense
weapons downed four Air Force and
Army aircraft.
On the morning of 14 May, while
attempting to assist in the reducrion of the
enemy holdings, s u n d o g 07 (i.e., First
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Lieutenant “Pep" McPhilips) received an
on-the-ground orientador» of the condilions in An Loc. A niissile struck the tail
boom of his Cessna 02 and forced him to
bail out over the rubber trees south of the
citv. Because of the close proximity of
enemv forces, the 5th Airborne Battalion
nearlv lost the footrace to get McPhilips
ahead of the n v a . An extraction could not
be arranged for several days, so he occupied the bunker of the Ist Airborne
Brigade c p and was fully indoctrinated
through “participation” training in the
U.S. Army’s role in the defense. Later, in
an appropriate ceremony, he was awarded
the Vietnamese parachurist badge—no vice
levei.
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For die remainder of May, the situation
evolved into attrition tactics, with both
attacker and defender exhausted from
their previous efforts. Except for one
armor attack along Highvvay 13 from the
south on 2 3 May, the n v a turned its
attention toward contínuing the isolation
of the garrison by countering any relief
columns. The 2 lst a r v n Division’s atteinpts to reopen the highway had become hopelessly bogged down despite
considerable U.S. air support. Finally, in
an attempt to break the stalemate, the
reconsrituted 6th Airborne Battalion conducted an airinobile assault into an l z ten
kilometers south of An Loc. Its mission
was to link up with and reinforce the city’s
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defenders. After heavy fighring vvith the
7th n v a Division, contact vvas made with
the 8th Airborne Battalion on the afternoon of 8 June.22 In the following days,
l-^48th a r v n Regiment and the 7th a r v n
Regiment eliminated the last remnants of
enemy forces in the western and northern
sections of the city while reinforcement
missions and medicai evacuations began to
be flown on a daily basis. By micl-June the
defensive perimeter had been expanded
to encompass most of the oudying hamlets
and commanding terrain that surrouncled
the city. The strength of the garrison was
now almost 7600, and though there was
no formal proclamation of victory until
later, the siege was broken.23
Reflections

The keystone in the application of close
air support in An Loc was the f a c ’s , who
provided a 24-hour-a-day watch over the
batdefield; they were the unsung heroes
of the campaign. Not only did they control all air strikes but also they regtdated
the use of the airspace and provided
considerable visual reconnaissance. During
the heaviest fíghtíng, three f a c ’s were in
the air over An Loc at any one time. One,
the “King" f a c , acted as the link between
the Direct Air Support Center and the
Sênior Adviser in the 5th a r v n Division
c p , while the other two handled the actual
direction and adjustment of the strike.
The souncl of the 02’s engines became a
security blanket for the men on the
ground. An unusual rapport developed
between the advisers and the f a c ’s , serving
all in good stead during some of the
trying days of April and May. This good
will was pardcularly enhanced by reports
from the f a c who spent a week in the city
after being shot down. Most of the pilots
volunteered to fly An Loc missions regu-

larly instead of rotating to less taxin
operauons. Their knowledge of the are
facilitated target locatíon and strike adjus
ment, since reference could be made t
terrain features or landmarks that wer
well known or had figured prominendy i
other fighdng. Many advisers who ha
one or two previous tours in r v n wer
surprised to find that the f a c ’s wer
considerably younger than those of th
1960s; certainly their professionalism aiu
performance over An Loc belied thei
rank and age.
At a higher levei, the batde for An Lo
once again proved that while massive ai
support cannot hold terrain it can be thJ
decisive factor in assisdng those who hav<
that mission. The n v a grossly miscalcu
lated the havoc that could be brought te
bear on its forces by gunships, bombers
and tacdcal air strikes; they also underesd
mated the Air Forces abilitv to adjust to í
rapidly changing environment. Although
Hanors divisions assembled a formidable
array of air defense weapons, they failec
to grasp the fact that air power is restricted but not negated by an active
hostile environment. Coupled with judicious allocadons decisions, the adaptability
of the tacdcal airlift commanders, the
f a c ' s , s a c / s a d v o n , and weapon systems
such as the AC-130 prevented An Loc
from being Giap’s 1972 "Dien Bien Phu"
victory.
O n 7 A p r il , President Thieu ordered that
An Loc be held at all costs—and with
considerable help it was. By decree, it
assumed a symbolic importance far beyond its military worth. And although it
did not fali, it did not remain intact. The
a r v n lost nearly 5400 men in die defense
of Loc Ninh and An Loc, 2300 of whom
were killed or missing; no one will ever
know the n v a casualties.24 l he battle was
one of the few mid-intensity, conventíonal
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situations of any duration to arise out of
the Vietnam war. It was fought with
massed forces, intense firepower, and
large quantities of sophisticated equipment. At the end, the objective of the
Fighting, the former commercial hub ot
the rubber industry, was a Guernica-like
mural of the devastation of modern warfare. By summer of 1972, its populatíon
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of us makes countless decisions
EACH
every day. Some decisions are readily

made; however, many are very complex.
Once other people are brought into decisional activitv, the process becomes more
structured, complicated, and time-consuming. Thus, the process of developing a
supportable position in organizations is
often a difflcult task, and the diffículty
appears to increase geometrically according to the number of individuais, organizational layers and size, varying interests
o f the participants, distance between indi
viduais or organizations, and the lack of
appreciation one has for the other’s priorities. It is axiomatic that large, highly
complex organizations find the decision
process a challenge and devote top-management attention to the entire process.
The challenge of arriving at the optimum position in an organization as large
as the United States Air Force, vvith its
numerous commands, worldwide loca-
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ions. and varving operational and support
esponsibilides, presents a difficult task.
i'et, decisions are made daily at all leveis
n the Air Force, with some of the tnost
riiical and challenging made at Headjuarters us a f . H o w is this accomplished?
dow is a coordinated posidon reached on
:ontroversial issues among so many key
\ir Staff and major command managers?
Dr is there in fact litde or no discussion or
:oordinarion taking place on the clifíicult
problems and instead a dictatorial judgbent being imposed bv a few sênior
individuais? No, deliberadons and coordinauon do take place. and agreement results—and, ves, it is often difficult and
somedmes impossible to obtain consensus
through the formalized, hierarchical channels on complicated or controversial subijects.
Most of us are aware that large organizarions have at least tvvo ways to communicate: (1) a formal, straightforward functional channel and (2) an informal, diffuse
communicarion system such as a luncheon
meedng or other informal channels. We
all know the formal decision channel—I
go to my boss, he or she goes to his or
her boss, and we coordinate laterally. The
problem of obtaining the best posidon
through the formal coordinadon cvcle is a
challenge many of us have faced.
This is not an Air Force problem alone.
All organizadons, and especially the larger
ones, find the achievement of consensus
and coordinadon pardcularly vexing. Private industrv, as an example, has recognized the limitadons of obtaining consen
sus solely through formal bureaucratic
channels. Consider the problem of obtain
ing consensus in a large company among
the vice presidents for marketing, for
manufacturing, and for quality assurance.
A stable producdon rate that would be
efficient might not match seasonal sales
demands. As for quality assurance, high
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reliability in component parts would increase the quality of the product, but the
addecl cost might make the price of the
end item noncompetitive and producdon
less efficient. Obtaining consensus among
these three sênior managers would be
difficult, to say the least, since each has
different and often conflicting responsibilities and goals. Major corporatíons in the
free enterprise system years ago developecl a wav to produce consensus, especiallv when defining the broader corporate
goals that transcend the narrower goals of
the funcdonal or operadng officers. They
produced an organizauonal overlay on the
operadng organizadon, one less structured
and less formal. These groups are known
bv many names, such as Board of l)irectors, Execuuve Policy Committee, or Operadng Officers’ Policy Coundl. Membership usuallv includes the operadng directors for marketing, manufacturing, and
quality assurance, but when they sit as
members of the board they must act as
corporate executives and not in their
narrower operadonal or funcdonal role.
We see that the funcdonal manager now
must wear a second hat and play a dual
role when he sits on the “board.”
This system in the world of private
business and finance is not unlike the
corresponding decision-producing system
that has developed in the past 27 years in
the Air Force Headquarters Staff. Several
“corporate” Air Force groups were purposely established with the goal of addressing the more crucial and controver
sial issues and streamlining the decision
process—in a way that could never be
achieved by the bureaucratic organizadon.
Subsequently, this corporate management
organization within the Air Staff evolved
into today’s Air Force Board Structure.
The Board Structure provides a formal
ized way of rapidly assembling funcdonal
managers, placing them in a dual, corpo-
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rate role, and directing their efforts toward the resolution of issues that rise
above their functional responsibilities.
These corporate groups have as their
fundamental purpose:
—To provide recommendations for the
consideration of the responsible functional
decision-rnaking authority. In this respect,
the Air Staff corporate groups differ from
the “Board of Directors” analogy in that
the former are recommending bodies and
not directing or decision-rnaking bodies, as
are the latter.
—To assure that the collective evaluaüon and specialized experience o f sênior
Air Staff members are brought to bear on
important matters.
—To expedite coordination on issues
that are urgent, major, and complex and
demanding o f nonhierarchical treatment.
Not all Air Staff decisions require the
unique Board Structure approach. When
the responsible functional staff official can
make and defend his or her own deci
sions, can carry out the necessary actions
within his or her own organization, and
can achieve functional Air Staff coordina
tion, then deliberations by the corporate
bodies are not required. Indeed, if one
vvere to count the Air Staff issues addressed and the decisions made, he would
find the great preponclerance of decisionrnaking taking place outside the Board
Structure—by the formal, hierarchical or
ganization. However, the key issues and
major decisions do comprise the majority
of Board Structure activity.
evolution of the Board
Structure started when the United States
Air Force was established in 1947. The
first Board Structure elem ent was the
Board of Sênior Officers, which emerged
at that time from the Army Aircraft and
W eapons Board. The purpose o f the
The

Board was to assess resources and missions
and to make recommendations to the
C hief o f Staff. The Budget Advisory
Committee was also established about this
same time. In 1951 General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, then Chief of Staff, formed the
Air Force Council, which continues relatively unchanged today. It is the sênior
uniformed corporate management review
body of the Air Force Board Structure.
As a result of the turbulence of the
1950s—i.e., the Korean VVar, the effect of
Sputnik on missile and space programs,
etc.—several more corporate groups had
been formed by 1961. The objective was
to better enable Hq u s a f to address fastmoving changes in force structure and
management techniques. At this time, the
Board Structure consisted o f the Air
Force Council (a f c ), Designated Systems
M anagement Group ( d s m g ), four Air
Staff Boards (a s b ), the Program Review
Committee (p r c ), and numerous paneis
and working groups.
By 1963 the entire Air Staff had undergone considerable functional reorganization, as did the Air Force Board Struc
ture. The four Air Staff Boards were
replaced by one Air Staff Board, which
now had “across the Air Force” perspec
tive and oversight. At the same time,
more than 74 corporate groups that had
evolvecl within the Air Staff were dissolved. During this time period. the Force
Structure Committee (f s c ) was chartered
and addecl to the Board Structure.
In 1970 the Operational Test and Evaluation Committee (o t & e ) was established,
partially as a result of Congressional and
public criticism of how new weapon svstems were perform ing when put into
operation and partially in response to the
specific o t &e criticism in the “Blue Ribbon” Defense Committee report. The Air
Force Policy Council is the most recent
sênior corporate group. It was formed in
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1973 at the request of the Secretary of the
Air Force. As a result of a studv conducted for the Vice Chief of Staff in late
1973, a Simulator Panei and a Research,
Development, Test and Evaluation Panei
( r d t & e ) were added to the Air Force
Board Structure. Finallv, with tlie establishment of the .Air Force 1est and Evalu
ation Center ( a f t e c ) in January 1974, the
Operational Test and Evaluation Committee was disestablished. As one can see, the
Air Force Board Structure is not a static
organization. It is responsive to the deliberative and decisional needs of the Air
Force.
Air Force Board Structure Today

The .Air Force Board Structure is assigned to the Office of the Vice Chief of
Staff. The deliberating bodies of the
Board Structure are shown graphicallv on
the right in Figure 1 and are described
Policy
___i___
Air Force
Policy Council

Secretary of
the Air Force

\

below. The functional leveis in the Air
Staff are shown on the left.
Air Staff Board
The Air Staff Board is chaired by the
Director of Progams, and its membership
consists of six director-level members and
the Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and
Analysis (normally major generais). The
.Air Staff Board has tvvo subelement leveis:
paneis and committees.
—Paneis. Approximately one-half of the
items brought before the Board Structure
enter at the panei levei. There are twelve
paneis, each chaired by a division chief
with the rank of colonel. The current
paneis are Aerospace Defense; Airlift;
Command Control and Communications;
Data Automation; Electronic Warfare Penetration; Reconnaissance/Intelligence; Re
search, Development, Test & Evaluation;
Simulator; Space; Strategic; Support; and
Acquisition
_____ i_____
Secretary of Air Force
Program Reviews
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Directors
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Tactical. Each panei has nine to fourteen
members from the major Air Staff functional areas. Paneis perform fundamental
and essential Service as they review a
subject by focusing attention on such
questions as:
—Are the data validated and based on
current policv, planning, and program
guidance?
—Is a major command affected? More
than one?
— Have all alternatives and trade-offs
been considered?
—Can the sponsor of the subject best
work his problem functionally, or is it
better to work the problem within the
Boarcl Structure?
—Should the briefmg go forward to a
higher decision levei, and, if so, are
refinements in the presentation necessary?
—Should the panei make its recommendation to the functional staff authority or
to a higher Board Structure element?
Examples of recent presentations to the
paneis include Air Defense Peacetime t a c
Augmentation, Impact of Budget Control
Act, a w a c s Force Requirements, and Air
Force Weapons Laboratory Computer Re
quirements.
—Committees. At the Deputy Director
levei, there are two committees oriented to
specific areas: Force Structure and Pro
gram Review. Committee membership is
at the brigadier general, sênior colonel,
and PL313 leveis.
The Force Structure Committee is
chaired by a general officer who is nominated by the Dcs/Plans and Operations.
The committee is concerned with evaluating the ability of our forces to meet
known and potential threats as outlined
and defined in the intelligence estimates.
They annuallv (1) recommend an Objective Force to achieve our mission in light
of those forecasted potential threats; (2)
categorize systems and force programs to

identify those that must be defended at
costs; (3) evaluate program proposals
determine their impact on our force stri
ture, present as well as future; and i
recommend when and what new weap<i
systems should enter the force.
The Program Review Committee
chaired by a general officer who is non
nated by the ocs/Programs and Resoura
Th is committee is primarily concerm
with achieving program balance for bo
the next fiscal vear and the followir
years. The functions of this committee a;
to (1) develop the annual Program Obje
tive Memorandum (p o m ) and criticai
review .Air Force budget submissions; ('
examine programs in relation to buclgí
estimates and resource requirements t
insure that we are optimizing our capabil
ties; (3) look at program change “cand
dates” to determine their effect o
weapon and support systems, includin
facility construction and equipment mod
fication requirements; and (4) review th
force and financial plan to determin
whether program adjustments have ai
effect in that area.
The chairmen of each of the twelv
paneis and two committees just describe<
are responsible to the Chairman of th<
Air Staff Board for Board Structure mat
ters. These chairmen work in close coordi
nation with one another. The Air Staf
Board addresses the entire spectrum o
Air Force activity. The Boarcfs interesta
range from concepts and doctrine to how
we support the operational equipment or
the flight line. Examples of recent Aii
Staff Board presentations include the d o c
Space Shuttle, C-5 Wing Structural Modifications, f a a / a d c Joint Use System, Joint
Strategic Bomber Support Study, anc
Modernization of the Alaskan Command
and Control System. Subjects reviewed by
the Air Staff Board are normally reviewed
earlier by paneis and committees.
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Air Force Council
The Air Force Council is the primary
advisory bodv to the Chief of Staff. It is
chaired by the Vice Chief of Staff, widi
membership consisting of the Deputy
Chiefs of Staff (d c s ) for Programs and
Resources, Personnel, Systems and Logisrics, Plans and Operarions, and Research
and Development; the Assistant Vice
Chief of Staff; the Comptroller of the Air
Force; and The Inspector General. One
might sav that the .Air Force Council is
the “blue suit” Board of Directors of the
.\ir Staff. The .Air Force Council, like the
Air Staff Board, is concerned vvith the
entire gamut of Air Force business. However, not all .Air Force Council subjects are
reviewed by the Air Staff Board or its
subelements. Approximatelv half of the
Council subjects have hacl prior review at
a lower element. Examples of recent presentadons to the Air Force Council include
Program Decision Memorandum (p d m )
Strategic and Tacucal Issues, Revievv of
Colonel Requirements, Management of
Rated Officers, a w a c s Operauonal Concept, F-5E Flight Characterisdcs, Future
of Air Force in Space, c o n u s Airlift
Consolidation, and the f y 76 Budget
Submission.
Air Force Policy Council
The newest Board Structure element is
the Air Force Policy Council, chaired by
the Secretary of the Air Force. All the
Services have Policy Councils, which can
funcdon in support of the d o d Armed
Forces Policy Council. Membership is
comprised of sênior Air Force civilian and
military officials selected by the Secretary
of the Air Force, including the Chief of
Staff, Under Secretary of the Air Force,
most of the Air Force Council members,
and the Assistant Secretaries of the Air
Force. The Air Force Policy Council assists
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the Secretary in the development and
resolution of major policy matters of highlevel interest. Subjects are placed on the
agenda at the request or approval of the
Secretary of the Air Force.
Secretary of the Air Force
Program Reviews

The s p r s are chaired by the Secretary of
the Air Force. Attendance is designated by
the Secretary and is similar to that for
attending the Air Force Policy Council.
The Secretary of the Air Force on a
regular basis reviews major weapon Systems which are in their development and
acquisidon cycle. Most major programs are
reviewed on a monthly basis, with a few
select programs reviewed only quarterly or
semiannually. These reviews serve two
primary purposes: (1) to keep sênior Air
Force personnel informed of the current
status of major development and acquisition programs of high national importance and interest; and (2) to afford the
System Program Director (s pd ) the opportunity personally to inform sênior Air
Force officials of any significam problems
encountered and to present his personal
assessment of the program, along with the
high-level action or approval that he needs
to manage his program efficiently and
effecdvely.
The s pr system has often been referred
to as the “Blue Line” channel. It affords
the s pd direct, face-to-face access to the
most sênior Air Force officials, where he
can obtain top-line decisions without a
long and cumbersome coordination and
approval cycle. The s pr has provecl to be
a vitally necessary management tool, since
any delay in obtaining a decision on major
acquisidon programs could create signifi
cam contractual, cost, and schedule impacts. Prior to the Secretary’s review, these
specially selected programs are reviewed
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by the Commander, Air Force Systems
Command, and by the Air Force Council
vvith the Air Staff Board in attendance.
Programs are added to and deleted
from the s pr agenda, depending on their
problems or progress and according to
the phase they are in vvithin the acquisition cycle. The current Systems being
reviewed are the B -l, F-15, Defense
Support Program (d s p ), Airborne Warning and Control System (a w a c s ), Minuteman III, Advanced Airborne Command
Post (a a b n c p ), Air Force Satellite Commu
nications System (a f s a t c o m ), A-10, F-5E,
Defense Satellite Communications System
II (d s c s II), Maverick, Pave Strike, and
Tactical Drone/Remotely Piloted Vehicle
( r pv ). The last three listed programs were
recent additions. Systems are dropped
from revievv at the appropriate time when
continuing and frequent close scrutiny by
the Secretary and the Chief of Staff are
no longer required. For example, the C-5,
F -lll, and s r a m programs were recently
deleted as s pr subjects.

—Advise and assist functional staff a|
tion officers.
—Prepare reports on deliberations, i1
include action items, decision letters anj
memoranda.
—Monitor follow-up actions to assur
that a corporate recommendation ha
been considered within the functional oi
ganization.
—Provide conference and meeting faci i
ities.
—Control attendance.
—Provide organizational continuir
when a corporate group is not in session
Perhaps the most challenging job for ai
executive secretary is in the preparation o
documents and decision papers that be
come the formal record of the delibera
tions and the resulting corporate recom
mendation.
It musf be re-emphasized that the
Board Structure elements do not make
decisions but provide recommendations to
functional staff managers—up to and including the Deputy Chief of Staff—or
alternatively elevate the problem or issue
to the next higher Board Structure ele
ment. At the Air Force Council, recom
mendations are provided to the appropri
ate functional staff manager for action or
to the Chief of Staff for those issues which
require his decision. Upon receiving Chief
of Staff approval of a Council recommen
dation, a Chief of Staff Decision or Guidance Memorandum is prepared and released. Actions directed by the Secretary
of the Air Force are implemented by a
s a f Directive. Because they are recommending bodies and not decisional, all
Board Structure recommendations are
nonattributive when the functional authority actually renders and staffs his decision.

Directorate of the Air
Force Board Structure provides executive
support for each element of the Structure.
The organization may be compared to the
office of the executive secretary in a major
Corporation. Officers in the rank of colonel serve as executive secretaries to the
Air Staff Board, Air Force Council, Secretary’s Program Reviews, and the Air Force
Policy Council. Majors and lieutenant colonels serve as executive secretaries of the
paneis and committees. Executive secre
taries frequently have responsibility for
more than one corporate group. For the
most part, their duties take the following
form:
—Advise and assist their respective operating procedures for each element
chairmen.
There are restrictions on who can sponsor
I he
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in agenda item or issue before an element
f the Board Structure. Without ratlier
rict ground rules. the effectiveness of
ach element could be greadv diluted by
íose who would unnecessarily avoid the
jormal decision channels, by those who
fould air less-signifícant issues, or by
jhose who would elevate an issue to a
nuch higher element than is required. As
general rule, the right to sponsor a
ubject is restricted to that person who is a
nember of the Board Structure element
>eing asked to review the subject. In other
vords, a division chief (colonel) can sponor a subject to a panei, while a Deputy
>hief of Staff (lieutenant general) spon>ors subjects to the Air Force Council. In
íach case, the concurrence of the chairman is necessary. Furthermore, a chairman can also sponsor a subject or issue to
:he next higher element within the Board
Structure.
At what levei should a subject enter the
Structure? The Board Structure provides
a functional staff officer the means of
increasing corporate visibility and obtaining wider support from functional managers for problems or issues that are
stymied in the hierarchical organization,
since a Board Structure element can escalate a subject under review to a higher
corporate levei. This prerogative is sometimes viewed as an “end run” mechanism
in the staff, especially if it happens when
an action officer is encountering resistance
in the formal coordination system but
achieves his objective on the Board Struc
ture “ladder.” However, the sponsor who
attempts to use this technique still must
convince the corporate group of the correctness of his position. The “end run”
mechanism is also a two-edged sword: the
sponsor may get an answer he does not
want from a corporate element, or he
may lose control o f his subject to a
chairman who can take over the sponsor-
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ship and move the issue to a higher
Board Structure element.
If time allows, it is normally more
desirable to enter a subject or issue into
the Board Structure at the panei levei,
because at this levei one gets more detailed expertise, and organizadonal consensus builds from the bottom. Once a
subject has been sponsored to the Board
Structure, it is up to the corporate group
to take one of three courses: (1) recommend the subject to a higher element of
the Board Structure; (2) recommend a
decision; or (3) place the issue back into
the hierarchical Air Staff decision-making
organization. If the sponsor disagrees with
the latter recommendation, he may elect
to convince a higher-level sponsor that his
viewpoint should be overriding and that
the issue should be reviewed at a higher
levei within the Board Structure—opposing the advice and recommendation of the
lower Board Structure element. Minoritv
reports can also be filed by Board Struc
ture members. There are occasions when
an issue is so criticai and time-sensitive
that review by each element up the Board
Structure “ladder” is neither possible nor
desirable. When this occurs, the subject
can go straight to either the Air Staff
Board or the Air Force Council.
Each vear lhe Board Structure elements
holcl about 500 meetings and review about
800 subjects. There were 504 meetings
held in 1972, 486 in 1973, and 540
meetings in 1974. One of the most active
elements in 1974 has been the Air Force
Council, which reviewed nearly twice as
many subjects as in most previous years.
Briefings are normally restricted to 30
minutes. Discussion typically will run an
additional 30 minutes. The 30-minute
time restriction requires the briefer to
organize his subject so that only the most
important and crucial aspects to a decision
recommendation are addressed. The most
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professional presentation techniques are
required to be successful in the Board
Structure.
Ihere are strict rules regarding the
number of acklitional people a briefer or
sponsor is allowed to bring to a Board
Structure element meeting. This is especially true of the sênior eleinents such as
the Air Force Council. Only guest experts
vvho are expected to contribute actively to
the presentation are invited into the rneeting. Backup personnel are on call outside
the briefing room. Ir is crucial to Board
Structure effectiveness that the candidness
and give-and-take, which are characteristic
of the deliberations of anv sênior corporate management and decision organization, be strongly protected. Therefore,
every effort must be made to assure
confidentiality in and after these meetings.
Only by protecting deliberations can the
inherent effectiveness of the Board Struc
ture process be realizecl.
advantages of the decision process
l he Board Structure system offers the
Air Force several advantages not available
in a straightforward functional organization. A few of the more important advan
tages are that it
—prevents problems from being stymied in the hierarchical coordination proc
ess.
—requires the membership to act as
part of the corporate body seeking an
overall Air Force position. Minimizes parochialism on the part of the functional
rnanager by ensuring that the views of the
other functional managers, vvho are also
members, are brought to bear on the
problem.
—forces a decision by the vveight of a
corporate recommendation. Many issues
could be impossible to solve through for
mal coordination because of an inherent

dilemma between legitimate conflicting
functional interests. Exaniples would be a
new Officer Effectiveness Report (o e r ),
Colonel Rated Positions, Headquarters
Staff Recluctions, and o &m Funding Priorities among Major Commands.
—helps top management to bring potential problems to the surface and act
while reasonable options still exist.
—screens and filters topics so that each
issue is addressed at the appropriate levei
of management, thus conserving the time
and energies of management at each levei
and allowing them to concentrate on the
issues appropriate to their respective leveis
of responsibility.
—employs streamlined administrative
procedures that promote increased effec
tiveness in obtaining Air Staff consensus.
Consensus and agreement come easier
when face-to-face, adversary-advocacy discussion takes place at the moment of a
lucid briefing—as opposed to circulating
staff summary sheets and thick folders.
The Board Structure process is especially
effective in forming judgments on complex subjects.
—enjoys great reliance and confidence
on the part of the Air Force Chief of
Staff. When a decision recommendation
has come up through the Board Structure
to the Chief, lie can be assured that a
rhorough review has been accomplished.
T h e corporate decision process at Head
quarters U.S. .Air Force, vvhich is embodied in the Air Force Board Structure, is
unique among the military Services. Each
element of the Air Force Board Structure
continues to streamline the Air Force
decisional process. The system is available,
responsive, and supportive to the deci
sional needs of today’s Air Force. Furthermore, this management concept has withstood the test of time.

Headquarters United States (ir Force

THE
RAVEN'S
NEW
SEWT
Tom orrow 's Electron ic W arfare O ffice r Today
C a pt a in O a v id B. W it h e r s

C a p t a in St e p h e n A. L e is h m a n
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NE OF the most important precepts them for an active role in conventiona
of our national policy is survivability. and nuclear warfare. The course of in
struction vvas broken into three mair
Our ability to survive is based on the
phases: fundamentais of electronics, elec
concept of preparedness. Preparedness
tronic
warfare support measures (e s m )
means more than surmountíng new and
unexpected chaJlenges by developing Crea and electronic countermeasures (e c m ).
In electronic fundamentais, the studeni
tive responses. The idea of preparedness
obtained
the necessary background, vocabalso implies forethought and flexibility; if
thev are absent, a nation cannot be consid- ulary, and knowledge of equipment operered prepared to exist in today’s dynamic atíon necessary for the successful compleworld. Preparedness, simply stated, is to tion of the two later phases.
In e s m , the students participated in an
learn from the past and plan for the
integrated academic, flying, and simulator
future.
VVith these thoughts in mind, the 453d program that taught radar operating paFlying Training Squadron, part of the rameters, crew coordination procedures,
323d Flying Training VVing, at Mather Air and other skills required in the perform
Force Base, Califórnia, has implemented ance of airborne electronic reconnaissance.
an imaginative training program designed e s m simulator training took place in the
to prepare rated navigators as electronic ALQ-T3 RB-47H electronic reconnais
warfare officers (ev v o ) for the challenges sance simulator.
In the third phase, the students
of today and the future. The main purpose of this program is to produce versa- changed this emphasis and began their
tile, well-rounded Air Force officers spe- education in the arts of e c m . During this
cially trained to perform as combat air- phase, student participation in academics,
crew members. l he program is rooted in flying, and simulators prepared them to
the lessons learned in Southeast Asia and counter electronic threats successfully. e c m
the recent Middle East Yom Kippur con- simulator training vvas conducted in the
flict, as well as advances made in technol- ALQ-T4 B-52H e c m simulator. Both the
ogy, management, and education.
T3 and T4 simulators used in the program
Today’s ev v o is prepared to meet the are over ten years old.
unexpected and survive. The importance
e s m and e c m flying training were con
of the program is demonstrated by the ducted in the venerable ET-29D aircraft.
current emphasis on electronic warfare, lh e entire training program required
which exists even at the highest leveis of approximatelv seven months to complete
government, and by the substantial and included 463 hours of academics, 13
amount of monev presentJy being spent flights, and 20 simulator missions.
on evv research and development, equipThe T3 and T4 simulators established
ment, and training. Before describing the a t c ’s experience in using simulators to
new program, let’s take a look at the old support evv training. These simulators
program for comparison.
adequately fulfilled their original intent—
to simulate and support evv training for a
particular airframe number. They also
the “traditional” training program
demonstrated, by a lack of many neces
ev v o trainees for the past several years
sary training features, just how important
have been exposed to a variety o f topics these features are in meeting future simu
and training activities designed to prepare lator requirements. Any new electronic
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ArtisVs concept of the $5.8 million simulator used to train
electronic warfare offxcers. Known as SEWT(simulatorfor electronu
warfare training), the System consists of an instructor console (detail m upper rtght-hand comer), eight
student stations (detail in lower left comer), and a SEL-86
digital Computer with associated equipment (foreground).

warfare simulator must incorporate desired training features and capabilities that
overcome T3 and T4 simulator inadequacies.
The flying training portion of the old
syllabus used twenty-year-old ET-29 aircraft. These airplanes were extremely
weather-sensitive and subject to a variety
of maintenance problems. Depending on
the route flown and the time of day, the
students were presented with a nonstandard radar environment.
a neu’ simulator training concept
The new $5.8 million AN/ALQ-T5 simu
lator for electronic warfare training
(s e w t , pronounced “suit”) provides the
means for applying a new simulator train
ing concept. This training concept can be

simply stated as follows: to train rated
navigators in the basic electronic warfare
knowledge and skills, not Iimited to one or
two weapon systems but to a wide application in many weapon systems and elec
tronic warfare tactical environments. í bis
concept is being accomplished by generalizing the contem of simulator missions
and by placing the students in a dynamic
signal/countermeasures equipment envi
ronment capable of responding in depth
to student progress toward desired operator skill leveis.
The T5 is configured as a self-paced
teaching machine that will provide stu
dents with objective evaluations and immediate feedback. It will also reduce the
instructor-to-student ratio, thereby reducing manpower requirements. The s e w t
has a designed life expectancy of ten years
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Photographic details of the instructor console (above) and lhe student slation (opposite) suggest lhe intricacy oj lhe electronic means of operaiing today's national defense weapon Systems.

and vvill result in an annual cost savings of class entered training in mid-January
1974.
$1.7 million.
The arrival of the s e w t provides the
capability for eight students to “flv” indeL J e v e l o p m e n t of lhe s e v v t pendently eight separate and different
began in June 1967 when Air Training “missions” simultaneously. Each of the
Conimand ( a t c ) submitted a Rec|uired eight student stations is an enclosed booth
Operational Capability ( r o c ) to Headquar- complete with e w equipment, warning
ters u s a f . In May 1970, Aeronautical receivers, a navigational panei, and Com
Systems Division of Air Force Systems munications equipment needed to complete
Command awarded the s e w t contract to each type of mission. Students will now be
the a a i Corporation, located near Balti- able to learn in one trainer the four
more, Maryland.
different types of electronic warfare mis
In developing the s e w t , the contractor sions: electronic warfare support measpushed the State of the art in both ures, electronic countermeasures, strike
hardware and software design. Three support, and VVild Weasel* missions. This
years later in-plant tests were completed capability far exceeds that of the simulaand delivery was made to the 453d Flying tors previously emploved in the training
Training Squadron. Air Force in-place program.
•T he nam e dcsignating clcctronicallv cquipped USAF lightcrs that
acceptance tests were completed in Octo- cffcctivcK
ber 1973, and the first SEWT-supported sites. <ounter surfacc-to-air missilcs by locating and killing the SAM
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Available in each statíon is a student
data terminal (s d t ), which includes a
keyboard, a cathode-ray tube (c r t ) for
alphanumeric displays, and a mission status panei. The s d t allows the students to
interact with the Computer for computerassisted instruction during equipment,
procedure, and tactics laboratory sessions.
The s d t also provides for student-trainer
interaction, through evaluation of student
responses and reactions, and for reinstruction of desired tasks if the evaluations are
failed.
The s e w t contains two evaluation Systems: automatic and scripted. The a u to

matic evaluation system was designed to
be used primarily during electronic reconnaisssance labs or missions. VVhen an error
is detected, the system automatically dis
plays an error message providing immediate feedback to the student, thus preventing him from learning an incorrect behavior pattern.
The second type of evaluation system is
scripted by a programmer into a lab or
mission. Four types of scripted evaluations
are available, and they are used (1) to
check actions required in a desired sequence—such as a checklist; (2) to make
instantaneous evaluations of actions re5.3
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quired in a short periocl of time; (3) to
evaJuate any student actions that may be
prohibited—such as crew calls at the
vvrong time; and (4) to evaluate a collection of desired actions that occur over an
extended period of time—such as completion of a number of assigned tasks. Failure
of scripted evaluations vvill also provide
the student with immediate feedback
through error messages designed to promote desired learning outcomes.
The use of these evaluation Systems vvill
greatly reduce the instructor-to-student ratio. The new s ev v t syllabus calls for a 1:4
instructor-to-student ratio, plus a console
operator for training labs and missions.
Trainer check missions vvill reciuire only a
1:8 instructor-to-student ratio. As an
added feature, the use of the T5 evalua
tion systems vvill increase the objectivity in
student grading and produce a standardized student evaluation.
At the conclusion of each lab or mission, a postmission print-out is automatically available for students and instructors
to revievv. Each print-out shovvs a Com
puter overall grade and a list of the
grades earned by the student from each
of seven grading categories as defined in
lab or mission development. A detailed
print-out of failed evaluations is also avail
able. From these postmission print-outs
instructors are able to critique a student’s
performance, identifv his vveak areas, and
recommend corrective action if necessarv.
The monitoring functions for the eight
student stations are handled bv/ one instructor/console operator. The console
contains a cathode-ray tube vvhose alphanumeric and graphic displays allovv the
console operator to assess the progress
and problems of each mission and stu
dent. Once a console operator identifies a
student with a problem, he may offer
instruction from the console vvhile he
monitors the student’s actions on the c r t ,

or he may send a ratio instructor into the
student’s booth. This feature is a greai
improvement over the previous training
program, vvhere an instructor/console op
erator could monitor only one student.
Other console Controls enable the operator
to monitor any or all interphone and
radio Communications and introduce realtime changes into the training lab or
mission.
The heart of this one-of-a-kind trainer
is a digital computer-controlled signal generation system. This signal generation sys-1
tem can simulate all knovvn radio frequency signals. Up to 63 emitter signals or
126 radio frequency (r f ) sources may be
simulated on the air at any one time to
produce a realistic e w environment. This
capability is more than tvvice the signalgenerating capacity of the analog com
puter-controlled T3 and T4 simulators. It
is under the control of a real-time pro
gram capable of monitoring and updating
the eight student stations and the instruc
tors console once everv second. Additionally, s ev v t signals vvill automatically come
on and go dovvn as the student’s aircraft
ílies into and out of range of each emitter.
Signal povver leveis vvill also vary with the
range and altitude of the aircraft to the
emitter site. Digital operation vvas selected
over analog operation because of its
greater capacity to handle more complex
problems with greater accuracy at faster
speeds in less physical area.
s ev v t missions may be programmed to
operate in any part of the world. Each
mission can operate in a large gaming
area: 2000 nm x 2000 nm x 100,000 feet.
Within this area, the students may flv at
any speed up to 2000 knots. Three different types of present-day aircraft flight
characteristics have been program med to
be used for the students’ aircraft, and
others may be scripted as desired. Multiple aircraft simulation for each mission is
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also available; as many as five other
aircraft may be simulated at one time to
flv as either friendly or hostile aircraft.
These aircraft may have the same or tive
different aircraft fíight characteristics. l he
availability of these different flight charac
teristics greadv enhances the flexibility and
realistic presentation of the training program.
An additional feature of the s e w t is its
short “turnaround” dme between labs or
missions. The complete changeover can t>e
accomplished by the console operator and
a few maintenance personnel in less than
15 minutes. This desirable feature leads to
more efficient use of the T5 trainer. It
also eliminates the previous scheduling
problems that were caused by the amount
of time required for maintenance person
nel to complete signal generation and
mission changeover in the T3 and T4
simulators.
the new SEWT syllabus
Based on the Instructional System Development (is d ) approach, a new no-fly s e w t
syllabus has been developed for use with
the T5. This syllabus shortens the course
from 132 training days (28 calendar
weeks) to 115 training days (25 calendar
weeks) as the student progresses through
a total of 46 labs and missions in the T4
and T5 trainers. Eleven labs and 22 T5
missions along with five labs and eight T4
missions make up the 135 hours the
students spend in the simulators. Each lab
or mission is designed to present the
student with progressively increased difficulty. Most labs and missions are sched-
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uled for a three-hour period, which allows
for a two-hour programmed lab or mis
sion to be completed and provides addi
tional dme for any necessary reinstrucdon.
miscellaneous considerations
The fact that the electronic warfare officer
training program is going “no fly” should
have little or no effect on the individual
student’s “fly-ability” when he arrives at
his operadonal assignment. Each student
in the school is a rated navigator when he
arrives for electronic warfare training, and
he therefore has already demonstrated his
ability to adapt to the stresses of flight.
Under the s e w t syllabus, electronic war
fare students will fly five proficiency
flights as navigators, thus maintaining
those aspects of navigational skills re
quired for their new primary a f s c .
the process of change
The s e w t trainer represents a new concept in e w training and training equipment. With its high degree of flexibility,
the trainer can be programmed to simulate new radar signals as soon as they are
discovered and can be progammed to go
almost anywhere and do almost anything
within the realm of electronic warfare.
This flexibility is the very heart of preparedness. Because of s e w t , today’s electronic
warfare officer is ready for tomorrow and
is more highly c|ualified and versatile than
ever before. Because of this, our nadon
stands that much further ahead in its goal
of survivability.
4 5 3 (1

Flying Training Squadron

LOGISTICS, PROCUREMENT,
AND MANPOWER?

O

NE o f the more important goals o f logistics is the integradon of the
functional areas such as maintenance, supply, and procurement.
Integradon is the process o f uncovering the relarionships between
functions, studying them, and developing procedures that allow the funcrions to
work in unison towarcl a common mission. This article deals with the
relationship between procurement and manpower.
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The need for a relationship between
the procurement of a weapon system of a
particular design and ilie manpower to
operate and maintain diat system is rather
obvious. However, the relationship be
tween base-level procurement and man
power is less obvious. A base-level pro
curement function and the function ot a
major air command ( m a j c o m ) management engineering team on operating location ai the same base are seemingly unrelated. An outline of the specific responsibilities of each function does not show
how the two are related. However, the
presentation of three hypothetical case
studies will show that there is an impor
tam relationship between the two functions.
The cases demonstrate that a purchasing officer could unknowingly enter into
an uneconomical supply, Service, or construction contract. It is my opinion that
the procurement officer simply does not
alwavs have the information he needs to
determine whether a contract is economical and that the management engineering
team on his base could provide the infor
mation he requires. On the other hand,
the manpower officer may not have all
the information he needs to do his job
efficiendy; often the purchasing officer
can provide that information. The purpose of this articie is to show that there is
a need for a formal definition of the
relationship between these functions. A
proper analysis of the three cases presented, which demonstrate my viewpoint,
requires an understanding of lhe func
tions.
The Functions Involved

The two functions are the base-level
procurement office and the m a j c o m man
agement engineering team. The following
descriptions of them are not all-inclusive;
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rather they outline those responsibilities
pertinent to the cases presented.
base-lei>el procurement
Base-level procurement, officially the local
purchase program, has three objectives:
(1) to give bases self-sufficiency, the commander the capability to use local instead
of central procurement, and the procure
ment personnel an effective way to build
goocl will; (2) to assure the use of the
most advantageous procurement method;
(3) to assure that personnel are continuously trained to improve program effectiveness.1
The local purchase program is the
responsibility of the installation commander. He determines the organizauonal
levei of the procurement function, programs for items of supplies or Services
authorized for lixai purchase, and authorizes initiation of purchase requests.
The base procurement officer is the
subordinate of the installation commander; however, he is responsible for all
local purchase actions as an agent of the
U.S. government rather than the Air
Force.
There are few clirectives that apply
solely to guide the base-level procurement
officer in the conduct of his affairs. Public
laws, armed Services procurement regulations, and Air Force procurement instructions provide the guidelines for all pro
curement. The base procurement officer
uses those parts of the overall directives
that apply to his acti vides.
the Management Engineering Program
Early in 1958 the Air Force recognized
that it needed a new system for lhe
allocauon oí lhe manpower resource. In
1960 Headquarters u s a f directed that the
u s a f Management Engineering Program
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be implemented for the primary purpose
of developing and maintaining valid work
center manpovver standards.2 In 1962
President Kennedy directed that action be
taken to increase the productivity of all
federal employees through methods improvement, more efficient layouts, and
dme-saving equipment.3
To support these two direcdves, the Air
Force implemented project e c o n o m a n ,
vvhich means “effective control of man
povver.” e c o n o m a n centralized manpovver
Controls at the major air commands. Hovvever, m a j c o m ’s established management
engineering teams (m e t ’s ) at base levei in
order to develop manning standards at
the vvorking levei.
Basically, establishment of a manning
standard requires (1) lisüng the speciflc
tasks that a work center is required to
perform; (2) recording conditions, facilities, and equipment; (3) measuring the
inan-hours expended, using approved in
dustrial engineering techniques; and (4)
establishing the relationship betvveen manhours and workload so that manning can
be adjustecl for varving workload needs.4
In 1965 the m e t ’s were also given the
responsibilitv of the traditional manpovver
functions, formerly assigned to the baselevel personnel function. These responsibilities induded (1) maintaining manning
authorization documents, (2) revievving civilian positions for essentiality, and (3)
performing triennial revievvs of certain
base functions. These triennial revievvs
constitute a complete cost estimate of a
function, including the cost of men,
equipment, and facilities and an apportionment of the cost of support received from
all other base functions.5 These revievvs
are compared with cost estimates obtained
by the procurement officer from private
contractors, to determine the effectiveness
of in-service accomplishment of a specifíc
function or work center.

Case I. A Supply Contract

the case
m s g t Jones, n c o ic of the Maintenanc
Analysis Section of a small Consolidate
Aircraft Maintenance Squadron (c a ms
was an outstanding n c o . He and his abl
assistant, s s g t Smith, took pride in th
Maintenance Data Analysis Report the
they prepared monthly. The section wa
authorized only two manpovver spaces, bu
the workload was not great and there wa
no backlog of work. s g t Jones had ai
extensive background in statisties an<
knew he could perform more sophisti
cated data analyses if he were not limite®
by the capacity of the nine-digit desl
calculator authorized by his Table of Ai
lowance (t a ). Then he became aware o
the existence of the Super 3000, a desl
calculator that could almost be classed as ;
mini-computer because of its speed, capac
ity, and small memory bank. In view of it
cost, about $3000, his justification to the
c a ms commander and the base equipmeni
management office (b e m o ) had to be
strong. It was. Not only vvould the Supei
3000 allovv a more detailed data analysi1
but s g t Jones showed that it could save
eight man-hours per week over the calcu
lator then in use. At $4.00 per man-hour
the Super vvould pay for itself in less thar
20 months.
The base procurement officer, upor
receipt of a properlv justified purchase
request and after efficient negotiation
contracted for the Super 3000, and s g t
Jones got his calculator.
A management engineering study ol
the c a ms had been performed earlier in
the year. A work center description (v v c d ),
listing the specific tasks required to be
performed by the maintenance analysis
section, was written, and the special equip
ment (the 9-digit calculator) was also recorded. (The vvc.d is similar to the “stand-
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If the required man-hours per month
had been only 172, lhe workload would
have been too great for one man and two
spaces would sdll have been authorized. In
this situation, the purchase of the Super
3000 would have been an economical
contract, for by reducing the required
man-hours to 140, within the capacity of
one man, it would save the cost of one
manpower space or about $9400. However, the manpower officer, having no
way of knowing that the new equipment
was purchased, would not have reduced
the authorizadon. The real loss under the
the analysis
present system would have been the cost
The procurement officer unknowinglv en- of the new calculator plus the cost of an
tered into an uneconomical contract. The unneeded manpower authorizadon.
time saved, cited as part of the justificadon
of the purchase request, had no meaning
Case II. The Service Contract
because there were 284 man-hours available to the work center per month (2 men the case
x 142 hours) and a workload of only 242
hours. This means there were 42 hours of In 1971 Captain Coke, the base procure
slack before the purchase; if s g t Jones’s ment officer, received a purchase request
figures are correct, the new calculator will (p r ) from the civil engineering squadron.
It requested that a six-month Service con
introduce 32 addidonal slack hours.
The mission had not changed, now new tract be let for the collection of trash in
reports were required, and the specific the base housing area. The jusufication
tasks required by the work center were cited on the p r was: “Insufficient manning
the same; therefore, the old calculator to be accomplished in-service.”
could have accomplished the mission. If Captain Coke knew that for the past
we save man-hours and there are no three years local firms had collected trash
other producdve tasks to be performed in the housing area, and this pr was just a
during the “saved hours,” we have saved renewal request. He awarded a contract to
nothing—unless we reduce manpower au- the lowest responsible bidder after forthorizadons!
mallv adverusing the contract.
The more sophisucated techniques that One month later, the captain was
were possible on the Super 3000 were shocked by the contents of a procurement
“nice to have" but not required. For the memo. It cited the Congressional displeapast several years great emphasis has been sure of certain uneconomical Service conplaced on “buving only what we need” in tracts that were let based on “insufficient
high-level defense procurement. Whether manning authorizauons” when in fact a
a particular expense is in the national check of manning projecdons showed adinterest is the quesdon that must be asked. didonal authorizations were forthcoming
This policy should also extend down to within a short periíxl.
the base levei.
Five months later, the same pr showed
ird practice” used in private industry.6)
Then. using accepted industrial engineerIng techniques, the m e t established that
he average workload of the maintenance
inalvsis work center was 242 man-hours
>er month; one man’s expected work
rapability is 142 hours per month.7 There'ore, the work center needed 1.7 men to
Io the job (242 142). A fractional manling guide used by the m e t directed that
his function be authorized two manpower
spaces.
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up for renewal. Captain Coke immediately
got a signed statement from the manpower officer certifying lhat no additional
manning was projected for the civil engineering squadron. Then he awarded the
contract.
the analysis
I he question, “Did an uneconomical con
tract result?” does not hinge on whether
there were sufíicient in-service manpovver
authorizations to do the job. The question
is, “Would it have heen more economical
for us to perform the task vvith in-service
personnel?” The manning authorizations
can conceivably be changed to provide the
men retiuired, excluding other socioeconomic considerations.
T he civil engineering squadron ( c e s )
knows they do not have sufíicient man
ning authorizations to do the job, and
they have tvvo alternatives: obtain addi
tional manning or request a Service con
tract. Hovvever, the c e s does not have the
experience or ability to make the decision
as to vvhich alternative is best.
The m e t has experience in determining
the cost o f performing a job vvith inservice skills and equipment (triennial reviews).
The procurement officer could request
an in-service cost revievv from the m e t
and also invite bids from private contractors. Only by comparing the tvvo can he
determine if the contract in question is in
the best interest of the government.
Case III. The Construction Contract

the case
T h e Service station vvork ce n te r o f the
vehicle m aintenance function is responsible for dispensing fuel and lubricants and
p erfo rm in g m in o r Service to all vehicles

assigned to its base.
A management engineering study was
performed on this function in 1971. The
study found that on some bases the
lubrication, minor maintenance, and gas
pump facilities were not located in close
proximity to one another. At Zero a f b
lube racks were 600 feet from the pumps;
at Sub-Zero .a f b the distance was 350 feet
betvveen facilities.
The gas pumps were manned using
“queuing models,” vvhich provided a bal
ance in cost between gas attendant idleness and customer delay time. The total
cost to the Air Force was optimized, but
there was considerable attendant idleness
built into the system. The distance be
tween facilities required that the lubrica
tion and m aintenance functions be
manned separately.
The study reported that “Inefficient
layout of facilities forces us to pav for the
inefficiency vvith manpovver. During slack
periods, gas pump attendants cannot per
form other productive tasks because the
distance between facilities is too great.” It
further recotnmended a standardized lay
out and stated that use of the standard
ized layout would allovv all lubricatioris
and fifty percent of minor maintenance to
be performed by gas pump attendants
during their idle periods. This would
result in a savings of tvvo manpovver
spaces at Zero a f b and three at Sub-Zero
AFB.
An Inspector General report in 1972
rated the Service station facilities at Zero
a f b as marginal: “Pump attendants have
no permanent shelter, a vvorn-out trailer is
being used. Mo-gas tank is too small. No
oil or anti-freeze storage facilities." Baseei
on the ig ’s report, the bases request fo r
construction of new facilities was approved. The purchasing officer awarded
an $11,000 contract for construction of a
permanent shelter, including a storage
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rea and a larger gas tank, on the site of the
d facilities. No change in lhe locarion of
ibe racks was planned.
Similar discrepancies existed in the serv:e station facility ai Sub-Zero a f b . and a
Dmpletely new Service station was conructed in late 1973 at a cost of $25,000.
s layout was similar to the standardized
yout proposed by the earlier me p studv.
ie analysis
'he contract awarded at Zero a f b was
learly an uneconomical contract. It simply
luplicated existing facilities and layout at
[ cost of $11,000. The Air Force still had
o pay for inefficient layout with two men
xtra. The worth of two saved spaces is
bout $19,000; in other words, the addiional cost for a completely new and more
fficient facility costing about $25,000
vould have paid for itself in manpower
avings in the first eighteen months.
The contract at Sub-Zero a f b wiü pay
or itself in less than two years because of
he estimated three manpower spaces it
vill save through a more efficient layout.
t was a very econoinical contract; hovv;ver, unless the manning document for
he Service station is reduced, not one cent
vill be saved.
Who tells the reviewing authorities of
h e Zero a f b construcrion recjuest that it
vould be cheaper to build a completely
lew facility? Who tells the Management
Engineering Program that a new facility
ias been built at Sub-Zero a f b s o that the
nanning authorizations can be reduced?
The Relationship

Case I showed that the purchase of a
labor-saving device can change the manhours required to do a job. This case is
fepresentarive of the impact of a wide
fange of labor-saving devices; i.e., roller

conveyers to replace handtrucks, automatic Controls to replace manual Controls
or power tools, and equipment to replace
manual operations. The purchasing officer can reduce manning requirements
through the purchase of such a device;
the manpower officer must make adjustments to the manning documents. The
manpower officer, in some instances,
could provide information concerning a
labor-saving device which may show that a
potential purchase would not be in the
best interest of the government. The point
is, there is a relationship between the two
functions on some suppíy contracts.
Case II demonstrated that a Service
contract could be analyzed on the basis of
the question: “Is it the most economical
way to do the job?” This case is representative of a range of Service contracts
awarded for laundry Services, snow removal, garbage collection, or janitorial
work. Only by comparing the cost of
doing the job with in-service skills and the
cost of using a private eontractor can we
determine which is the more economical
method. T he manpower offtce has experience in determining the in-service costs;
the contracting office is the only agency
that can solicit bids for possible Service
contract awards to private firms.8 Clearlv,
there is a relationship between the two.
Case III shows that an uneconomical
construcrion contract can be entered into
by the purchasing officer if he does not
have all of the information concerning the
contract. Further, it demonstrates that a
change in facilities can and does change
the manning requirements. The objectives
of the manpower functíon are to develop
and maintain manpower standards.9 Man
power cannot maintain these standards if
it is not made aware of changes that affect
them. Any construcrion contract that im
proves facilities—and hopefully most do—
will affect the man-hours required by the
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facility. On construction contracts, too,
there is a relationship between the manpovver and purchasing functions.
It is clear that there is a relationship
between the functions; therefore, there
should be a communication link between
the two. Coordination in the best interests
of the government is required.
Coordination

There would be no problem if effective
coordination now existed between the
manpower and procurement offices. However, it is my contention that little or no
coordination exists either informally or
officially. A search of procurement and
manpower directives revealed no formally
defined relationship or required coordina
tion. Procurement and manpower officers
stated that they did not know of any
directive that oudined the interaction of
the two functions. Recent discussions with
procurement officers indicate that pro
curement very seldom consults with man
power. Similarly, discussions with man
power officers confirmed the converse of
this finding, There appears to be no
coordination between the two functions
now; if they don't coordinate, who does?
The initial reaction of most of the
procurement officers interviewed, with respect to Case I, was that a properly
prepared supplv purchase request is the
audioritv for purchase. However, after the
potential uneconomical implications were
explained. opinion changed to: “The supply officer should have caught it.” Supply
officers confronted with the case stated
that major air command must approve
equipment changes; therefore, they
should have caught the error. Supply
officers agree, however, that manv pur
chase requests do not necessarily go to
m a j c o m for approval, and there is the
possibility that even ma j c o m could err.

Some purchasing officers believe th;
on Service contract requests, too, the use
should determine the need; procuremer
acts upon validated purchase request*
However, the user does not always hav
the ability, experience, and authority re
quired to determine whether a servic
contract is in the best interest of th
government.
It was the opinion of the majority o
the procurement and supply officers
spoke with that coordination on construe
tion contracts could be obtained by mak
ing the m e t chief a member of the bas<
Facilities Utilization Board. There are nu'
merous ways that coordination can bt
effected between users, suppliers, contrac
tors, and industrial engineers on supply
Service, and construction contracts. Whv i:
the required coordination not clearly de
fined? How has private industry handlec
this problem?
Firms in private industry seem to agret
that there must be coordination between
engineering and purchasing. Some feel
that “top management must insist on a
clear definition of engineering and pur
chasing responsibility,”10 but others favor
an informal relationship.
One can find dozens of articles in the
journals on the relationship between engi
neering and purchasing. However, all
these articles concern the relationship be
tween the technical engineer and procure
ment. No one seems to mention the
industrial engineer or manpower relationships. For exatnple, die statement: “The
j^urchasing system consists of quality control, sales, engineering, planning . . .
contains no mention of manpower. Why?
Because in private industrv the relation
ship between the purchase of equipment
and labor requirements is basic; it is
understood rather than formally defined.
Industrial engineering (ie ) departments
routinely review all labor-saving devices
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and adjust work standards immediately;
time is money, and the time standards are
continually updated as equipment and
methods are changed. Facilities layout
changes, too, are designed by or in coordination with die plant ie , who has firsthand
knowledge of every change, he being
intimately familiar with every part of his
plant and equipment.
Private industry maintains a tight control on time-saving devices and layouts
because time saved is often clollars saved.
The Air Force must becomejust as dollar
conscious. However, industry may not
have the problems in coordination that
are found in the larger, more complex
Air Force. The Air Force needs a formal
definition of this important relationship.
T h e ba se -l ev el purchasing officer does
not have the Information he needs to
determine whether some contracts are
economical. Similarly, the manpower officer does not have all the information he
needs to do his job efficiendy. Coordina
tion is required!
Notrs
1 Air Force Rrgulalion 70-18. Local Purchase Program , 2 Mas 1968, p.
2 M anagement E ngm eerm g B riefings. DPLM 3 Operaimg liutruciion 257. H<| Strategk Air Coinmand. Offuii AFB. Nebraska. 27 December
1965. p 22
3. íbtd
1. Air Force Manual 25-5, C'S A P M anagem ent E ngm eerm g P rogram , p. 1
5. Air Force Regulatmn 2 6 -1 C ontract Services, 9 Februarv 1966, p 9

A directive should be published that
directs and defines coordination, between
the base procurement function and the
m a j c o m -m e t operating on the same base,
on all supply, Service, and construction
contracts that may have an im pact on
manpower requirements.

The essence of logistics is integration of
the existing separate functions. Integration
is the process of uncovering relationships
between functions and developing procedures that allow them to work in unison
toward their common mission. This article
addresses only one relationship; there are
many more that need attention. This task
cannot be left to the system design teams
and staff personnel: they are not miracle
workers; they cannot uncover every rela
tionship. It is the operating Air Force
managers, the men who li ve with the
problems, who can uncover ways to make
the system work better. If they do, eventually we may achieve an integrated logistics
system.
Sclwol of System and Logistics, AFIT

6. Marvin E. Mundel. M otion a n d Tone S tud y (Englewond Cliffs, N.J.:
Premkc-Hall. Inc.. 1970), p, 316.
7 Air Force Manual 26-3 .C n terta and Standard s. 12 Ociober 1965, p. 3.
8. AFR 70-18. p. 2
9. A KM 25-5, p. I.
10. "When Purchasing Takcs Over Production Planning," P urchasing,
Vol. 61, Dccciubcr 1966, pp. 45-50. 112.
11. Wilbur B Knglanil, The P urchasing System (Homewnod. Illinois:
Richard D. Irivin.Inc . 1967). p. 122.
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some months
T HEagoANNOUNCEMENT
bv Secretary of Defense James R.

Schlesinger relaring to retargeting of U.S.
long-range missiles again focused attention
on the strategic targeting policy of this
country. More recendy, Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger expressed concern
over the nuclear “numbers game" that
colors our relationships vvith the Soviet
Union.
For more than a decade our targeting
policv has held Soviet cities hostage to our
abilitv to destroy them in the event of a
Soviet first-strike attack. This concept of
“assured destruction" of the major population centers of the Soviet Union vvas
intended to deter the launching of a
Soviet first strike on the basis that such an
attack vvould provoke massive retaliation
bv* the U.S. and thus vvould be an act of
national suicide on their part.
Whether this policy vvas in fact the
“realistic deterrence” proclaimed bv former Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird
in 1971 can be argued. What cannot be
argued is the fact that—for vvhatever
reason—the Soviet Union has not
launched a missile attack against the
United States or anyone else during all
these years.
With continuing improvement in missile
capability, particularly in the realm of
accuracy, the Soviets have developed a
potential for options other than a massive
first strike. To counter this nevv potential,
the U.S. must have options other than
massive retaliation. Retargeting and research to improve the accuracy of our
missiles are intended to provide to the
President a capability for alternative re
sponses.
The customary measurement of the

effectiveness of the assured destruction
postüre has been the number of fatalitíes
our reílexive strike could impose upon the
Soviet Union after our forces have absorbed a postulated Soviet first strike.
The use of this yardstick leads one
almost inevitably to the major cities target
ing concept. By hitting the cities, we can
theoretically inflict the greatest number of
fataliües vvith a given number of missiles
of a specified yield and accuracy.
The nevv strategy announced by Secre
tary Schlesinger in fact appears to leave
the concept of assured destruction inbeing, on a reduced scale but one vvhich is
still considered adequate for deterrence.
The missiles thus made available can then
be marked for target sets other than the
cities, to provide the alternative responses
desired.
Hovvever, target strategies cannot be
designed in a vacuum. They are valid only
in terms of their ability to achieve one or
more specified objectives.
If our national objective in case of
nuclear vvar is simply to inflict more
casualties on an enemy than he inflicts on
us, then the capability to destroy his cities
if he attacks us may have strategic merit.
But one must ask: Is there really any
significant variance, in terms of national
survival, betvveen fatalitíes inflicted and
fatalities suffered vvhen considering the
meganumbers conjured up by the vision
of all-out nuclear vvar?
The principal objectives of our strategic
forces have been defined as tvvofold: (1)
deterrence of nuclear attack upon the
United States and (2), if deterrence fails,
resolution of the ensuing conflict in our
favor.
The concept of assured destruction may
65
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serve admirably the first objective. But it is
difficult to accept the premise that a
nuclear war has ended in our favor vvhen
vve have inflicted, for example, 30 million
fatalities in exchange for “only” 20 million
fatalities suffered. Such an exchange is
hardly likely to mean much of anything
but the end of both the United States and
the Soviet Union as national entities.
Is there an alternative?
Our civilization operates at a highly
sophisticated levei of specialization. Destruction of such vital resources as power
generaüon and distribution, fuel storage,
water supply, sewage disposal, and food
production and distribution (together with
unavoidable concurrent casualties) could
easily be more destructive than “pure”
fatalities.
In this regard the economic dislocations
that even now appear to accompany a
relatively minor reduction in energy re
sources carry a pertinent message.
Large areas of the Soviet Union are less
“civilized” than the United States; yet the
situation just describecl certainly holds for
the major population centers of that country, and specifically for those centers engaged in national government and internatíonal affairs.
On a scale of destruction of national
resources, there is some point at which the
efforts of surviving leadership must be
diverted from national survival to individ
ual survival. That point was never reached
on a national scale during World War II,
although it was approached at different
places at different times.
Military analysts, politicians, and the
press all speak of fatalities in the stratospheric millions without apparent regard
for the odds against half of us surviving
when the other half shall have been
eliminated. Our total interdependence
and—perhaps even more important—our
total dependence on our resources and

the continued operation of our faci liti
do not appear to have been considered
all.
There is no real trade-off of fatalities i
the higher leveis. Instead, there is son
levei of resource loss above which it
simply not possible to conceive of th
survival of either the United States or th
Soviet Union in any meaningful nation
sense. Below that levei assured destructic
does not exist; above that levei there is r
economic or political return for dolla
expended to achieve additional destrution.
Instead of holding tens of millions <
citizens hostage, assured destruction—an
its corollary, realistic deterrence—shoul
thus be equated with that point on
continuum of resource assets at vvhic!
survival of the enemy as a viable, outwarcj
looking nation terminates.
Under the concept of mutual dete
rence implicit in the s a l t discussions, th
strategic objective of both the Unite
States and the Soviet Union must be t
retain, under any and all foreseeabl
circumstances, the ability to respond to a
attack with sufficient force to insure th
imposition of that calculated levei of rij
source destruction at which national intet
rity disappears.
Defining that criticai levei is, of cours*
an extremely difficult task—a task the
probably lies in the realm of the econc
mist and sociologist rather than the mil
tary analyst. Members of those two disc
plines who are thoroughly familiar wii
the Soviet societv, with others as needec
should be able to define those resource
the loss of which, when combined with a |
associated levei of population fatalitie;
must compel the survivors to devote a
their energy to personal survival.
It then becomes the task of the militar
to assure lhe availability of the appropriat
weapons in the appropriate numbers t
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inflict that necessary levei of damage in
the face of Soviet defenses. The measure
of effecriveness must be the ability of the
total strategic structure, after absorbing a
first strike, to deliver a sufficient number
of weapons of the proper size on the
designated targets to preclude the continued existence of the enemy as an internatíonal force.
The question of credibility needs also to
be addressed. It is not enough that the
United States possess the right number
and mix of strategic forces. It must be
apparent to the Soviet Union that we have
those forces, that they are in fact sufficient
to the objective, and that we have the
national will to use them.
In addition, there are of course subordinate strategic objectives: maintenance of
the sovereignty of our airspace, limiting
damage from small-scale attacks (accidental or intentional), deterrence of attack on
our allies, etc. Other measures of effecdveness must be developed in terms of these
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specific objectives and our strategic struc
ture modified if necessary to accommodate them. In some cases forces necessary
to meet one objective will at the same time
satisfy another; in other cases changes or
additions to the basic force may be
needed.
The presence of peripheral issues does
not, however, affect the validity of the
point made here. The objectives of our
strategic forces must be meaningful, not
based on statistical escalation without regard for the significance of that escalation.
If “one” is good, “two” is not necessarily or
automatically better.
Assured destruction lies not in the
realm of tens of millions of fatalities—
despite the terror value of such numbers—but rather in the coldly calculated
ability to terminate the existence of the
enemy in terms of his potential to continue
to operate in the international arena as a
viable national entity.
Annandate, Virgínia

COMPUTER IMPACT ON THE ORGANIZATION
Ma jo r G l e n n

F. Pr ib u s

HE rapid growth of Computer use in
T
business, government, and the military Services has led to much speculadon

concerning the impact computers vvill
have on the using organizations. Early
investigarion on the organizational impact
of the Computer by academic researchers
suggested that the conventional hierarchical pyramid would be replaced with new
organizational patterns. lt was felt that
there would be a significant change in
traditional organizational concepts including structure, middle management roles,
centralization versus decentralization, and
the interrelationships between functional
elements.1
The purpose of this article is to investigate these predictions with a view toward
forming conclusions regarding the hypothesis that the new information technology (specifically computers and electronic
data processing systems) will have considerable impact on computer-oriented organizations.
structure change
In 1958 a now famous article predicted
that in place of the classic organizational
pyramid the future structures of com
puter-oriented organizations would resemble a football balanceei atop a church beli.2
The football was to represent complete
centralization of the many management
funedons that were formerly spread in
small pieces throughout the organizadon.
Now, more than 15 years later, many
authorities feel that these implications
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have yet to be realized. Nevertheless, they
do recognize that in some cases the classic
hierarchical pyramid structure has taken
on a bulge around its middle, the bulge
reflecting obsolete management.3 Authori
ties also feel that the growing alliance
between top management and Computer
technology is still very likely to have
considerable addidonal impact on organizadonal structures. This point of view is
based on the tendency for an increasing
number of Computer personnel to report
direedy to top management, which shows
an increasing high-level involvement in
this funedon and supports the idea that a
“new management” is evolving.4 This
tendency is illustrated by a sampling of
330 business ftrms covering the spectrum
of industry types and sizes. In over half of
the sampled firms, the Data Processing
Manager reported to a Vice President
(107 cases) or Chief Execudve Officer.5
The reasons for the growth in interesi
in Computer systems by top management
are readily evident. By the mid-1970s it is
felt that Computer systems will no longer
be mere tools for accomplishing business
functions; they will be thoroughly immersed in tacdcal planning. By the mid1980s John Diebold sees computers as
“the heart of the structure” and expects all
leveis of management to be involved in
one or another information processing
acdvity.8 The advent of integrated Com
puter systems that are not limited to
specific projects, probletus. or functions is
forecast to provide a positive basis for the
whole decision-making spectrum. Thus,
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ata for the entire management process Vought, Dow Chemical, Pillsbury, General
rill soon be possible from coinputerized Electric, General Mills, and many others
have had or are now experiencing many
íformation systems.7
Harold Wolff, a management consul- organizational changes resulting from
ant who led a panei session on “the new Computer installadon. In acldition, special
íanagement” at an annual meeting of the organizational developtnent departments
•nstitute of Management Science (t im s ), to provide expertise in organizational
iys one characteristic of this group is planning have been established at compa
íeir point of view that “change is one nies such as the Hotel Corporation of
onstant fact of life.” As a result, the America and Federated Department
oup insists that organizational flexibility Stores.10
Another arucle States:
the prime requisite for good manageent, rather than rigid structures with
Most current theories of structuring orrarly defmed job descriptions and lines
ganizadons stress the concern for humanizauthority.8
ing the organizadon. . . . What needs to
While a great deal has been written
be recognized is that technology may also
oncerning the impact of computers on
exert an important effect upon the struc
tures of the organization and may help
jrganizational structures, there was litde
determine the tasks toward which the
mpirical evidence supporting the various
other . . . components of the organization
onclusions. As a result, a plant facility of
structure strive.11
large, nationally known companv em)lcning several thousand employees was On the other hand, for those who think
tudied to determine the influence on change is necessary for the sake of change
astalled Computer systems. The conclu- or to keep up with the times, James D.
ions:
Webb, n a s a s former administrator, warns
1. Computers provided many benefits toand insists that the dimensions of any new
the company through reduction in manual computer-organizadon system are impossi
effort, improved performance, cost savings, ble to determine in advance. His rationale:
and more timely informadon for decision “The criticai factors arise out of the
making and control purposes.
environment in which the systems are
2. Computers resulted in organizadonal being devised, and that environment is
change and, in many cases, upheaval. De- constandy changing.” 12
partments became combined, functions became obsolete, and positions were eliminated; all resuldng in a change in manage- middle management
rial philosophy toward organizadonal relaConcomitant with a change in organizadonships.
3. Failure to recognize the importance tional structure, many theorists and practiand the extern of such changes will jeop- tioners foresaw a radical change in the
ardize the best technically designed sys status and functions of middle managetems. The result may be the loss of key ment. It was felt that the middle managepersonnel and sabotage of the system to m ent functions o f planning, Com puter
the extern that technical informadon gains programming, and research and developare negated.9
ment would take on increased importance
Further validation of the structural im- because innovation and creadvity would
bact of computers is provided in reports become increasingly vital to top managelhat such companies as Ling-Temco- ment as the volume o f Computer informa-
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tion increased. Most middle management
functions, however, vvere predicied to become less and less importam as these jobs
became largely routinized through the
computers ability to process many ordinary repeti tive decisions.13

. . . we think that the horizontal slice of
the current organization chart that we call
middle management will break in two, with
the larger portion shrinking [and sinking]
into a more highly programmed State and
the smaller portion proliferadng and rising
to a levei where more Creative thinking is
needed. 14
The rationale behind this prediction is
that the typical decision situation at the
middle management levei is highly structured and is accomplished through specific programs that are entirely amenable
to Computer logic. These decisions are
composed of identifiable quantified elements capable of being rigorously manipulated.15 Therefore:
A changeover to Electronic Data Process
ing appears to accelerate the levei of
formalization within the organization. The
organizaüon of work is further radonalized; rules and regulations are substituted
for individual decision making. As a result
of programming, decisions (those with
known criteria) formerly left to individual
employees are now made by the Computer.
With the programming of this area of
decision making, important functions and
even certain positions within the organiza
üon are eliminated. 16
On the other hand, there are many
viewpoints contrary to this pessimism. One
such point of view is that of “the greater
challenge,” 17 in which it is believed that as
middle managers are freed from programmable decisions they will be able to
devote themselves to true managerial
functions. Herbert A. Simon concludes
that, while programmed decisions lend
themselves to computerization and unpro

grammed decisions do not, the gulf be
tween them and the effect on middl
management is not as great as seems t>
have been imagined. 18 Thus, he feels thai
however great the progress in compute
decision-making, the major part of middl'
management decision-making has no
been, and probably never will be, amena
ble to Computer manipulation.
A research study of eight companies, a
with at least two years’ experience witi
computers, lends credence to this conclu
sion. 19 Fifty-three middle managers anc
fourteen top managers reported that, be
cause the Computer had relieved middle
management of many petty administrative
details, these jobs had grown in complex
ity and importance. There was no evi
dence from the study that middle man
agement would be eliminated, that theii
posidons would become highly structured
that they would become mere specialists ir
Computer techniques, or that their jobs are
taking on the characteristics of pure leadership or supervision. In some cases, instead of reducing the role of the middle
manager, the Computer has made possible
the expansion of existing operations and
has resulted in the addition of middle
management positions.
Another study gives further support te
this viewpoint by showing that the effecí
of the Computer can be a decrease in the
decisions reaching top management for
resolution. 2 0 This study of one hundred
top managers over a fourteen-month period revealed that top management rareh
made direct use of the Computer as a
decision tool. When it did, the Computer
was used to provide support for middle
management decisions. Therefore, it
would appear, many believe that:
The automadon of decision making, irrespecdve of how far it goes, and in whai
direcdons it proceeds, is unlikely to obliterate the basically hierarchical structure ol
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organizations. The dedsion process will still
call for departmentalizadon and sub-departmentalizauon of resp>onsibilities. 21
A third, intermediate viewpoint is that
vhile middle management jobs will be:ome more challenging and rewarding,
he number of jobs will be significantly
•educed.22
The conclusion to be derived from this
üscussion appears to be that the iniddle
nanager, regardless of the final realized
mpact of the Computer on his levei, must
mprove his abilities and acquire an unlerstanding of computers if he desires to
rompete effectivelv in the future. The
niddle manager who complains that the
romputer has turned him into a conformng, insecure clerk was probably a conorming, insecure clerk to begin with.
‘Where the middle manager stands with
respect to the Computer will depend not
>o much on the Computer, but on the
nanager himself.” 23
rentralization
During the past several decades there has
íeen a trend toward the decentralization
)f large organizations because size, complexity, and diversity have made it increasingly difficult for a central authority to
exercise clirect control. With the advem of
more complex and sophisticated com
puters, there are many proponents of the
theory that this trend will be reversed.
They base their thinking on the proposition that a computerized data system can
provide one person in a central position
with the total information needed for
decision-making and control. Thus, the
need for decentralization will be alleviated.24 This is because
. . . if the total information . . . is all
together at one place, it seems illogical to
communicate it, in segments, to several
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persons for purposes of making only limited decisions. The organizadonal implications . . . point to a broadening of the
span of control assigned to any one posidon and fewer echelons overall. 25
Also, as Computer technology has improved, computers have become much
more accessible, understandable, and easier to use. Because of teleprocessing, time
sharing, and user-oriented Computer languages, top managers are now able to use
computers directly. As a result, many
managers find that it is no longer necessary to work through intermediaries, thus
facilitating a move toward greater centralization.26
Another argument given by the centralization proponents is that computers cause
an increasing integration of work proc
esses resulring in less autonomy for each
functional area in setting the work pace
for its individuais and groups. Because the
Computer causes this interdependence,
there is a greater need for central control.
To effect the control needed, it must be
moved to the highest leveis in the organization so that complete cognizance of the
entire operation is maintained. In consequence, final responsibility and control are
placecl in a very limited number of top
management positions, resulting in a shift
toward centralizaüon.27
The logic that computers make centralization the most effective and efficient
decision-making locus has been cridcized
on several points. First, many managements have not been able to use their data
to full potential. Historically, data manage
ment has developed somewhat haphazardly through the years, and Computer
applications have not been integrated. As
Computer complexity and capabilities increased, there have been many new po
tential applications, but these have been
mainly designed for specific operational
use or for specialized staff functions.
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Hence, management of data has continued
to develop in fraginented fashion and at
rather low organizational leveis—at subdepartmental or sub-staff levei.28
Second, it was not the lack of information
that caused decentralization; it was that
top management lacked the time to make
all but the fevv most important decisions.
The increase in amounts of information
made available by computeis compounds
the problem instead of alleviating it.
Third, even when aided by the Computer,
top managers vvill still be unable to maintain enough expertise in all aspects of
their business to make the best possible
decisions.29 Fourth, decentralization is
often thought to be the best trend because
it brings the profit motive to bear on a
larger number of management personnel.
Since it allows profit goals and related
decision-making activities to be established
in decentralized units, there is a greater
likelihood that the managers of these units
vvill reinforce the goals of top manage
ment.
Finallv, and related to all these points,
the managerial function is frequently too
complicated and thoroughly diversified to
be allocated to one centralized bodv. Decentralization separates groups of related
activities and permits simplification by allowing decisions to be made by the most
relevant organizational divisions.30
Paradoxicallv, there is evidence that a
centralized Computer system might even
result in an increase in decentralization.
The system, in providing top management
vvith information on all aspects of the
business, vvill permit a closer comprehensive check on vvhat is happening at all
decision-making leveis. Therefore, it might
be practical for top management to delegate certain decisions, formerly made centrally, and only raise the levei of certain
decisions when the information received
points to the neecl to make an exception.31

Studies on the centralization-decentrall
zation question show conflicting evidence
Pillsbury, which makes extensive use oi
the Computer in daily operations as well a
in top-level planning and decision-makingl
is illustrative of vvhat happens when th«i
nevv technology becomes an importan
aspect of management. “ ‘We had this ide*
of decentralizing and diversifying 10 or lí
years ago,’ recalls President Terrano
Hanold. But instead of irnmediately re
shuffling its organization chart, Pillsbun
did a curious thing: It began its decentral
ization by first becoming more highl)
centralized. And only now, a decade later
has it moved formally to create whaí
Hanold calls 'free-standing firms’ withir
the Corporation.” 3 2
In another study, when a computei
system was installed in the home office ol
a medium-sized insurance company the
result was found to be an increase in
central control and decision-making.33 On
the other hand, in another company
where each regional office has its own
Computer, there was an increase in decen
tralization toward these offices.
the new breed
The number of people in the United
States employed as Computer system analvsts has grown from a mere handful in
the early 1950s to nearly 200,000. This
number is expected to double by ÍOSO.34
Initiallv, Computer equipment was located
in the Accounting Department and used
as an ultra high-speed tabulator.30 Gradually, however, as the Computer became
more sophisdcated, there was a need to
utilize it more fully from a profitability
standpoint. Thus, use in the functional
areas of personnel, production, and mar
keting, to mention a few, became commonplace.36 As a consequence, there was
a general recognition of the need for a
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aparate function to deal with the infor| narion Services provided by the Computer,
jrhis function, frequendy a nevv function
I taffed bv Computer experts. is often not
iefined to other organizational members,
i factor that is likely to cause considerable
Ijnrest and/or mistrust. T he ffequent regult is that the functiorfs members are
,-eferred to as “the nevv breed," “the nevv
heocracv,” “prim a donnas,” “industrial
| :arpetbaggers,” and the like, whose priImarv function is considered by some to be
he undercutüng of the operations and
jauthority of other departments.37 In addition, because it is a nevv m anagem ent
jresource and often not completely understood. the Computer function is frequendy
;allocated a measure of autonomy that is
iseldom if ever enjoved by odier areas. It
designs its ovvn projects, makes changes it
jthinks expedient, and hires its ovvn per-

jsonnel.38
The introduction of the Computer is
fraught with organizational difficulties be
cause vvhile e d p managers can say, “Top
management vvants this conversion,” they
cannot say, “Top management vvants it
done this particular way.” Thus, vvhile the
e d p manager has little hierarchical authority to introduce speciftc changes in the
organization, he usuallv resolves this hier
archical ambiguity by asserting his expert
authoritv which is difficult for the average
manager to challenge due to lack o f e d p
knowledge.39
Therefore, in their primary concern and
effort to get more informarion faster, the
Computer personnel may be artless in
their relationship with other funcrions.40
This is complicated by the fact that
research findings have shovvn that a highlevel Iocauon contributes to efficient and
effective funcdoning of the information
systems. Computer staffs achieving aboveaverage results are most often located just
one levei belovv the chief execudve. On
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the other hand, those placed tvvo more
leveis belovv the chief execudve achieved
only average results.41
The conclusion is that the problems I
have discussed arise most frequently
through failure of top management to
clarify the role of the “nevv breed” for the
nevv breed people themselves and for the
endre organization.
In many organizadons, a criticai element
needed for change—the collaborative process—is missing. In order for a planned
change to be effective, there must be a
relationship established betvveen the giver
and receiver of help so that control and
dependency are balanced. . . . There must
be a joint effort that involves mutual
determination of goals . . . and a complete
investigation of the structural, technical,
and personal factors affecting the relation
ship betvveen e d p personnel and the rest of
the organization.42

In this regard, it is essential that planners make recommendations, manage
ment scientists make Computer models,
and line managers make decisions. Recognition of this point has been identified as
the most important factor in the success of
Computer project integration into the or
ganization. While some overlap of roles is
often necessary, real organizational prob
lems are likely to result if decision-makers
delegate or leave decision-making responsibility to Computer personnel, or vvhen
Computer personnel attempt to take over
the decision-makers’ responsibility.4 3
In addition, top managers should recognize that the majority of problems arising
in connection with computers are people
problems. Based on studies conducted in
cases where small-scale computers were
installed, those companies that promote
existing employees to Computer positions
seem to be able to eliminate or reduce
many people problems, especially those
related to staffing.44
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conclusions
It is evident that there are many conflicting opinions as to the impact of computers on the organizations that use them.
Two significant factors in this respect are
semantics and the mode of employment
of the Computer. The problem of seman
tics arises simply because key vvords—such
as middle management, centralization,
programmed/nonprogrammed decisions—
are interpreted differendy by different
people. The influence of computers depends on the way they are employed and
on the length of ume they are in operation. When the Computer is viewed as
functional bookkeeping hardware, its use
does not result in conspicuous change.
When it is viewed as a management
system, its instailation may result in drastic
and extensive change.45
And so, “despite more than a decacle of
rapid expansion of the use of computers
and growing sophistícation in their applicaüon, the patterns of change are not yet
clear.” 46
Nevertheless, some tentative observations are possible regarding military orga
nizations:
• Structure. The Computer should
not radically change organizational princi
pies that are valicl and enduring. Change
should only be made in the application of
these principies.47 As a result, a model of
the structure of military organizations using
computers will closely resemble that of die
ones not using them. These organizations
will still have the conventional three layers
of top management, middle management,
and the operational levei. The organization will still be a hierarchy. Although
disunct lines between some divisions and
departments may tend to fade, there will
still be a structure that is divided into
parts and those parts into subparts and so
on, much resembling the form of organi-

zation that has been traditionally famil
iar.48
• Middle Management. Although
computers have affected and will probabl)
continue to affect the content of middle
management jobs, they will not destroy
them. Because they are relieved of many
routine, repetitive, programmable deci
sions, middle managers will tend to be
more fully udlized on the unstruetured
aspects of their jobs.49
• Centralization versus Decentralization. In order to facilitate Computer Sys
tems integration, the trends towrard decentralization may be slowed or partially
reversed. However, it appears that in the
final analysis there will not be as great and
radical a shift toward centralization as
some may think. Just because an organization centralizes its Computer activities is no
reason for it to alter the existing degree of
centralization or decentralization of authority.50
• The New Breed. Although the role
of information specialists in Computer
functions will take on greater significance
and their influence will be increasingly felt
throughout the organization, they will not
take over top management of the organi
zational functions they support. It is clear
that a prime responsibility of top military
management is to provide sufficient guidance to Computer personnel, and informa
tion to other organizational functions they
support, so that confusion, unrest, and
mistrust do not become organizationally
disruptive. This role of top management
is vital and essential because Computer
specialists must function in an established
organizational environment. By understanding that environment, the personnel
in it, and their roles, management can
greadv facilitate the effective, efficient operation of a computerized data processing
activity in conjunction with its users.51
Tactícat Air Command
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THE
"HOW TO" OE
WEAPON BUYINC
Lie u t e n a n t Co l o n e l Da v id

N. Bu r i

R. J. RONALD FOX, the Assistant
D
Secretarv of the Armv for Installaions and Logistics in 1969-1971, is

iniquely qualified to revievv the governrnent’s approach to acquiring weapon sysems. During seven years with the Departnent of Defense, he was presented the
Exceptional Civilian Service Award bv the
Secretarv of the Air Force and the DisdnTuished Civilian Service Award by the
Secretarv of the Army for his achievements in improving the weapons acquisiion process. While an Associate Professor
bf Business Administration at the Harvard
Business School, Dr. Fox conducted and
directed research in the area of systems
acquisition and conducted a course in
project management and defense aerospace marketing. He has been a consul
tam to government and industry, with
emphasis on systems acquisition.
Dr. Fox’s new book, Arming America, is
analytical and thought-provoking, a constructive analysis of how we acquire weap
ons. t It is a sequel to The Weapons Acquisi
tion Process: An Econormc Analysis (1962) by
Merton J. Peck and Frederic M. Scherer,
and The Weapons Acquisition Process: Economic Incentives (1964) by Scherer.
Each year the Department of Defense
spends approximately $25 billion to develop and produce the weapon systems
essential to the security of the nation. This
represents a significant commitment of the
nations resources. Competing alternatives
for the use of these resources, the pressures of inflation, and the great uncertainty as to how much defense capability is
enough all demand that constant attention
be paid to the process of acquiring
weapon systems.
In contrast with works such as A.

Ernest Fitzgeralds The High Priests of Waste
(1972), Dr. Fox’s book is not an expose.
Rather, it is an attempt to pinpoint the
most fundamental breakdowns in the acquisidon process. Dr. Fox describes a muldtude of key problems and deficiencies
within the acquisidon process. These fali
in two categories: insdtutional and procedural.
institutional problem s

Fox sees the most crucial problem in the
systems acquisidon area as the selecdng,
training, rewarding, and controlling of
military and civilian personnel charged
with the responsibility of procuring our
weapon systems. In 1971 a General Accoundng Office representadve stated that
onlv fifty percent of the professional per
sonnel in one of the Services procurement
and production offices were qualified to
do their jobs. Very few of the sênior
military officers in program management
possess the required experience and for
mal management training required for
key program management activities. In
1962 Peck and Scherer observed that it
usually takes one or two years for a
person to obtain a thorough working
knowledge of the technology and personalides involved in a complex weapon pro
gram.
Most officers believe that procurement
assignments are detrimental to their careers. They look upon a procurement
assignment as a liability, a “dead end” to
the development of their careers. In addition, the personnel system appears to
place most emphasis on sciendfic or engineering expertise as a prerequisite to key
program management positions. A gen-

t J . R o n a ld Fox, Arm ing America: How the U.S. Buys Weapons
(C a m b rid g e : H a rv a rd U n iv e rs ity P re ss, 1974, $15.00), 484 pag es.
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eral offícer in a large buying command
commented that “one of the causes of our
current problems arises from the fact that
we failed to recognize that a program
manager must be a business manager and
need not be an expert scientist or an
expert engineer.” Dr. Fox quotes David
Packard, Deputy Secretary of Defense,
testifying in 1971 before the House
Armed Services Committee:
A very crucial problem area in the past
has been that project officers were not
doing an adequate job. This resulted from
many factors, including assignment of
managers who were poorly selected or who
lacked proper training for the job, inflexible Service rotadon policies which made it
impossible for a manager to stay with a
program long enough to be effecdve, and
the effects of permitdng too many people
to get in on what the program manager
should have been doing himself. Soludon
of this problem requires that we select
more capable project managers and staffs
and leave them on the job long enough for
them to be effecdve. We also must give
project managers the special training in
development and procurement they need
in order to do their job properly. (p. 200)
The majority of the key positions in
program offices are filled by civilian employees. Unfortunately, the Civil Service
puts more emphasis on longevity than on
expertise. Contractors describe many of
the key civil servants who staff program
offices as tired men who have worked
their way up o ver a period of twenty to
thirty years.
Our existing organizational structure for
acquiring weapon systems requires that we
have both an efficient system program
office (s po ) and an equally responsive and
efficient contract management activity
whose mission is to insure that the terms
and conditions of the contract are met. A
March 1971 Air Force Association report
indicated that the contract management

offices are undermanned and staffed wilí
inexperienced personnel, that militar
grades are too low to be effecdve, an*
that personnel have become contractoi
oriented after long terms of duty at th
same plant. (p. 220)
Fox indicates that better educadon an>
training are essendal for both military an<
civilian personnel assigned to prograr
offices and to the contract managemen
funcdon. Civil Service personnel are oftei
sent to training programs as a reward fo
loyalty and longevity of Service, not on th<
basis of capability or potendal. Militar
personnel frequendy are sent on the basi
of their availability rather than the nee<
for them. The Blue Ribbon Panei empha1
sized the urgency of upgrading contrac
negodauon personnel and the system fo
promoting and rewarding them.1 Mos
defense procurement actions take th<
form of negodated contracts. Departmen
of Defense personnel who negotiate thes<
contracts deal with negodators from in
dustry who are key personnel with mucf
greater experience. Further, they are bet
ter trained and paid than their d o e
counterparts. The Defense negotiator i:
thus at a disadvantage, to say the least
Government negotiators’ skills obtainec
through experience are often wasted b>
the existing system of rewards, which
appears to promote the most capabh
negotiators to supervisory positions
thereby removing them from direct nego
dadng acdvides. Contract negodation is t
special skill, different from and ofter
more difficult to develop or acquire thar
are administrative or supervisory skills. A
system of rewards for negodators shoulc
be developed which is commensurate with
their skills and does not necesssarily re
quire their removal from active negotiations.2
According to Dr. Fox, one of the majoi
problems in the area of sound contraci
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Management is that personnel assigned to
üiis function become too concerned with
Jhe contractors well-being. The existing
Jeward and penal ty structure within the
Departinent of Deífense normally results
n program managers’ and plant represenjatives’ being motivated to maintain the
iiooperation of their contractors, to avoid
oroblem idenüfication, and to be cautious
n their attempts to emphasize efficient
jrogram Controls. The plant representaives frequently have become a buffer
jetween the program office and the conractors. Often government representadves
nake a better case for the contractor than
le can for himself. Since the number of
employees and promodon opportuniries at
i contract management office are determined by the amount and type of defense
Business at the plant, government repreientarives assigned to a plant for a num)er of vears vvant the contractor to obtain
new business in order to protect and
ifurther their own careers.
Civilian appointees at the levei of Secretarv and Assistant Secretarv of Defense
and corresponding posidons in the Army,
Navy, and Air Force control few of the
incentives or penalries required to motivate sênior militarv and civilian personnel.
These appointed officials are dependem
on good working reladons with the mili
tar) and career civilian employees and are
reluctant to override or otherwise control
these individuais for fear of being cut out
of the information process, thereby losing
any authority they may possess.
And Congress does not effecdvely review and control defense spending. The
budget recommended by the Department
of Defense is only slightly affected by
Congressional debate. One reason for the
poor performance by Congress is the
committee members’ lack of preparadon.
Congressmen and senators serving on
authorizadon and appropriation commit-
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tees rarely read the material gathered by
their staffs in preparadon for the hearings. The defense Services underestimate
the cost of the programs they request in
the hope of obtaining approval to begin
programs. Congress has very little capability to analyze and challenge Service cost
estímates. The detailed nature of annual
authorizadon bilis and the yearly incre
mentai approach cause numerous problems and inefficiencies. The one-year
budgedng system, for example, results in
agencies that do not spend their endre
appropriadon being penalized in subsequent years. Cosdy delays result because
Congress is so slow in providing funds.
Congress seems much more inclined to
concentrate on and interfere with the
research and design phases of a program
than to challenge defense vvitnesses vvho
contend diat a system is ready for proclucuon.
Parochial tendencies exist on the part of
military planners in each of the Services,
resulting in the placing of their Services
needs above the well-being of üie endre
defense establishment. This frequendy re
sults in suboptimizadon. After originally
underestimaung the cost of a program,
the Service obtains additional funds
through request for supplementary funds
and reprogramming from other less desirable programs.
The enormous size and complexity of
defense programs, the need to negouate
thousands of contract changes, and the
government’s emphasis on dmely compledon—all contribute to a relationship of
mutual dependence between the Depart
ment of Defense and its prime contrac
tors. The d o d program management and
contract management offices are fre
quently vievved as adjuncts of private
industry. Yet the interests of government
and its contractors are basically different.
The program manager is charged with
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two frequendy conflicting roles. First, he is
or should be a guardian of federal funds.
Second, he must be the project’s strongest
supporter, whether he sees the need for it
or not. He must be optimistic in his role
as the program advocate. The existing
rewards and penalties structure causes the
program manager to place more emphasis
on his marketing role than on his pro
gram management role. Program managers are revvarded for making their programs bigger. No project manager was
ever promoted for making his program
smaller. An advocate cannot be an impartial judge, and yet the program manager
is assigned both roles.
procedural problem s

Dr. Fox has also identified several procedural problems that he feels require attention. The source selection process comes
in for severe criticism. It is not at all clear
that the current process provides for
selection of the contractor vvho will provide the best product at a reasonable cost.
Personnel associated vvith the source selec
tion process appear to be extremely averse
to risk. Based on experience, they have
learned that selection of a contractor other
than the one offering the lowest “proposed" price results in a great deal of extra
work. possible protests, and program delays.
Defense personnel have sometimes been
unwilling to penalize contractors vvho have
failed to perform in accordance vvith the
terms of their contracts. In the process vve
have allovved companies to become lax in
achieving adequate control of our defense
program s.
Industry has a tendency to promote
engineers into key program management
positions. Unfortunately, such managers
consistently emphasize technological
achievement, vvith minor attention to planning, budgeting, and control activities.

When a nevv weapon system is bein
acquirecl by a military Service, the mos
technologically sophisticated component
are usually incorporated into its desigr
whether or not they actually improve th
system’s performance. This is usually .
matter of military pride and prestig.
rather than operational necessity.
Our current approach to pricing result
in revvarding contractors for inefficiency
Typically, profits are based on cost, result
ing in a reverse incentive to cost reduc
tion. When the government is unable t(
determine hovv much a weapon systen
should cost, there is little pressure on th<
producer to reach the highest levei o
efficiency. His costs tend toward the gov
ernmenfs upper budgetary limit. Past cos
experience—often the tnost convenien
standard for measuring efficiency—be
comes a misleading indicator of futurt
costs.
Manv government and industry mem
bers are more concerned vvith controllinc
funds than controlling the cost of work
As a result, few program managemen'
officials measure cost performance anc
there is no way to tell during a program
whether work is costing more or less than
estimated.
Government specifications have becomt
so detailed that vve have provided industrv
vvith limitless opportunities to propose
contract changes, therebv vveakening the
incentives provided in the initial contract
agreement. With few exceptions, the con
trol of changes during a progam is so lax
as to result in great inefficiency. The
contractor has no incentive to control costs
of changes when work is fully completed
before negotiations take place. The Ser
vices do not have enough trained person
nel to make effective analysis of the
impact of proposed changes. The net
result is significant cost grovvth after
award of our contracts.
c
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recom m endations

br. Fox proposes several recommendations to deal with these problems. The
First and most significam reform he recpmmends is the estabfishment of a procurement career field uithin the militarv
Services, with sênior procurement managers controlling assigninents and promorions. Advancement would be based on
management capabilitv and performance.
Assignments and promotions would be
controlled solely by sênior procurement
officials. A sufficient number of colonel/
captain and general/admiral positions
would be created to reward officers in this
field for distinguished ser\ice.
A comprehensive training program
should be established for military and
civilian servants who wish to devote their
careers to program management and pro
curement.
More and better-trained personnel must
be assigned to pricing, negotiating, and
contract management functions. (It should
be noted that the Air Force has an
aggressive program in this area known as
“Copper Cap.")
A viable system of incentives, rewards,
and penalties must be established so that
civilian appointees to sênior Pentagon po
sitions have the power and authority to
change direction of procurement manage
ment.
The year-by-year Congressional review
process must be revised to aid and encourage long-range planning. Congres
sional staffs must be increased with cjualiFied persons in order to make proper
evaluations of Department of Defense
proposals. The additional analvtical capabilities required to perform the necessary
Congressional review and analysis could
be achieved in two ways: (1) the General
Accounting Office could be authorized to
expand the scope of íl s investi gations and
(2) the full-time staffs of the House and
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Senate Armed Services Coinmittees and
Defense Appropriations Subcommittees
could be strengthened by a generous
addition of trained analysis. And Congress
must dernand accountability from d o d
officials and stress civilian control of the
military.
Control of defense expenditures must
be recentralized under the Secretary of
Defense in order to temper the parochial
tendencies of military planners, establish
balance in defense priorities, and work
toward an effective and efficient use of
defense appropriations. Such a recentralization of control requires the reinstitution
of a strong systems analysis organization
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
A single position should be created
uithin the Office of the Secretary of
Defense and uithin each of the three
military departments with responsibility
for materiel acquisition.
Government members and government
plant representatives must be sufficiendy
independem of the contractor to report
inadequate performance to higher echelons of the Department of Defense, to
instigate cotTective action, and to enforce
penalties.
Marketing responsibility (the advocacy
of weapon systems required to meet de
fense needs) should be given to the using
command or ser\ice headquarters, instead
of the program manager.
The source selecrion process should be
revised to require less time and less paperwork. Contract specif ications should be
significamly reduced. Further, the source
selection process should be revised to
select the contractor most likely to per
form the project in a satisfactory tnanner
under stated budgetary and lime constraints. Price competition is not a feasible
concept in selecting contractors for tnultimillion-dollar defense programs. The
government should adopt a program where-
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by a formal design and capability competition is held on major programs to deter
mine which tvvo producers will develop
prototypes for selected parts of each new
weapon system. The contractors will then
engage in competitive prototype development. The company that develops the
winning prototype will be avvarded the
production contract for the weapon Sys
tem. In addition, both contractors will be
retained for research and development
leading to the next generation of proto
types. New development and production
programs should begin every two to four
years.
In addition to the institutional changes
recommended, Dr. Fox advocates several
procedural changes.
Industry should be encouraged to put
business managers into project management in lieu of their present predisposition to promote engineers to such positions.
Every two years, small development
programs should be authorized in the
various areas, such as close air support,
sea patrol, etc. The incrementai improvements that have been satisfactorilv developed and tested would then be incorporated into the appropriate weapon system.
Since new development programs would
begin at regular intervals, the sense of
urgency would be minimized and there
would be no need to pack unnecessary
technology into every program. The outcome of such a low-keyed approach to
acquisition would be a sense of stability
and continuity.
In order to break out of the dilemma
posed by cost-based profit determinations,
the Department of Defense should place
significam emphasis on the amount of
contractor capital employed. This ap
proach would result in profit being based
on a combination of cost and capital
employed.

The “should cost” approach should Ix
mandatory on all large dollar procurements; thereby qualified industrial manufacturing and production engineers, together with procurement personnel,
would review a contractors approach to
developing and producing a system and
determining what the item should cost if
developed and produced efficiently.
Program managers and their personnel
and industrial managers must be trained
and encouraged to emphasize cost control
in lieu of funds control.
The Department of Defense should
hire one or more independent organizations to conduct perioclic audits of pro
gram performance.
Once contracts are negotiated, program
managers should keep a tight rein on
contract changes. Formal change boards
staffed by cost specialists should withhold
approval of each recommended contract
modification until the contractor has prepared a revised cost estimate.
I b e l ie v e that systems acquisiüon is the
most challenging and most crucial function in our defense establishment. While
appreciating the importance of the combat
and training people, my logistics brethren,
and the many others, I believe that, unless
drastic improvements are made in how we
determine and program for requirements,
how Congress approaches the providing
of funds, and how we acquire the needed
weapon systems, we will not have the
systems needed to implement our national
policies in the international arena. The
best pilots, comptrollers, and maintenance
personnel cannot long overcome a deftciency in the quality and quantity of our
weapon systems.
I am familiar with most of the deficiencies which Dr. Fox cites, and in general I
concur with his recommendations. We
and many others—both military and civil-
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ian—are concerned with improving the
weapons acquisirion process.
School of Systems and Logistics, AF1T
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1 Rcport of lhe Blue Ribbon Panei to lhe Presidenl and lhe Sctretary
o f Oeferue on lhe D epartm ent o f Defense. July 1, 1970.
2 lbtd.. p. 95.

SOME SENSE AND SOME NONSENSE
Tw o So viet Books on W ar, the A rm y, and Strategy
Dr .

Ke n n e t h

R.

W h it i n g

W

E ARE NOW in the midst of a share of extremists at both ends.
Although much of Soviet military writsomewhat raucous debate about
the blessings or the shortcomings of ing
the is perforce so much Greek to those
who
do not read Russian, there is enough
American-Soviet détente, a debate that
seems to be generating more heat than of it in English translation to enable an
enlightenment. The debaters range from energetic American reader to gain some
those at one extreme who see détente as access to the arcane realm o f Soviet
the portal to the Elysian fields of perpet military thought. And now there is being
,
uai peace to those at the other extreme published, under the auspices of the
who bemoan the city-slickering o f the a series of Soviet military books in English
Americans at
I and see détente as a translation, the whole series entitled “So
Russian ploy to obtain American assistance viet Military Thought.” The first o f the
in the attainment of military superiority. series, Sidorenko’s The Offensive, carne out
The truth is probably at some point in 1973.+ The second, Marxism-Leninism on
between the extremes, but it is awfully War and Army, became available in 1974.tt
hard to say where. Reading the Soviet Both are representative o f the best in
views on détente does not help much Soviet military literature, and a careful
since what Mr. Brezhnev says at a summit study of them should enable the Ameri
is often belied by what his military people can reader to gain some insight into the
write in their professional journals and thinking processes of the Soviet military
books. Apparently the Soviet controlled theorists. But it is only fair to warn the
media, like the Western press, have their reader that this is not the kind of literau s a f

s a l t

t A . A. S id o r e n k o , The O ffensive, tr a n s la t e d a n d p u b l is h e d u n d e r
th e a u s p ic e s o f th e U n i t e d S ta te s A ir F o r c e . ( W a s h in g to n : G o v e r n m e n t P r i n t i n g O f f ic e , 1 9 73, $ 1.70), 2 2 8 p a g e s . O r i g in a l ly p u b l is h e d as
N astuplenie (M o s c o w , 1970).

tt

M arxism -Leninism on W ar and Arm y, p u b lis h e d u n d e r th e a u s p ic e s o f th e U n i t e d S ta te s A ir F o r c e . ( W a s h in g to n : G o v e r n m e n t
P r in tin g O ffic e , 1974, $2.45), 335 p a g e s. O r ig in a lly tra n s la te d a n d p u b lis h e d by P ro g re s s P u b lis h e r s , M o sco w , 1972.
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ture one takes to the beach to while away
the idle hour. Tvvo decades of reading
Soviet militarv literature has convinced
this reviewer that it is a hobby only for
people vvith a distinct tendency toward
masochism. Western military writing runs
the gamut through the dull, the pompous,
the interesting, and even the vvitty, but the
Soviet military pundits are always their
own dull and pompous selves. Having
warned the reader, let me hasten to add
that for those seriously interested in how
the Soviet military look at conflict, both
books are worth the expenditure of a littJe
intellectual svveat.
Marxism-Lemnwn on War and Army is a
basic text for the Soviet soldier and vvent
through five editions between 1957 and
1968 before being put into English by the
Russians. The fourteen authors who
joined in bringing out the book deal vvith
war as a sociopolitical phenomenon, the
character and types of wars, the role of
military power in the State, and the methodological problems of Soviet military theory, to name some of the more important
topics they deal vvith. The book is mainly
aimed at buttressing the Soviet soldiers
faith in the omniscience of MarxismLeninism as the scientific, infallible guide
in all things, including war. The authors
use historv in a very cavalier manner,
selecting examples to prove their points,
but leaving out equally valid examples that
would downgrade their pitch. When necessary they rewrite history by twisting the
facts to suit their theory. Taken as a
whole, the book is an excellent example of
the Soviet art of making all data, past and
present, fit the Procrustean bed of Marxist-Leninist dogma.
Fhe authors begin vvith a discussion of
war as a sociopolitical phenomenon and
plunge right into a defense of Glausewitzs
dictum, as adopted by Lenin, that war is a
continuation of politics by other (i.e.,

violent) means. They point out, however l
that Clausewitz saw “politics” as “foreigr I
policy,” while Lenin correctly diagnosed ii
as the struggle of classes, actually the
“concentrated expression” of the economy
the mode of production. Every State pursues a single policy, a policy that expresses
the view of the ruling class, and foreign
policy in turn is determined by domestic
policy. Thus Clausevvitz’s dictum is transformed into: “The essence of war is the
continuation of the politics of definite
classes and States by violent means,” and
the main political aims of the ruling
classes assume a concentrated expression
in the political aims of the war. Thus,
from a Marxist-Leninist viewpoint, the
central question in any analysis and evaluation of war concerns its sociopolitical
nature.
The real hurdle for our authors is how
to make sense of the Clausevvitz-Lenin
dictum in the nuclear age. They point out
that the imperialists, failing to understand
the interrelationship between politics and
nuclear war because of their “methodological helplessness,” tend either to exaggerate politics (the doves) or to extol violence
(the hawks). But Marxism-Leninism enables the socialist leaders to solve the
dilemma. In its essence such a war will be
a continuation of the politics of classes and
States by violent means; it will be a war
that is a continuation of the criminal
imperialist policies on one side and the
lavvful and just counteraction to aggression
on the other side. It will resolve a “crucial
historical problem, one affecting the fate
of all mankind”; it will result in the
crushing of not only the imperialists’
armed force but also their economic,
scientific, and moral-political potential;
and many countries will be dravvn into
this coalitional world war. It will also be a
very destructive conflict, and they quote
from a document of the International
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íeeting of Communist and Workers’ Par
es (1969):
Today, when nuclear bombs can reach any
continent within minutes, and lay waste
vast territories, a world conflict would spell
the death of hundreds of millions of
people, and the destruction and incineration of the treasures of world civilization
and culture.
Apparentlv unimpressed with the cleicription of Armageddon, our authors
ilandlv comment: “Such a war, if it is not
iverted, will be disastrous for the imjerialists.” As they put it, the socialist sysem is bound to win a nuclear missile war
since it is defending the "progressive as:ending tendencies in social development,”
lhas all kinds of weapons at its disposal, and
enjoys the support of the working people
of all countries; further and most impor
tam, the logic of history and its objective
laws insure the outcome. One can only
marvel at such faith in the logic of history.
In the next chapter, the dice are loaded
against the imperialists in lhe description
of just and unjust wars. The political content of a war determines which category it
falis into. Just wars are those fought For
freedom, social progress, liberation from
exploitation, or in defense of State
sovereignty. “Conversely, any war unleashed
by the imperialists with the aim of seizing
foreign territories, enslaving and plundering other peoples, is an unjust war.” All of
which does not souncl too bad. but then
follows a narrower definition of just wars:
The social character of every modern war
must be determined from the standpoint of
the interests of the proletariat’s socialist
revolution and the national liberation revolutions of the oppressed peoples. from the
position of the main driving forces of social
progress—the world system of socialism,
the international working-class movement
and the people’s national liberation move
ment.

«5

Several pages later, lhe point is macle that
“the main decisive line of the social struggle is the struggle between socialism and
imperialism,” and to the non-Soviet reader
the essence of the discussion seems to boil
down to the shorthand rule: A just war is
one favored by the Soviet Union.
l he elasticity of the just and unjust war
formula is well illustrated in the analysis of
World War II. Between September 1939
and June 1941, not only Nazi Cerniam
but also the Anglo-French ruling circles
pursued aggressive, reactionary ai ms.
“The war had an imperialist character on
both sicles." But when the Nazis invaded
Rússia, the conflict was immediately transformed into an antifascist, liberation war
on the part of the countries of the antiHitlerite coalition. But even then the
American-British delay in opening the
second front shovved the old imperialist
taint—or as our authors put it, "their
sluggishness, inertness, and indecisiveness.”
In Chapter III, entitled “Wars in De
fense of the Socialist Motherland,” the
description of the “socialist motherland”
has an air of unreality about it; surelv it
cannot be a description of the Soviet
Union today! According to the authors.
the “bourgeois motherland,” as clistinct
from the socialist one, knows no antagonistic contradictions and class conflicts, is
characterized by the indestructible friendship of the nationalities comprising it, is
permeated with “socialist patriotism” that
is vastly superior to bourgeois patriot
ism, and is part of the socialist community
distinguished by its fraternal unity and
cooperation. Apparentlv the k g b s continuous war on dissidents, the unhappiness
of several million Jews, the sullenness of
the non-Russian nationalities, and the bru
tal use of Soviet troops to keep Hungarians and Czechs in line are all figments of
the “imperialist” imagination.
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Be that as it may, in vvars for the
defense of the socialist motherland the
Soviets have a lot going for them (according to our authors): any war in defense of
the socialist motherland is “unconditionally
jiist”; is bv definition a revoluüonary war,
thus insuring the aicl of the “logic of
history”; is a peoples war, another assurance of victory; and is internationalist in
aim. Most of the arguments are based on
the Soviet experience in World War II,
which is unclerstandable, although some
interpretations are extremely dubious.
Since the war. the European socialist
countries have been forced to band together in a defensive alliance (the Warsaw
Pact) to combat the attempts of the imperialists to “export coimter-revolution.” Furthermore, “the defense of the socialist
countries is now inclissoluble from the
granting of comprehensive assistance to
the national liberation movement of the
peoples oppressed by imperialism . .
which seems to be quite an extension of
the “defense of the gains of socialism.”
Then comes the main point of the
chapter, the assertion that “While there is
an aggressive imperialist camp, the Soviet
State and other socialist countries must
strengthen their defense capacity, maintain the battleworthiness of their armed
forces at the highest levei.” Furthermore,
“The dialectics of modern world development are such that peace cannot be
preserved if the military might of imperialism is not confronted by the superior military
might of the socialist system." The reason is
that U.S. imperialism has never rejected
the idea of armed struggle against social
ism, and imperialism “has great military
strength and is ready to use it as soon as the
opportunity arises." (My italics. KRW) If
Americans were to take these statements
seriously, military parity and détente
would seem to be far from the Soviet
mind.

If the description of the “socialist moth
erland” seems euphorically unreal, the
description of bourgeois armies is downright funny—so far from reality that it
induces more hilarity than indignation.
According to our Marxist-Leninist observ
eis, lhe bourgeoisie, in order to mitigate
the deep contraclictions between the peo-1
ple and the army, confine the soldiers to
their barracks, resort to cruel and stupefying drill, and brainwash the personnel.
Only members of the ruling class can
become officers, and the reladonship be
tween them and their men is one of
domination and subordination, reflecting
the exploiter society. The bourgeoisie enlist young people who are unable to find a
job or have not yet hacl time to become
active in the class struggle, and in those
countries where military Service is not
compulsorv, men are hired on contract.
“In the US armed forces, Special Forces,
formed of emigrant scum, and the Marine
Corps . . . are trained for punitive and
subversive operations.”
In contrast to the bourgeois armies, “the
armies of the socialist States are liberation
armies; they waged and can wage only
just wars. History has assigned to them
the great mission of being the bulwark of
socialism, clemocracy and peace in the
whole world.” Then follow some thirtv
pages on why the socialist armies are
morallv and spiritually superior to their
bourgeois counterparts, about their “noble
and lofty traits.” The reason: the scxialist
system is superior to the bourgeois system
in material and spiritual respects. Then
the authors go out on a limb where most
Soviet economists would hesitate to venture when they assert: “The socialist economic system secures higher growth rates
of the productive forces and a higher
Iabour productivity.”
In defining the military power of the
State (Chapter VI), the authors list the
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Inain elements of power as the economy, equipment to make the offensive successdence, morale of the people, and the ful. He has written a handbook for the
iriny. For some reason, the authors claim general contemplating an offensive on the
hat the U.S. concept of the “Elements of n a t o front, and his references to
National Power" (political, economic, mili- Marxism-Leninism are the bare minimum
arv. and psychosocial) has only a superfi- necessary to keep his ideological dossier
:ial resembíance to the Soviet factors. clean.
In his introduction, Colonel Sidorenko,
\ctually, to the bourgeois mind, untrained
n the intricacies of Marxism-Leninism, a Doctor of Military Sciences and a faculty
hev sure do look alike. It is the totalitv of member of the Frunze Military Academy,
these elements that results in the winning makes the flat assertion that only the
:ombination, although the inilitary ele- offensive can lead to victory. Under conment has been more equal than the others temporary conditions, the launching of
since the advent of the nuclear weapon. nuclear strikes, plus the use of tanks,
the event of a nuclear war, the nuclear motorized troops, and airborne forces,
:kpiles and the quantity and quality of makes it possible to penetrate, encircle,
the delivery vehicles will be of decisiveand outflank the enemy with dazzling
importance. “Thus, the struggle for mili-speed. The offensive has great advantages
arv-technical supremacy has now become over the defense since it enables the
decisive. . . . Mass nuclear missile strikes at attacker to launch his nuclear weapons in
the armed forces of the opponent and at surprise strikes, to prepare his forces
lis kev economic and political objectives ahead of time, and to select the point or
can determine the victory of one side and points to be attacked. Although the de
the defeat of the other at the very fense does have something to be said for
seginning of the war.” As they point out it and should be studied intentíy, neverin the following chapter, the revolution in theless, victory unquestionably belongs to
military affairs, i.e., advent of nuclear the offensive. He then spills the obligatory
warheads and strategic delivery vehicles, wine to the ideological lares and penates
means that the old formula that quantita- by quoting Lenin and Frunze on the
tive superiority often secured victory no offensive as the only path to victory.
longer holds; now “qualitative superiority The American editor comments on the
over the opponent has become a matter fact that the publication of the book and
of prime importance.”
Sidorenko’s attainment of his doctorate
were near enough together to make it
reasonable to assume that the book was
on his dissertauon. Certainly the
CX R OTHER BOOK, Sido- based
first chapter, devoted to the development
renko’s The Offensive, is a very different of the offensive prior to nuclear weapons,
look at the Soviet military picture. The has all the earmarks of the “historical
fourteen authors in Marxism-Leninism on introducdon” so dear to the writers of
War and Army cover the waterfront, rang- doctoral theses. Nevertheless, Sidorenko,
ing from revivalist exhortations on the in about 38 pages, summarizes the main
predestined victory allotted those who put developments of the offensive over the
their faith in the true dogma to just what last century, and he does an excellent job
makes up the military potential of the State. of it. Using stadstícs copiously, he demonSidorenko's book is narrowly focused on strates the increased role of firepower,
what it takes in strategy, tactics, and weight of metal delivered per division, the

t
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widening and deepening of the offensive,
the increased speed of advance, especially
in World War II, the use of airborne
troops to get behind the forward defense,
the perfecüon of the breakthrough and
subsequent encirclement, especially on the
Russian front in the Great Patriotic War,
and the evolution of command and control techniques to cope with the greater
mobility of units dispersed over much
wider fronts. Most of his data are derived
from die Soviet experience in World War
II—he is almost parochial in this respect.
Furthermore, he has little to say about the
role of air povver, and what he does say is
restricted to close support and reconnaissance. Strategic bombing is left out of the
picture, probably because he does confine
himself largeiv to the Soviet experience in
World War II.
In Chapter II Sidorenko gets into the
nitty-gritty of the book, the offensive in
lhe nuclear age. He sees the nuclear
vveapon as changing the very content of
the offensive, or as a Marxist might put it,
the magnitude of the quantitative change
in firepower transforms it into a qualitative change. Nuclear weapons are not
restricted to the “support" of motorized
lifle and tank units but can be used to
destroy the enemy independently. They
are weapons of “area" destruction. Moclern combat is nuclear combat, and the
actions of the troops on the battlefield
must be coordinated with the nuclear
strikes and used to exploit their results.
The introduction of nuclear weapons has
also changed the defense in that combat
units have to be widely dispersed to avoid
catastrophic losses. The main deli very vehicles for nuclear weapons are missiles,
both tactical and strategic, and the missile
troops are the elite force of the nuclear
battlefield. Missiles have range, speed,
controllability, invulnerability in flight, sufíiciently high accuracy, and independence

of meteorological conditions. The use o
missiles will give the attacking troops th<
opportunity to carry out breakthroughs a
operational depth, especially airborm
troops.
The role of the tank on the nuclea
battlefield is extolled by Sidorenko. The
increased mobility, range, and firepowei
of modern tanks, plus their relarive invulí
nerability to the effects of nuclear weap
ons, make them the main shock force of
the ground forces. However, he admiti'
that antitank weapons, especially antitanl
guided missiles, do tend to sour the picture
somewhat. But his enthusiasm for the
offensive overce)mes that minor detrimen
to his beloved tanks.
The increased speed, altitude, anc
range of modern jet aircraft, married tc
the nuclear and other new types of armament, enable modern frontal aviation tc
support combat actions of attacking
troops. Modern aviation can launch powerfuí strikes at greater depth under the
most varied weather conditions. An im
portam asset of aviation is its capability tc
search and destroy.
Another qualitative leap in the development of the ground forces is their com
plete motorization, thus enabling them tc
exploit breakthroughs with great speed.
The use of armored personnel carriers
(
’ ) permits such exploitation righi
after nuclear bursts.
Sidorenko then goes on to discuss the
possible character of the n a t o defense
against the offensive. He sees n a t o as
wedcled to the mass employment of nu
clear weapons and the subsequent launching of counteroffensives once the attackers thrust is blunted. The dispersion
of n a t o troops frontally and in depth is
the best method of protecting them
against nuclear weapons, but of course
there are limits to how widely forces can
be dispersed and still be effective. The
apc s
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í a t o forces are also being equipped and scenario now includes nuclear weapons—
rained in anritank defense to offset the largei y tactical.
The unwary reader, upon seeing the
ncreased role of tanks in the offensive.

! Sidorenko waxes eloquent when decribing the characteristic features of the
.'iffenàve in a nuclear environment. The
>rimary method of attack will be the
aunching of nuclear strikes, followed immediatelv by the svvift advance of tank
tnd motorized rifle units deep into the
'nemvs defense through the breaches
>pened up by the nuclear strikes. The old
rlearlv defined front Iines will be so
acking that he thinks one should now
peak of the "line of combat contact of
roops.” Combat operations will be conlucted in "the presence of vast zones of
:ontamination, destruction, fires, and
loods.” Even the term “breakthrough" is
íbsolete; it is now more correct to talk
ibout “overcoming” the defense with great
,peed immediately after the nuclear
itrikes, overcoming the defense through
he exploitation of intervals, gaps,
>reaches, and open flanks.
In Chapter III, Sidorenko discusses the
:ombat missions of the various tvpes of
mits, the width of the attack for various,ized formaüons, the axis of the attack,
tnd deplovment on the nuclear battlefield
n general. Much of the discussion is a
epetition of the material covered in the
arevious chapter, although in this chapter
le goes into much more detail about the
>ptimal sizes of units, the ideal spacing of
v pc s and tanks during the advance, and
he role of the Soviet antiaircraft defense
pv o ) in protecting the troops from the
tviation of the capitalist countries. The
:hapter is for all intents and purposes a
nanual for a ground offensive against
s a t o , and the role of strategic weapon
>ystems (ic b m s , long-range aircraft, and
s l b .m s ) is ignored. Sidorenko seems to be
fehashing the Soviet offensive against Nazi
permany in the 1944-45 period, only the

juicy title for Chapter IV, “The Employment of Nuclear Weapons and Destruc
tion of the Enemy by Fire,” may feel that
he is going to get the real lowdown on
Soviet nuclear strategy. But, alas, a little
footnote on the first page informs the
reader that the chapter is based on data
derived from the foreign press, i.e., the
capitalist press. The chapter, in short, is a
dissertation on the capabilities and employment of Little Johns, Honest Johns,
Lances, and Sergeants, but nary a word
about Soviet weaponry. For once, however, Sidorenko does allot a major role to
air power, as can be seen from the
following extract:
The most effective battle with enemy nu
clear missile weapons can be conducted by
fighter-bomber aviation employing the in
dependem search and destruction of targets
which have been discovered, that is, the
“hunting" method.

V and
VI, are concerned with the clefeat of the
defending enemy through the exploitation
of breakthroughs and the subsequent pursuit of the shatterecl enemy forces. The
author has a great deal to say about speed,
attacking from the march, lhe use of tanks
and a pc ’s , and the role of artillery and
nuclear missiles—much of the material
very similar to that presenteei in the previous chapters. He again doffs his cap in the
direction of air power, pointing out that
aviation is always in a “high State of readiness,” can cope with small and rapiclly
moving targets, and is the main means of
reconnaissance. It also has an important
part to play in pursuit, especially in creating bottlenecks at bridges, road junctions,
I HE NEXT CHAPTERS,
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and various types of defiles. One of the
major problems in pursuit is the Crossing
of radioactive contam inated zones.
Sidorenko advocates sending in tanks first,
because they are the most invulnerable to
the effects of radiation, and onlv then
sending the motorized rifle units across in
a pc ’s ; the personnel in the a pc ’s vvill have
to vvear gas masks and protective capes. If
the contaminated zones are dusty, the vehicles will have to be vvidely separated be
cause of their tendency to kick up clust
clouds, which can be extremely dangerous.
The last two chapters, VII and VIII,
are devoted respectively to forcing water
barriers and to night attacks. Unlike in
past wars, vvhen water barriers were of
great importance for the defense, the
“rapid development of Science and technology provides a basis to assume that in
the future water barriers will not be
serious obstacles for attacking troops.”
There are now various means of coping
with these barriers: tracked self-propelled
ferries, portable pontoon bridges, and
amphibious tanks, trucks, and a p c s . The
author assumes that the role and impor
tance of combat operations at night will
increase sharply in contemporary nuclear
war, since night operations facilitate surprise, so important in paralyzing and
demoralizing the defenders. In Chapter
VIII, he describes in great detail various
methods of conducting such night attacks.
Sidorenko, like most Soviet militarv
theorists, is extremely repetitive, almost to
the point of being sleep-inducing. If,
however, the dubious adage that repetition is the essence of effective pedagogy
has any validity, then The Offensive is a
masterpiece. The commander of a Soviet
tank or motorized rifle unit, if he reads
Sidorenko’s book, will learn just how to
position his unit, how wide a front he
should cover, how deeply his unit should
be echeloned, and what to do under

almost any set of conditions on the nr
clear battlefield. He is not only told thes
things but is told them over and ove
again.
Sidorenko, although nodding in th
direction of air power, is mainlv con
cerned with the role of the tank an<
motorized rifle units of the Soviet armei
forces. His book demonstrates the enor
mous influence of the Great Patriotic Wa
on Soviet inilitary thinking or, in
broader context, the national fixation 01
the events of the 1941-45 period. Th
Offensive is in many respects the Grea
Patriotic War replayed in a nuclear envi
ronment, but with the nukes restricted ti
the battlefield. The scenario played out ii
his book is an offensive against the n a t í
forces in Western Europe. In this regard
the book should be a valuable addition ti
the library of n a t o commanders, if for n<
other reason than as an example of ho\i
their defenses are evaluated bv a highf
respected Soviet militarv theorist.
At no time does Sidorenko discuss th
wider aspects of a Soviet-NATO conflict
such as, for example, the effect on th«
Soviet reserves and logistics of large
nuclear weapons delivered by long-rangi
missiles or strategic aircraft. His scenario i
a predominantly ground war in Europe
How applicable his strategy and tactic
woulcl be against the Chinese People’
Liberation Army ( p l a ), given the enor
mous areas involved in such a conflict. i
questionable but apparetitlv of no conceri
to him. That, it would seem, is some othei
strategisfs bailiwick.
Another interesting point is the assump
tion that in a conflict with n a t o the Sovie
forces would be on the offensive from th*
very beginning. Sidorenko never discusse:
a n a t o offensive except as a “counterof
fensive” if the n a t o nuclear strikes wen
to blunt or shatter the Soviet offensive
This may be a little unfair to the author
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thinking, from the Weltanschauung encompassed in Marxism-Leninism on War and
Arrny to Sidorenko’s detailed description of
what a Soviet offensive should be like.
Both books are vvorthy of the attention of
anyone curious about how Soviet military
theorists look at conflict and are to be
recommended especially for those who
are students of Soviet military thought.
They are well worth the intellectual grind
T h e first two books in the Soviet Military needed to plough through them.
Thought series give the reader a glimpse
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
of the whole spectrum of Soviet military
since his subject is the offensive and not
the defensive, and it may be that he is
leaving the discussion of the defensive to
other colleagues. On the other hand, his
dith\Tamb in praise of the offensive in his
introduction would lead the reader to
conclude that the defensive has a low
priority in Soviet military thinking.

A THREE-VOLUME AVIATION LIBRARY
Lie u t e n a n t C o l o x e l K n u t e

F. La w s o n

of current, modestly priced
A SERIES
aviation books by the renowned air-

craft writer and editor John W. R. Taylor
is novv appearing on the shelves of better
book Stores. Mr. Taylor is best known as
the editor and compiler of tlie standard
reference text Janes All the Worlds Aircraft
and also as author of hundreds of books
and articles concerning the history of
military and commercial aviation. His latest vvorks, prepared vvith other noted
writers and editors, include a pair of
excellent recognition guides of current
military and commercial aircraft and an
outstanding almanac of aviation facts and
feats that would rival the Gmnness Book of
World Records in the field of aviation.
What's that plane?
The publication of aircraft recognition

manuais or books appears to be a thing of
the past in this day of Mach 2 aircraft
cruising at altitudes in excess of 60,000
feet. There also seems to be a lack of
interest in manuais providing three-view
drawings or photographs of modern mili
tary or civilian aircraft. If the reader has
served in World War II or Korea, he may
remember, vvith nostalgia, the manuais
and pamphlets prepared during those
periods concerning aircraft recognition.
Spotter’s guides for the identification of
friend or foe formerly included War
Department f m 30-30, Recognition Pictorial
Manual, AeronaiUics Aircraft Spotters Handbook, and ADC Manual 200-3, Aircraft
Recognition Silhouettes. These publications
provided either three-view line drawings
or black silhouettes and the basic information necessary to identify the aircraft. The
more sophisticated manuais, such as f m
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30-30, provided onc to four photographs
of the aircraft, which were usuallv incorrect because of a lack of accurate intelligence. The more current publications
such as a f m 50-13, Recognition Gmde SinoSoviet Aircraft (1964), contained onlv photographs with a minimum o f Derformance
data.
Until now, a first-class p<xket guide for
recognition of military or commerdal air
craft was difficult or almost impossible to
find either through the Government
Printing Office or commercial publishers.
To obtain information on present-day
aircraft required research in the library.
The best reference publication was Janes
All the Worlds Aircraft. This excellent refer
ence text is both voluminous and expensive; thus, the average aircraft enthusiast
could normally not afford a personal
copv.
Now the aircraft researcher can obtain a
book with a good percentage of the detail
in Jane’s at a modest price.t The Macmillan Company published in May 1974 a
pair of ptxket-size books that provide the
data necessary for identification as well as
for research. These handy texts, which
measure 3U x 472 x 772 inches, are titled
Jane's Pocket Book of Major Combat Aircraft
and Jane’s Pocket Book of Commercial Trans
port Aircraft. Both books are edited by
Mr. Taylor with the able support of
Kenneth Munson and Michael J. H. Tay
lor. Since the books were published so
recendy, thev contain the rnost current
data on aircraft in the world’s inventories.
The first book, Jane's Pocket Book of
Major Combat Aircraft, contains photo
graphs, three-view drawings, and details
on 249 current military aircraft. The
t John

format for both texts is a photograph on
the left page and a three-view drawing
and details on the right. The aircraft are
listed in alphabetical order, with a simplified index for quick reference. The infor
mation presenteei on most aircraft is quite
detailed considering the size of the text;
for example, the aircraft manufacturer,
type, and original country of development
are given with the popular designation. A
bit of detail normally not included in such
compact publications is the date of the
first flight. Informadon regarding the various models and designations, power
plant(s), wing span and length, maximum
take-off weight, speed, rate of climb, Serv
ice ceiling, combat radius, and armament
is also included. An interesting bit of
addidonal informadon relates which nations have ordered the aircraft and how
many, by type. Aircraft as old as the
DeHavilland Vampire (1943) and as new
as the Northrop YF-17 (1974) are depicted. The data on aircraft as current as
the F-15 are mostly approximadons be
cause of classificadon.
If, for example, the reader is interested
in the performance data and variations
of the French Mirage III and the number
ordered by Venezuela, this is a handy text
to provide the informadon.
The companion book,Jane’s Pocket Book
of Commercial Transport Aircraft, is prepared
in the same format and provides the
equivalem data as its military counterpart.
This is an excellent guide to the commer
cial carriers of the world and the number
produced since their iniual development.
An example is the commercial version of
the C-130 Hercules, which is a Lockheed
L-100; 27 of this type aircraft have been

W. R. T a y lo r, e d ito r, J a n e ’s Pocket Book o f M ajor Combat
a n d Jane's Pocket Book o f Commercial Transport Aircraft (New
Y ork: M acm illan P u b lis h in g C o m p a n y , 1974, e a ch $ 6.95 h a rd e o v e r,
$3.95 p a p e rb a c k ), 263 p a g e s e a ch .
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manufactured since 1965. Of the 226
:aircraft listed, the oldest is the Ford Trimotor/Bushmaster 2000 (1926—modified
1966). and the most current is the .Air Bus
A-300B (1972). An itein of interest to
most civilian and military aviators is that
12,926 DC-3/C-47 aircraft vvere constructed from 1935 and that approximately 800 are srill in commercial Service
as of 1974.
As related, these two pocket guides to
modern aircraft are excellent, inexpensive
source documents for the aviation enthusiast. What’s that plane? If vou are not
certain, these are excellent publications to
zonsult.
aviation fa cts, figures, an d photographs

If the reader is having difficultv finding
the answer to such a question as “Who
was the First certiFied woman aircraft pilot
and the date she obtained her license?” he
will not have to research any further than
Air Facts and Feats. t The second edidon of
this aviation almanac, prepared by Guinness Superlatives Limited, is a virtual
storehouse of knowledge concerning im
portam achievements in aviation history. It
itraces the history of flight from ancient
lEgypt to the present day in considerable
qetail.
If you are still wondering about the
answer to the question posed earlier, it is
Mme La Baronne de Laroche in March
1910. Unfortunately, the pioneer aviatrix
died in an aircraft accident in 1919. This
is just one of the thousands of facts
contained in this compact text of 288
pages. It also contains over 200 photo
graphs, maps, and sixteen pages of color

plates depicting famous dvilian and mili
tary aircraft from 1903 to 1972. The
aircraft drawings are presented in profile
and in their original color schemes. The
plates for the First and Second World
Wars depict aircraft flovvn by outstanding
airmen in the livery of the period. These
drawings are excellent references for the
aircraft modeler vvhen finishing replicas.
To provide ease in locating aviation
facts, the text is divided into nine major
sections. Section 1, “Pioneers of the Air,”
is a capsule history of aviation from
ancient Egvpt to 1913. It provides facts
relating to the first flights and early
international aviation meets. Section 2, the
largest in the text, concerns military avia
tion from 1908 until the present. The
early history of army aviation and even
tual development of army organizations
into separate Service departments in such
nations as the United States, Great Britain,
and Germany are included. Detailed
sketches of the great aces of both World
Wars, with color profiles of their aircraft,
are a highlight of this section. A condse
list of the victories of famous pilots of
both wars is an excellent source of information for the military aviation enthusiast.
The section ends with a description of the
origins of the world’s air forces. Section 3
is a companion text to the previous section
since it concerns the history of maritime
aviation from 1910 until 1972. The list of
aircraft carriers developed betvveen the
wars and the First flights of principal naval
aircraft, supported by inany excellent pho
tographs, provides the reader with a concise history of the air war at sea.
Sections 4 through 8 depict the devel
opment of commercial aviation and space

■Jo h n W. R. Taylor, M ichael J . H. T aylor, and David M ondey, editors,
York: T w o C orítinents P u b lish in g G ro u p , 1974,
$8.95), 288 pages.
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flight. Section 4 reviews the development
of commercial aviation from early feats
such as Lindberghs Crossing the Atlantic
to a series of firsts regarding the develop
ment of the world’s air routes. A portion
of this section is also devoted to world
point-to-point speed records and crime in
the sky. The history of lighter-than-air
flights is presented in Section 5, which
covers a span of aviation feats in this
environment from 1783 with the hot-air
balloon through the rigid airship of the
1930s. An interesting listing, in detail, is
the James Gordon Bennett International
Balloon Race trophy winners (1906-1938).
Section 6 covers the development of the
autogiro and helicopter. A concise description of achievements in sports and competiüon flying is provided in Section 7. This
section also contains descriptions of early
parachute records, development of the
ejection seat, and a history of aerobatic
maneuvers.
Section 9, the last section, describes the
history of solid- and liquid-fueled rockets,
ballistic missiles, and rocket aircraft and
provides an excellent chronology of man
in space from 1961 to 1973.
The book concludes with an appendix
of facts that were possibly too late to be
included in the basic sections. These facts
include a chronological list of world absolute speeds obtained by man in the atmosphere from 1906 through 1967. In approximately sixty years, man has progressed from 25.65 to 4534 mph. The
remaining two appendices are devoted to
the development of four remarkable air
craft: the Boeing 747, Harrier, Concorde,
and Tu-144; and a list of aviatioris worst
disasters from the loss of 62 personnel

when the airship R-38 was destroyed in
1921 to the crash of a Vanguard in 1973
with 105 fatalities. An excellent bibliography is also included for those interested
in additional research. In order to provide
ease in cross-referencing aviation facts, an
excellent index is included at the end of
the book.
In conclusion, this compact publication
is a true almanac of aviation facts and feats.
As stated by the publisher, “the book con
tains everything you’ve always wanted to
know about aircraft but were afraid it
would take ten volumes to find out!” If one
could digest all the informadon provided
and if the “64 Thousand Dollar Question”
were still on television, he would be a likely
candidate for the grand prize in aviadon
history.
T h e s e modesdy priced and detailed publications would certainly be an asset to the
student of aviadon history or to one who
prides himself in his ability to recognize
current military and commercial aircraft.
They would also be of value to a reader
who has only a moderate interest in the
subject. The books have been prepared by
one of the world’s true aviadon experts,
John W. R. Taylor, with the aid of
disdnguished editors and writers in this
field. These three texts provide the detail
that would ordinarily comprise many vol
umes of expensive aviadon material in the
reference collecdon at the local library.
The next time you are browsing
through a book store or library, stop by
the aviadon secdon and review these texts.
You will be amazed at the wealth of
informadon available in these three com
pact compendiums of aviation.
Maxwell AFB, Alabama
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